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INTRODUCTION

This clinical psychological study of physical scientists follows a similar
study of biologists (8). Like the former it has been supported wholly by
a grant from the Division of Research Grants and Fellowships of the
National Institutes of Health, U. S. Public Health Service.
The broad problem under investigation is that of the relation hip be-

tween personality and vocation. At the present time, the work is foeu d
upon scientists in an attempt to learn whether there are any personality
or life history patterns which are particularly characteristic of certain groups
of scientists or of scientists in general.
Two main approaches have been used in the study. In the first, detailed

clinical studies have been made of men of high eminence in the field. These
have comprised interviews on life history, administration of the Rorschach,
the Thematic Apperception Test, and a Verbal-Spatial test, and some brief
discussion of the work of the subject. The second approach has been by
Group Rorschachs of members of six university faculties.
The rationale back of this plan is explained in the monograph on biolo--

gists (8) and will not be discussed at length here. It may be stated, how-
ever, that the combination of projective tests, and tests of intellectual func-
tions with life histories recorded verbatim in a minimally structured inter-
view gives a very comprehensive clinical picture. The number of individuals
studied this way is necessarily small, not only because of the time devoted
to each one but also because they are widely dispersed geographically. The
Group Rorschachs were collected in order to have some comparable data on
a larger group in the same vocation.
It is obvious that the procedure in the individual studies is very time

consuming for the subjects and their generosity in taking part in such a
study as this is noteworthy. I cannot express my appreciation warmly or
strongly enough. Any psychologist who has tried to get together a normal
group at any level will particularly understand the difficulties of assembling
so superior a one. Its importance for psychological theory in general as
well as for this study is very great. ANNE ROE
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J. SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE
Selection was a difficult job because of my lack of professional competence

in physics) and .the fact that the representation of physical scientists in the
two major general national societies (the National Academy of ciences
and the American Philosophical Society) is apparently less adequate than
the representation of biologists in these societies. The first difficulty was
largely overcome by the wholehearted cooperation of Dr. Paul Epstein of
the California Institute of Technology who spent a great deal of time con-
structing a preliminary list. This included the physicist members of the
two societies named and in addition a large number of fellows of the
American Physical Society. This original list was then pruned of men over
60 years of age, of those who were foreign born (an error was made in
one instance, but as the subject came to this country as a very small child
this was disregarded), and of those whose time was so taken up with ad-
ministrative duties that they were not continuing research. (There are two
administrators in the final list-one had been so for many years, but con-
tinued considerable research j the other had just changed over to full time
administration.) These arc the same criteria that were used for the rudy
of biologists and their import is obvious.
The major concentration is in the field of physics proper, but there were

included also men working in astrophysics, geophysics, physical chemi try,
and theoretical engineering. The list derived as explained above included
39 physicists, 7 astrophysicists, 6 geophysicists, 9 physical chemists, and 8
engineers. Three of these were later dropped since it was learned that they
were primarily administrators at the time, and four others were added at
the suggestion of the men who were doing the rating. Several of those
finally selected as subjects were later found to belong in other categories;
this accounts for some imbalance in the final selection.
This list was then submitted to seven raters, selected to cover all of the

fields. These were Dr. Paul Epstein, Dr. Hugh Dryden, Dr. George
Kistiakowsky, Dr. W. V. Houston, Dr. Walter S. Adams, Dr. Beno
Gutenberg, and a nuclear physicist who prefers not to be named. They
were asked to rate only the men whose work they knew well enough to
evaluate and to rate them as 1 2 or 3 in descending order of excellence. A

, • • .' 1 1 2 2-3 Th final selection wasfew used intermediate ratings also, as - or . e
made on the basis of these ratings. One man was included whose work wa
known to only two raters (and rated as 1 by both) j all of the others. were
rated by at least three men. It was planned not to include any men 10 the
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126 CEN £TIC PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS

selection who received any rating of 3, but this would have eliminated too
many men (because of the number of refusals) and three such men are
included. In each instance there are at least three ratings for each
(including at least ene rating of 1) and the rating of 3 was given to each
by the same rater, who was throughout very much more critical than any
of the other raters. In all, 30 men were finally selected.
There are very interesting differences between the responses of the physical

scientists and of the biologists to the letters which were sent out. The
text was essentially the same. In the case of the biologists, there were only
three refusals (two of which were thoroughly justified by special circum-
stances) although occasionally a second letter was necessary. With the
ph} icists there were five who did not respond to either of two letters (three
of them were later reached by phone or in person and readily agreedto
take part); two refused on the plea of inadequate time and four wrote
imply that they preferred not to be included. Similar difficulties
were encountered in the group studies. Two of the studies of those
who were seen are very incomplete, all test data being lacking. The tests
secured from another subject have not been included because of specialcir-
cumstances. 'The refusals, however, are not concentrated in those who
received the highest ratings but are somewhat concentrated in theoretical
physics. This does not materially affect the sampling. All of the men
on the original list are at such a high level that differences among them
are not very great. It had been hoped that there would be at least two from
each of the more specialized groups but this did not work out. They are
'not separately designated. It should be pointed out in comparing the number
of refusals for physicists and biologists that there is a considerable difference
in th.e amount of free time available to them. The physicists are under much
heavier pressure both in their regular work and in extra work.
Apart from the matter of numbers of refusals there are other differences

b~tween the biologists and physicists in their attitudes. Some of the biolo-
gists took the precaution of asking colIeagues about me or checking up in
some way, although this Was apparently not common. It was much more
common among the physicists, and in some instances the checking was quite
complete. This's bvi 1 . I

I a VIOUSy a reasonable procedure and one which am
glad to have them loll . . k .... . s. . . ow since It rna es for easier mtervrewtng, but It I
also indicanvs of certain differences j I'
A di . In persona rty.
n ad itional difference . . hi' ..,_l. IS In t e act that With the biologists It was

a ways POSSible to arrange two interviews and often three which is much
to be preferred even th h hi' ' ., aug tee apsed time is no greater. Here, again,



the reality situation is a factor; it commonly happened with the physicists
that only one interview could be obtained, although when this was the case
it was usual to have a whole afternoon cleared for the purpose. In such in-
stances there was generally not time to do the verbal spatial test, and then
this was left with the subject. Of four tests left, two were not returned.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUP
The final group includes 9 theoretical physicists, 9 experimental physi-

cists, and 4 physical chemists of whom 3 are theoretical and one experimental.
Hence there are 12 who are classed as theorists and 10 classed as experimen-
talists. When there was any question as to classification I accepted the
subject's statement.
Average age of the group is 44.7± 1.4. The range is 31 to 56 rears.

The theorists average 44.0 years and the experimentalists 45.7. Although
selective criteria were similar) this group is younger than the biologists who
averaged 51.2±1.4 years, and this difference is significant at .001 P.
This reflects the well-known fact that physical scientists achieve emi-

nence at an earlier age than than do biological scientists, and this in turn,
reflects certain differences in the two fields of study.'

A. FAMILY BACKGROUNDS

Some familial data were gathered for each man, enough to give an
idea of the general social background of the family.
Birthplace by states is as follows: California, 4; Indiana, 2; ew York,

2; Washington, 2; and 1 each in Connecticut, Kansas, Louisiana, Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Texas, and Utah. Over half of them come from west of the 1ississippi,
in contrast to the biologists, only four of whom came from that part of the
country. This may be in part due to the rather slight age difference. The
period was one of rapid movement in the country, and this group is just
enough younger that there had been considerable change in the population
distribution and in the educational facilities available.
Occupations of the fathers of the subjects are given in Table 1. It is

striking that 73 per cent of the fathers (84 per cent of fathers of theorists;
50 per cent of fathers of experimentalists) were in the professional class.
This is even higher than in the case of the biologists, of whose fathers 45
per cent were professional men. Of the two business men, one was a de-
signer and manufacturer, the other had studied law but owned his own
small business and had never practiced law. Most of the mothers also
came from families in which the men were in professions. Two mothers had

'As one physicist put it: "I think it's true that scientists .reach distinction earlier-,
more or less in the ratio of the relative importance of Ifltellect?;l effodt b

10
the

experimental work. In pure mathematics you can have a ~mart t ea an, tc::~
a great man. In biology you essentially have to make expenments, Y1°UC3? t ~r
late about what an animal is doing and this is hard and takes a eng time.
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130 GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS

taught and one was a concert pianist j one had taught art and another was
3 graduate in music. The educational level of both parents is very much
above the mean for the country at large.

TABLE 1
OCCUPATIONS OF FATHERS

Occupation
Number of fathers in occupation

Theorist! Experimentalists Total

Research dentist
College Teacher
Teacher, Primary or Secondary
Engineer
Physician
Minister
Lav ...yer
Optometrist
Pharmacist
Salesman
Busineumnn
Former

1
I
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
4

71170

o
3
o
3
o
1
1
1
1
o
2
o
84%

1
o
2
o
2
o
o
o
o
1
o
4

50%0/0 professional

In contrast to the biologists, only two of this group lost a parent by
death under the age of 10 and the parents of only one were divorced.

umber of children in the parental family and position in the family
(birth order) of these subjects are of some interest. The data are given
In Table 2.

TABLE 2
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN PARENTAL FAMILY AND BIRTH ORDER OF SUBJECTS

o. of children Number of Position
including subject subjects in family

1 5 1
2 4 2
3 4 3• 2 4
5 4 5
6 0 6
7 3 7

Number of
subjects

16
3
o
o
1
o
2

Concentration of the men among the first born is very striking. Only
five of these 16 were only children. It is also interesting that of the three
who came from families of seven children} two were the youngest in the
family. It should be noted that two of these subjects have stepsibs or half-
sibs who are not inel uded in the table.
Among the sibs of this group, most are themselves in professions} although

some are in business. There are no unskilled or skilled workmen among
them so far as my records go.
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B. MARITAL STATUS

All of these men are married. Only one has been divorced, and one has
remarried after the death of his first wife. Age at marriage and number of
children for each subject are given in Table 3. Average age of marriage
is 27.0. This is like the biologists-both are rather late. In part this is
connected with the long educational histories. Some of these men are
young enough that it is not unlikely there will be more children born to
them in the future. I have only inferential data on marital adjustment in
the group. I would judge it to be, on the whole, very good. Like the
biologists, this is socially a very stable group.

TABLE 3
AGE AT MARRIAGE AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN

Age at marriage 1'0. of subjects No. of children No. of lubjecu

34 2 4 5
33 2 3 I

32 1 2 9
31 0 I 3
30 1 0 4

29 1 44

28 2
1927 1 Sons

26 4 Daughters 25

25 2
24 I
23 2
22 1
21 0
20 1
19 1

Average 27.0

Of the 44 children of the physicists, 19 are sons and 25 are daughters,
Thi " , h th b'ologists whose 44 childrenIS presents an uueresnng contrast Wit e I ,

include 30 sons and 14 daughters. X' is 5.56, P betw~en ,02 and ,'0~'13~
have no interpretations to offer!) It also contrasts With Terman s
gifted group whose offspring had a high sex ratio.

C. COLLEGE AND GRADUATE SC~OOL HISTORIES

I d .' stages in their training arcAges at which these men camp ete various
given in Table 4. Only nine took Master's degrees. S h ' 205

. . f r B A or B. " t eortsts .,Average ages for recervmg degrees are, 0 .' S D h . t 23 7
experimentalists 21.4 both 20,9; for earned Ph.D. or c. " t eons s . t

" I t the somewhat younger age aexperimentalists 25.8, both 24.6. n par 1
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TABLE +
ACE AT RECEIVING COLLEGE DEGREES

B.A. or B.S. Earned Sc.D. or Ph,D.
TheaI'". Exper. Total 'Theor. Esper. Total

I 1
2 I I
2 + 6

1 I 2 2
I 1 2 3 2 I
2 2 + 2 2
3 3 6 I I
3 3 6
2 2
I 1

12 10 22 12 IU 22

20.5 21.4 20.9 23.7 25.8 21.6

Age 11 receiving
degree

30
29
28
27
26
25
2+
23
22
2.
20
19,s
N

Aver-age

which the theorists finished reflects an economic difference in the parental
families. I t will be remembered that more of the fathers of the theorists
were professional men, and as a result fewer of them had to work their
way through college, or were severely hampered by lack of funds. They do
not differ from the biologists in this respect.
There is little concentration in particular universities for doctoral work

in chi group. Only four universities gave degrees to more than one ~f
the men in this group. These were Chicago University, 4; Caliiomia
In titute of 'Technology, 4 j University of California, 3, and Princeton
nivcrsity 2.

1\Iost of these men needed assistance in going through college; some
of them had a very difficult time indeed financially. By the time they were
in graduate school, however, those who needed financial help all had fellow-
ships. 1\Iany of them also had post-doctoral fellowships: nine have had
Tational Research Council fellowships, and two have had International Edu-
cation Board fellowships in addition to others. •



A. THE THEORISTS

1. Biographical

1. This interview was very brief but a few salient facts were elicite~.
Some of the material was later deleted at the subject's request. He IS

h
. . "I de up my mind that if

t e son and grandson of mathematicians. rna
there was anything I wasn't going to be it was a college professo~l.so here
1 am!" When pressed a bit, he said that he had to rnak.c. a living ~d
that was all he knew and after he found he could make a living at phy ICS,

III. EARLY HISTORY RELEVANT TO OCCUPATIO 'AL
CHOICE

In the life histories which follow, considerable differences in amount of
detail are noticeable. Except for some editing, and a few changes made
by the subjects when the personal material was submitted for their approval,
the stories arc essentially as they were told to me, and recorded almost ver-
batim. Presentation of them in this form gives a good deal of the "feel" of
the personality not so easily conveyed in any other way. I did very little
guiding of the interview after a preliminary statement of topics to be: CO\··
ered, asking questions only when it appeared that relevant data were being
omitted, or to clarify some point (these questions are recorded in parentheses),
so that the histories mainly include the things that the men thernselve ...
remember as of importance.
The clinical value of such life histories, particularly where the record-

ing is verbatim, as here, has been adequately established by Allport (I).
The pitfalls he mentions are largely absent in this material, except that of
unconscious distortion. Here, however, some of the projective material
provides a check, as on family relations. Furthermore, in an interview as
little structured as this, the sequence of statements which has been pre-
served in the record is in itself something of a check, and the phraseology
often provides useful clues to possible distortions. What is given here i what
seems now to the men to be of importance, and this has its own significance.
The theoretical and experimental groups arc presented separately, but the

histories are not given in the order of presentation of other data, and the
code numbers and letters assigned to each man for the test material have been
omitted, since it is clear that some of the subjects can be identified by their
close friends from these stories. The order of presentation of the life his-
tories is roughly in accord with the lateness of the vocational choice. Thi
bears no relation to the assignment of code numbers.

133



134 GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY MONOGRAPHS

it would have been silly to change. He has never seriously considered
doing anything else, although he had thought at times that he might have
liked to be a lawyer but he supposed they had to spend a lot of time on
very dull stuff. He had also thought of being a geologist but drawing
pictures and graphic solutions didn't appeal to him.
2. His father was a college professor and his mother interested in an

so that his background was a very specialized one intellectually. He sari>
of high school:

J liked school. 1 enjoyed nearly all subjects. They had a scientific
count: and another course, and I took the scientific. The reason was
that there existed a scholarship fund for the nearest technical school
covering tuition and train fare. That was why they had a scientific
course at the high school.

1 suppose it was taken for granted I would go to college but this
scholarship was available and it always appeared the family had no
money, so no one would ever think of doing anything that would be ex-
pensive. I felt then and certainly felt afterwards that I didn't exer-
cise the proper initiative with respect to trying to accomplish things
that were not scheduled, and this has led to a conflict which remains.
1 WlU very much interested in scientific ideas and I was also very
interested in other things, ] remember once thinking of philosophy as
II career and looked at books on the subject but saw that they all dis-
agreed, and I gave up the idea; I suppose that was a sign of the
scientific atlirude. But I had also a great congeniality with the aesthetic.
It was not so much an interest in music but in visual two-dimensional
thing., and a great love of color. '

. I had no early interests in gadgets. That was partly mother's
influence. She was always talking about truth beauty and justice,d h . • •
an at t at time 1 thought that mechanical gadgets weren't beautiful.
Father was interested in carpentry and gardening but I didn't take to
thai. Before breakfast I used to go out on a bicycle, sometimes I
woul~ get up before the sun rose, maybe at 4:00 on a Mayor June
morning. aod ride 20 miles or so before school. I would go out and
see the birds gel up and th . I

e Sun rrse. would go out and greet the dawn
and enjoy it all in aver ti .. .

. . . y poe rc manner. I never' did anything In a
PO!lI~ve or creative way in any of these fields of art but I had the
pa erve side. of it, the receptivity, a poetic reaction towards nature.
At that time in th h i h hi.

e Ig sc 00 pericd I first read about the elec-
tron and ~revious to that I'd been taken to church regularly and had
very conSIderable emot'on I . . .. .
b ria reactlOOs to It, the smgmg particularly,ur WB! never satisfied . h . .
P tl th wrt It intellectually. I'm sure it wasar y e result of rh b f .

e a sence a any attitude on father's part orvery much on mother's . "
hi part 10 religIOUS matters. Father didn't sayenyt IDg or mother much I d

and I h d f . . rea someone's book about the electrona or a moment an '.
inSpiration that maybe God was in the elec-



I had a foolish feeling that other people ought to find out if there
was something I could do. It didn't seem seemly for me to tell them.
I think it should be a business of the professor to explore the peten-
tialities but I think also that the chairman of a department ahould try
to find out what people have done and are doing and try to help them.

"I don't know how I acquired the idea of going on in school but it
just seemed the natural thing to do to acquire a Ph.D.1I At first, how-
ever, he took an industrial research job for money and experience.
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non, but this didn't last. Also about that time I gave a graduation euay
as second in the class, on "The Electron, What It Is and Whar it Does."
Of course the first in the class was a girl. She just worked bard, 1
suppose, and I di-dn't work quite so bard; up to that time my studies
were quite easy.
I read a great deal for two or three years and after that I didn't

read so much. One reason was that I never learned to read fast enough.
I was just learning about life at that period but it was a relatively
short one. Some of it on my part was a result of lack of locial
contacts.

At college he took the general technical course, but some of the studies,
such as projective geometry, didn't go so well, although he had had no
difficulties in high school. One summer he did some extra work in chemical
engineering which he particularly enjoyed because of his great interest in
odors and colors. As a senior, in place of research he did a bibliographic
job. During the war he worked in a research lab in Washington with poison
gas. Although he worked out some theoretical ideas which would have
been valuable, he kept them to himself, because he wasn't asked.

As I recall it, it seemed to me they were wasting their money on me,
but this was partly because of my general attitude that there was no
use in anything. I was just dragging myself around, there remained
only a faint spark of interest in life which carried me through. Lack
of social adjustment was one thing in this rational development of a
scientific nature. It seemed to lead to the condusion that there wasn't
much point in anything. In school there was a great lack of train-
ing in the art of living. The reason that- I was interested in physical
sciences rather than biology was that life was a minor thing.
Then I got a fellowship. I felt this was granted because .they "new

my father and not because of my own merits, but I took u anyway.
For a long time I generally allowed fate to decide; and I usually made
a habit of not doing what I really wanted to do. At first I uartc.d
working in one field but then rebelled and shifted for my Ph.D. thells
to more nearly what I wanted to do. Then, following the path of
I . od d as a National Researcheast resistance as usual, I got recomme e
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fellow, and continued in the same field. After a year or two the NRC
said they would renew the fellowship if I would do something differ-
ent. It \Vl1S then I went to another university and shifted to physics.

He is still working in the same general field in which he started at that time.
3. His father was a professional man and very scholarly and the whole.

family were very studious and all read a great deal. They were also rather
poor, but every member of the large family went to college.

I don't remember anything about my childhood, I am always sur-
prised at the things people remember because I don't remember any-
tbing. The closest thing to physics in the sense of a somewhat early
start that I recall is that the summer before I went to college I started
reading physics books. I took it in high school but remember nothing
of it. I think 1 was third or fourth in the class but I have no recol-
lection whatever about it. There were some college texts about the
house (u ppu remly belonging to sibs) and for some crazy reason I
started to rend those. I vaguely recall that I presumably liked math.
1 got good grades in everything, I must have because I was high in
the clnas. But I don't remember, and I didn't like or dislike anything
especially.
My older brother and r sold papers when we were in grade school.

We used to get up at 4- on Sundays. That was the best day. I don't
remember working in high school.

It was just taken for granted that we would all go to college.
Tbar wua pa rr of the goal for my father. They would have felt dis-
graced if they hadn't sent us. There were no particularly strong out-
slde interests for any of the children which would bave made a conflict.
Mesr are now in professions.

\Ve moved to a town wbere there was a small local college and we
all went there. I started there and took physics. I haven't a ghost
of an idea why I took it to start with. But after two years I had a
really serious interest in it and then I changed to the state university.
My father was willing to support me there but I insis~ed on doing it
so I used to rake leaves, wash floors and so on and I had some sort
of parHime. job. (at school) and the second year I had more support
from the umversuy. I Jived by myself and ate sardines and things like
that .

. (When and why did you decide on graduate school?) Perhaps it was
Just the observation that th f I h. e acu ty ad advanced degrees so I con-
ttnued and got my MAth I h' ,. '. ere. ad some kmd of support, I don t
remember Just what it (IV '
, ') I was. ere you interested in research or teach-
ln9 I didn't think abo t it h
I, I I u I mue probably, but there must have been
Itt e e se than teach in' .
h . g In my mind. I had no idea of research att at lime. .

Then he taught physics and chem,'stry for a year, and spent a summer
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studying. With the savings from this year's teaching and a fellowship he
was able to spend two years at another institution.

For my M,A. I had done a minor experimental problem, the on I)'
experimental job I have ever done. I presume for some little time,
without being able to put my finger on it, I had become aware of the
fact that my interest was more in theoretical physics with a parallel
interest in mathematics. Those go hand in hand. This stimulated my
interest in theoretical physics. I felt more at home and was better. 1
went to Caltecb because Epstein was the leading theoretical physicin
there. The rest followed from that. I took courses from the mathe-
maticians, too, of course, but I did my thesis there in theoretical physics.
I think the idea of research is a gradual affair for most people.

When you start the professor helps you out quite a lot and tells you
what to do and you develop confidence. Then there is the matter of
being conscious of the fact that most of your classmates are going into
research so why can't you? I think at that time I wasn't thinking at
all of industry. I think I was conscious of the fact that in such a
profession as physics you have to go into research, pure teaching
doesn't count. You have to keep going, if you don't do research you
fall behind. It isn't a serious crusade but there is satisfaction in
it. There is this other related thing-in graduate school you begin
to study the work of contemporaries, some of them your own prcfe sor
and people you know, and you see it draws respect so you follow. You

think, maybe I can do it, too.
My big plan was to get married so I grabbed the first job that came

along. There was nothing fancy about that. And 1 have been here

ever since.

4. This subject spent much, of his early life in a suburb of a large city.
His father was a bridge engineer.

He was a very learned man, much more so than most engineers. I
think he influenced me a great deal. At least he had a very high
respect for scientific accur acy and the sort of intellectual honesty that

scientists at least pretend to.
When I was a kid we had a fairly large gang and played in the

woods and skiied. Most of the kids were older than I; I had skipped
one grade so I got licked regularly i~ the g~ng fights.. .,
I did comparatively little dabbling In chemistry as a child. 1 didn t

have a lab or chemistry sets. I developed pictures a linle marl"
than most boys, but did practically no experiments with that. I
had a Meccano set and this was a great joy, more perhaps than other

b 0 h . I had no particular bobby.
oys who had Meccano sets. t erwrse .
I

. b"t b arne quite a beautiful setdid get extra parts for t e set, 1 ec
before I was through with it. I never worked out of books. ~ found
out by doing it. I probably did very little reading. Father did very
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Iinfe playing with me. He made learned criticisms of the structural
de ign which I was a little scornful of sometimes, of the theory of
bridge conuruetion at that level. Other boys had sets but I think I
"' .. a specialise.
I did fairly well in school, in fact I did really very well, I was

fint Or second in the class all the time. ODe boy was better, usually.
J rather liked arithmetic and I wasn't very fond of English. I did rela-
th'cly poorly in languages. After the first year of high scbool we moved
to the west, where I went for three years in high school.
J wos very enthusiastic about woodsmanship as a boy; 1 should say

my favorite book was Ernest Seton Thompson's Two Litle Sa'l/Qgu.
In alilornia I was able to indulge this and even at the high school
age 1 used to go off with ODe of the other boys on trips of three or
(our days with packs. Not real mountain climbing, though. We had
no tendency to pick the cliff trail. E.g., one year about the end of
high school we went off to Sequoia and a boy and I took a burro and
Went for one and a half or two weeks into the park.
A. far as I can remember my plans were influenced by having a

very good high school teacher who ran a rather good advanced course
in chemistry, It was obvious I wanted to be a scientist. I had taken
in high school an extra chemistry Course, so I got a job in a sugar mill
OJ a bench chemist in the summer. I made more money than I made for
years afterwards. That experience was a bit unpleasant. There were
eeme Very pleasant boys who were chemists and I enjoyed their com-
pany, but the company I worked for cheated us thoroughly,
My (ather had retired and we were relatively well off, very modest

but there Was no question but they would send me to college. When
I .graduated from high school I had some slight prejudice against
gOing to college. I knew I would go even then but I wanted to be a man
suddenly. After the job as chemist tbere weren't jobs hanging on trees.
One of the boys I had been with there was going to the college, so I
wem Over with him and enrolled without telling my father. Perhaps be-
cause l was still being a mao. I had a certain amount of resistance
against being bossed. I was very conscious of the fact that my parents
wanted me very badly to go to college and there was at least some point
tba~ I didn't want them to know I was thinking about it and then notdo It.
I had no diffic It '.

I . u Y gettlllg III and no difficulty staying with the class.r was a !omewhat rough cl '. . h
" h ass, enterlOg 10 February and gomg througWit OUt a vacation for rw d h " h

a years an t ere was a large mortality: t eySlopped that system aft h
k . er r at year. However I always knew I couldrna e the grade. There h' " . "

ch . was no c em leal engrneertng as distinct fromemmry, or if so it was only in th .
\Vhile I was there I e ~eol~r year. .

b Went out for swimming. I trled the basket ballteam ut never got far ith h
• WI t at. I was elected captain of the swim-mlDg team. It's probabl . ifi

(ratero''Y"1 . y Sign I cant that I didn't get a bid to a
I unn the middle of '.

my rumor year and then got a bid to what
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was probably the best. That's probably more or less cbu rucrerlsric,
it was about that time I became rather popular.
By my senior year I was aware that what I wanted to do Wal

research and I think that I thought I would prefer to stay in university
work. I don't think I'm inclined to plan the future. After my gradua-
tion I got a teaching fellowship at the state university. The graduate
department was one in which it was assumed you would go into eca-
demic work if you could. The department was a unique one at that
time, there were practically no courses given. I did take at least tWO
classes in physics, one of which I failed consistently because it came at
8 o'clock, but this just didn't count. We started research without the
idea that the research one started in the first year would become
a dissertation. We were encouraged to sort of play around in the lab.

This was followed by a trip to Europe and later on he spent some time
there studying.

(ReseardJ ideal) At college, and I suppose the transfer wasn't
very sudden. As an undergraduate I did a job of research; I was
mostly the laborer but I understood moderately well what I was doing
and I was very enthusiastic about it. I think I did it moderately well.
(When did you decide to go to !Jraduate school') I guess during

my senior year at college, I'm not really sure at what stage I had
decided to. I think my mother had sometime said, "It wouldn't be very
bad for you to be a college professor." I didn't worry much about it.
(Why your own line?) I think at the university I had already to

some extent picked my field. The work I finally did for my disserta-
tion I think was somewhat the outgrowth of a talk in which 1 playe-d at
least some role. It may have been the professor's guiding hand that he
let me think I suggested it. It was something that sort of grew up in
discussions. At the time I went to work with X I definitely rook a
problem that he had suggested, although one I was quite interested in.
Then later the experimental work I did was pretty much an outgrowth of
that problem. I found that most of my research interests tended to
branch out two ways from anything I'd done before. Usually there was
an obvious connection sometimes by way of an experimental trick you
could put on a new problem. Sometimes a theoretical question which

had arisen from the old problem.
(Why did you go it/to theory?) The reason I tended to become- .3

theorist was that it was easier to work for a few hours on a theoreti-
cal' problem and one could get somewhere in spite of the constant inter-
ruptions of classes, etc. And because of personal influences also I

·tended to go into theoretical work. .
(Did you read much?) I wasn't very bookish, but at a certain

stage I read an awful lot. The sort of thing of going all through Shaw

and Ibsen and that.

5. He was born in a small midwestern town, the son of a minister. His
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mother died when he was five and he was cared for by older sisters. H~
attended small town schools.

1 was an awfully bookish kid. OUf family had more books than
most in that part of the world, but I never remember having any chil-
dren's books. I remember two or three books of nursery rhymes, with
no illustrations, and Alice-in-Won derland- And for a while I was a
ub criber to the American Boy. Classes in school were always small
and there would be one of my boy friends and I who were the bright
boys of the class. There might be two or three girls who weren't so
dumb but we didn't pay much attention to them and then I was always
much discouraged by the fact that the teacher seemed to spend all her
time on them (the dumb boys). We would be wildly shaking our hands
end she would never see us.
I had a friend whose aunt ran the switchboard and they had some

peculiar gadgets, one called a pole-changer. It was a very impressive
looking object with a large vibrator on it. This had on it the "gold
point" and we used to get hold of that and put some dry cells to it,
enough to make it flop back and forth satisfactorily and we could turn
it on nnd off. There wasn't too great a variety of things you could
do with it. My older brothers and sisters had school books including
high school physics. At this age I didn't care much for that. Ire·
member feeling I'd run out of stories and I got hold of an old Latin
book with some stories so I started to learn Latin so I could read
them. This didn't go far because I skipped the declensions, not
knowing what they were, so my sister explained and I went a little
Further but never really learned to read the stories in the back.
Later in high school I read theological material through scarcity of
other reading. Father's health broke down badly so it was necessary
for him to retire and we moved back to mother's old town but none of
the family were there any more. In that school (8th grade) I made my
debut with transferred grades, and was then placed at the head of the
class. There were 2+ that graduated from high school. I was at the
head of it mostly but the situation was better there There were atI .
.east four boys who were up to doing about the sort of sta'Odards of work
It took to rank high and of the rest of the class I can't remember that
there were any who were quite so bad as the ones before.
It was a pretty lively group. The others were sturdy and took

par.t in at.hletics (so didn't study as much). I was very skinny and
frail. My faher was interested always in learning anything possible
and he always encouraged us to use what books were around. He had
an old encyclopedia not to d b 1 . . . . d. ' a goo, ut on y certain sections of It achieve
my ~t.tentl.on. Vie always had an unabridged dictionary. And the old
tradition 10 that part f th

. 0 e country was that though education was
scarce It was very highl 1 d f. y v a ue. Anyway there was this tradition 0
not hnvlOg much can t f h .. cep a w at the higher kinds were about but hav-
Ing a great deal of ambition for what was available. At that time I
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read heavily in math. and physics. It was well begun by the time I Wall
in high school. I hadn't decided to be one (a physicist), I only hoped
to get a good education. When I was a sophomore in high school I
found out there was a Ph.D. and I resolved to have one before I was 35.
Late in the 8th grade I got acquainted with a kid no stronger than I
and he askedtme to come see some of his things and I went over and he
had a collection of old dry cells, and Ford coils, erc., and he showed
me how to make sparks and all. We had electric tights and the switch-
hoard there used electrical current but it would fail off and on and
they had to fall back on dry cells and they got bea vy use so the)' di .
carded a lot that were still good. We'd get all types and so I soon had
a bunch and was doing various things and I learned abour the Car-
tesian diver. I took general science as a freshman and the teacher,
who was one of the people with a similar attitude toward learning, did
his best by us and he knew more physics than anything else. So by the
time I was along in high school I knew I was very interested. I got
hold of my brothers' and sisters' algebra books and studied some of the
things in them, mostly like logarithms. Then I got hold of a calculus
text and learned quite a little.
My sister's help and a scholarship provided me my college training.
If I had been a very active robust type I could have worked ~s a
thrasher, that's about ail the work there was. I suffered a good deal
mentally about this situation. I tried various things but got nowhere.
I went there with the ambition to major in chemistry because there

had been a campaign to make people want to be chemists. Some outfit
sent Slosson, Pasteur (books) etc., around to all the high schools; there
was no chemistry in high school ; the high school wasn't;] good one,
they gave only two years of Latin. I took part in an essay contest
on the wonders in chemistry and I got second prize in the state, $5 in
gold. I read the catalogue and it said you had to have high school
chemistry to take the real course, otherwise you had to go into an inferior
course. I didn't know much about it and I didn't abuse nnyone'e time
and strength by locating anyone to ask questions about it. So I signed
up for math, and then in my sophomore year I signed up for physics
instead, having met some boys in it. Then a new physics professor
took over, a Ph.D. from Illinois a number of years before, and he
did various things for me, some good and some bad. His personality
convinced me I wanted to' major in physics instead of math. I had
taken the dumb course in chemistry and nothing I experienced in it
made me regret it. My college was probably better than a num~er
of small colleges but it didn't provide the kind of training that an active
student can pick up around a university, but I've always wonder~d
if I would have been tough enough at that period to profit by a big
university, I wasn't a strong type, either physically or emotionally
probably. The professor admitted he might not understand some of
the things too and that we should understand that it was very hard but
I don't think that my ioellectuat' development was pushed as hard a
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ie might have been. But I did a rather remarkable thing. There was a
$100 prize {or the person making the absolute top grade every year.
My record for the four years was the best in the class, but not for any
one year and I never got the prize.
You see I spent the full length of time all through my school yean. 1

never took to suggestions of promotion. I'd overheard conversation
about the unwisdom of pushing children. I was a good student generally.
I chinle 1 have changed in some ways. I used to handle things much
more by geometrical analogy; in recent years r have pretty much quit
thinking of new points that can be handled that way. 1 frequently re-
preach myself for not having reflected more before beginning to scribble.
On the other hand one of the things I had to learn was rhar you go ahead
and do something rather than waiting in bafflement for an idea. In my
earlien educarlon doing a lot in one's head was regarded as the thing.
ow this is replaced with operations.
(If/lly did )IOU cIJoou your branch of physics'll That developed more

or lea as 11 mailer of circumstances. The situation was that I lapped
everything up as I carne to it to the limit of my ability. It was pretty thin
lIluff through high school and not the most nourishing through college.
when I Went to graduate School the first year was spent in a not too
rewarding way but it wasn't wasted.
I decided to write a master's thesis although it wasn't required and

had a most interesting time with an experimental problem. But my
teacher was a theorist at heart and I eventually finished up doing a
Ph.D. thesis on a theoretical subject. He assured me I could do experi-
mental work but 1 never have.

It ~~as of COurse a great wrench for many people to live down the
rrun suon from c1anic to quantum theory. I'm just young enough to have
been able to do it but nor young enough to have done it without difficulty.
I had quantum mechanics in my third year of four years of graduate
work, and the attitude of the whole class was one of outraged incredulity
and indignation. The older teacher had had a phobia against quantum
theor~. The new man taught quantum theory, but not very welL There
\~'asn t a very good supply of elementary books and we had an awful
time. ~t wasn't unti]- I was doing Post-doctoral research that I began
to get 11 and I don't think I became comfortable in it until about threeyears ag N . .
• • O. 1 Ow In Spite of the fact that a good deal of the teaching
IS stili done by those \ h h •

. v 0 even t grown up naturally in it we have ageneration for whom this is the w a th i
I expected to 0 . Y rugs are.,

g on and be a teacher but the idea of actually tryingto enter the field of th • . "
• .l.... I."" e COuntry s leading institutions didn't playa roleIn my Ullnll.lOg In those da 'Th I
ape ys. e atmosphere was not intellectual.or one summe- at M' hi
thea eti I h ." IC rgau and that trip was my first view ofrica P YSICIStsand wh t h .
Working Tb h d a t ey seemed to act like when they are. ey a a part' J I ,
a d'ff ICU ar y good Crew that year This was quiteJ erenr atmosphere f h '
Th I rom t at at my university'. en got an NRC f II " .

e owshlp and went to work with X. I'd never



I think it's a series of coincidences to a large extent. As a young-
ster I became interested in airplanes at the time Lindbergh Hew the
ocean. That impressed me and I started making ai rplaoes and woo
contests. I and a group of friends pretty well monopolized the business
there in town and of course success is always attractive.
I took all of the science courses they offered in high school. In junior

high school there was a course in general science and in the last
three years of high school we had biology and chemistry and physics.
I also had a course in qualitative analysis.
I read ! terrific amount. I remember by the time I was ten I'd

read all the books on the children's side of the public library and all
the classics on the adult's side. I especially liked classical history,
-c-this was in grade school and in high school. I've always read a lot,
indiscriminately. I had no real favorites then. One tbing I read a
lot then I got interested in this pseudo-science, astounding science
fiction, and stuff like Bell's thrillers. I got into that in high school and
I still like it. I remember my wife hiding one of the magazines so people
wouldn't come in and find it. I remember reading early American hie-
tory too. Classical history because it was adventurous and far lands,
I read the Morte d'Arthur and the Idylls of the King. I read lou of
historical novels, I was always interested in history: Not so much in
biography. I did very little general science. We didn't have a lot at
home, the five-foot shelf which I read through completely and two or
three encyclopedias. I probably read most of them eventually.
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been extended and he was calculated to extend anybody. It was the
first time I bad encountered a professor who obviously had a colossal
amount more than I either had or had any prospect of baving. It was a
staggering experience. I was at sea and very low but after a few months
it dawned on me the others didn't understand it either and by the time
I had finished my second year he regarded me as a most valuable
person because I would ask questions. But still he almost flanened
me for my temerity.
At this time there was a great deal of pressure to get a job, and

it was all very depressing. I had two years on the fellowship. I WlU
abominably ignorant. This wasn't assuaged in the two yea ra. I had a
genuine deficit. Very interesting things were happening, the neutron,
positron, etc I only published one brief note at the end of the fint
year.

His second year) however) he produced a mathematical paper which made
him a marked man and he was then offered an instructorship at the uni-
versity where he still is.
6. His father was a professor of physics and mathematics at a state

university, although he later left to go into industry for financial reason.
There was a good deal of dissension in the family and his parents were
divorced when he was a sophomore, which was a great relief to him.
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I apem loti of time on airplane models and later on radio. (Did you
~(Jr. wi/h your jather'!) I had no help from father in this work.
He was away from home lots with his work and when I later 011

became interested in radio he was a little of an inspiration there
because during World War I he worked with the training of radio
men for the army. There were still some odds and ends of pieces
around I could use.
"'hen 1 liut started with model airplanes there was the American

Boy wbicb was the authoritative journal on airplanes and I kept the
article. and used their designs. I didn't just copy tbe things. We built
rocket hips and powered them with gun powder which we made. (Wert
you Ihe /~adu') Well, there was no real lender, there was a group
of D half dozen of us and the sense of a leader was Dot strong, it was
juSl the one who had been doing the most successful thing at that
particular moment. We made planes individually and sold them to the
other boys and that gave us enough money to make more planes. When
1 won a sophomore in high school we started flying gliders. There were
never a ny strong cbjecrions, mom was sort of worried about it but she
contained herself. It was almost impossible to get hurt. We didn't get
much altitude. We usually ended up by taking the glider home end
repairing it.

(flow about collf:!le') College was taken for granted except for the
money. 1 went 10 11 little church school and white they did not have
regular engineering 1 took the science COurses in chemistry and thought
for 11while I'd be 11chemist. Then I went to the state university and
took aeronautical engineering. I think the work I did there was very
nearly standard but since I did have a basic interest in science I used
my electives for math. 1 couldn't get into physics. When a senior I
was Slopped by a professor in the hall one day and he suggested I go on
(or gradUDte work. I'd thought vaguely of staying ou there for another
year or two but didn't have any very clear plans. I'd never heard of
the place he suggested and so I looked it up, and applied and got in
and so I came here and have been here ever since. When I was a secolld
year graduate Student I got a part-time job, and wrote my thesis on part
of the work.

(lP/un did you gel the research idea?) I think that my high school
chemistry teacher had quite a bit to do with that. He encouraged
u to pia}' around and we came back after school about three after-
noons (1 week for an hour or so and Spent the time working there. No
res
ea
:ch .problems but we worked under our own steam. We did some

quantitative procedures't ' id '
h ' I wasn t research but enough so I di n tave to take freshman h' . . I
dOff c eenstry In college. That gave me a [itt e
I erent level than . kl °

h JUSt War lng With chemical sets at home. Later
w en I came out here a d f,0 I'd ,n saw the field open up that was the rstlme ever really done - . I
got f any resea reb. That was the biggest thingOUt a my first year of d .
Course va d . gra u ate work. Until then the engineermg

\ S eesgned to make routine engineers so when I came out here
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and found there was something more to the business it was really quite
an eye opener.

7. This subject was brought up in a large city. His father was a de-
signer and manufacturer. There were no professional people on either side
of the family, except for him and his brother. He went to public schools.

As a boy I spent a lot of time reading and building things like
airplanes and electric trains. Also I did a good deal of playing base-
ball. I would say it wasn't until I got to high school that 1 began
to ignore the more usual activities of a boy. I can recall always being
interested in gadgets. I think I got started in science by reading
J1Jtoflndi7lg Science Fiction. I had Meccano sets, and motors and so on.
Mostly I built things on my own. The most ambitious tbing was putting
together a model plane, you bought a kit that had everything and just
put it together and then I designed one of my own and built it, My
brother built a radio, but I don't think we ever did any work together.
At the time I was becoming interested in science he was going to college
and so he had useful books lying around.
(Did you do partiCfllar reading'!) Actually there is quite a good

deal. I think actually at about this time just before going to high
school I read a lot. Most of this was a development of rny own. when
I did start to high school I was wandering around libraries and reading
popular books on science.
I first became convinced I was going to become a physicist and took

a course in physics in high school. 1 remember thinking if I did well
in this I would go on. I was fortunate to have a teacher who was
doing research himself and he was a great help.
I recall going through a stage in my browsing hen I picked up

books in electrical engineering and then realized I wasn't interested in
building dynamos but in the fundamental theory. 1 drifted through the
stage of interest in making gadgets but it went fast. The thing that
interested me was the discovery of the section in the text on the struc-
ture of the atom. The rest I knew pretty well anyhow.
(When did you get the research idea?) I think at this time I had

begun to read fairly advanced books. I think it was clear to me what
the nature of research was, it was just a matter of getting up to doing
it and that didn't take very long, I began as a sophomore in college.
It became an all-absorbing interest. Actually as I remember it the
first time the idea of myself doing some research came when this high
school teacher introduced me to someone at a local college and be
raised the question of my helping him in some. I'm not quite. sure I
realized the distinction between learning from a book and finding out
for myself, but it soon became clear where what was known .ended and
where I would have to take on. In mathematics also I was doing a gre~t
deal of reading. One fortunate thing was a copy of the Ency~lolud,a
BritQnnica at home with some wonderful articles on mathemaucs and
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physics, the 11th edition. Here the articles were pretty much written
by the flower of the Hrirish school. Sometimes of course I flipped over
the paget and read other parts, too. I had no course in chemistry in
high chool and was rather bored by it in college.
(Family at/i/udu1) Certainly the general family background was

one in which the children should have the benefits the parents did DOl

but I think also it was my own initiative in a way. My parents certainly
put up no objection, although neither was interested in learning.
There were two classes of teachers at college, those who had been

there for years and the young people on their way. Then also the stu-
dent body was keenly interested. All in all I found it a highly stimu-
lating place. There were no special good teachers,
when I was n sophomore I had already begun to do research. It

was theoretical because theory was my outstanding interest. I think
tbe thing 1 used the college for primarily was not so much that I took
course in any particular subject although I did some mathematics, but
there were people there who were working in the current branches and
there was a library so I spent the first two years in getting up-to-date,
After two years I switched to another college. 'This is an illustra-

tion of getting to know people who can really assist you. One of the
people where I was became interested in me. He was doing his graduate
work elsewhere and he introduced me to people there. He suggested I
come down and listen to the theoretical seminar and I got to talking to
the chairman and I guess I must have said something clever and this chap
1 knew Bold him a bill of goods and they offered me a scholarship so I
transferred. At the same time I began to do research at still another
college and with a couple of others wrote a little note (at the age of
17). That's the beauty of physics. It's becoming less and less true
that you can wo'k in a very restricted field. After I transferred the
tempo was ralher different. Before everyone was in there fighting to
learn omething, but then I could take it slow and learn some other
things. I guess I just kept busy learning things.
I had taken a number of years in French and at the time I could

read and speak it fairly well. I don't think I have any particular
talent in languages I didn' d J • • I d

. I n e 0 too bad y ID most subjects rna e
Phi Beta K I h . •

appa. ave a pretty good memory and I think I have a
~easonable interest in other subjects, At the time of course, I rather
Ignored other th·n.... I h d bi . ' .

• I . b~' a no lology 10 college. Chemistry I pretty
much Ignored I ,.ust t k h . h

..' 00 r e general requu-ements. My only or er
special Interest was in some philosophy COurse.

bad stayed there and from that point on I had fellowships and so I
a no financial worr! d d. rrres an the path seemed to be clear. I wnrke
pretty conSistently in th th .
. e eorencal field. I spend some time putter-
109 around the lab but I d. .

. never 0 any experimental work. My thesis wason a theoretical preble I' h
y m. ve ad no experimental experience even.ou are sUPPosed to eak '
btl' e a Course I·n experimental physics of course,
u sqUirmed my way out of it. '
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I took my Ph.D. slowly because in my second year they gnve me a
travelling fellowship. That was my first experience away from home.
I can't say I ever wanted to go home after that. We drifted quite
apart. The drifting began in high school when I was preoccupied with
no points of contact with my parents. ] think they sort of sal back in
awe at this wonder and didn't quite know what wall going on. They
were very helpful.
I was given a fellcwship. This was an extremely fruitful period

not only because I was beginning to do scientific work of some merit
but I was placed in an interesting social atmosphere. There were all
manner of people and all sexes so life became interesting. [was there
for two years, first on the fellowship and the second year as research
assistantship.

8. My father was a civil engineer who had very little formal educa-
tion but had run away from home and apprenticed himself to ao engineer
and studied at the International Correspondence School. He had a good
head and a great interest in engineering matters. I think that because
of my worship of my father I became interested in engineering. Even
when I was five or six years old I used to go around to his om,ce and
fool around with his drawing things and as I grew up, although he
wasn't doting, he let me come around more. I ,..'as a very lazy tudem,
I didn't study. I didn't dislike study but [ did an enormous amount of
reading. (OJ <what?) It's a little hard to recall, but such things as biog-
raphy, the life of Napoleon, enormous quantities of Jules Verne, pretty
near anything I could get hold of, technical and not; quite a bit of
serious stuff. I remember in 1914 I was reading a history of the Boer
war. I lived in a small town, the county seat where father was county
engineer, of about 2,500 people in which there was an extremely remark-
able lawyer. His wife and my mother were good friends and he had
a son I used to chum around' with and somehow I got to talking with
the father about things and he invited me to come into his house and
borrow any of his books. He had a very good library. I had the in-
clination to read to begin with and that pushed it very much up.
He was one of the few men I've ever known who have really read
everything we know about and should read and don't. I remember arti-
cles by Mill and Spencer, etc., and one on the logic of belief. I think
part of this was compensation for the presumed physical defect. I was
quite shocked when the doctor said I had this heart trouble. 1 still
have a mitral murmur of some sort. About half the doctors catch it
and about half don't. I couldn't get insurance when young but some

time ago I did succeed in doing so.
One of my ambitions was to go to West Point, father was. a v~t~ran

of the Spanish American war and retained a great interest ID military
matters and was at the time of his death (when the subject was 15) a
major in the national guard. His death left us not well off. [was
the oldest of five, the youngest was only one year old. The problem was
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how I could go to college and this became very acute. During my high
school I had planned to become a civil engineer and had spent all my
vacations working in tbe lowlier jobs of civil engineering, both office
and outside. That was my sophomore year. I skipped the junior year.
So when he died the college business was only one year off. During that
year my mother look me to the congressman of the district, father had a
local reputation, and asked for an appointment to West Point, but I
would have to wait until I was 17. Of course there was my arm, and at
that lime I had asthma, and tbe doctor couldn't cure it. The doctor's
mother was a Christian Science practitioner and she cured it, she really
did {or about 10 years, so I thought the only way I could get into West
Point was to use Christian Science on my arm. But the congressman ad-
vised me to go to the University and take ROTC.
This lawyer said he would be glad to help me go to college and he

did. I took ROTC and hated it, I flunked two terms, I'd have been court-
marrialled in the army, I talked back to the major and everything.
Mother was: not terribly disappointed. It was assumed I would be an
engineer. At the end of six weeks I discovered the only thing I liked
about the whole business was mathematics, so I went around to the Dean
nnd told him this and that I thought I'd like to go into mathematics.
1 guess I had talked to the mathematics department first and they said
they'd be glad to see me transfer. I remember I asked' the guy whom I
had in mathematics, and he pointed to his cuffs and said "Do you want
10 go through life with a coat like that-all frayed?" The Dean
thought r ought to transfer to the science faculty but was certain I
would be back in engineering and asked me to keep up one course in it
~,'hich I did for a year but I never returned. One of my objections was
It was so cut and dried. I still object to engineering education, even
here.

Once I thought of going into science, I thought the best I could hope
to do was to be a high school teacher of mathematics So when I
decided to transfer this problem arose and I decided to' go as far as
possible in mathem",·. d ..... IC an protect myself by taking education courses,
but I could only stand three sessions of the class in education and I
was through, It was terrible stuff, A very distant relative heard
about this and gave h d ·1 . d bme t e eVI, he made me feel kind of ba ut
also made me mad J-I h hI·, e t aug t should be an engmeer and support
my mother.

I got a little job in the observatory showing the objects in the sky
to the public Moth' er was very much upset about it she was pretty
sure I was chasing mo b b '.. Iid on earns, ut a fter I met X he became my spirrtua
gUi e, Mother was very m h b .. . tucr Upset ut by this time I saw what It mean
to go on and get a doer ' d iblhi or s egr ee. She thought it was a tern e
t 109, So X said' t b ri hh h a flng er up and I didn't know for a long time
w. at t ey told her Th ' , . ' '
o bl k ,ey are enthusiastic people everything IS whIte
r ac and at the ti I'd
moth h me was the white-haired boy, so they tel

er w at a great . Igenius would be and they said in five years I
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would have a job at $8,000 a year and that was in 1921! So with the
aid, of that whopper they quieted her down.
I still had some more undergraduate work. I had rushed through

high school in three years. Then when I got to the university of course
I didn't do any studying for a loog time, I just raised hell, chased around,
went down to the dance ball, and investigated what kind of prohibi-
tion booze one could get. The financial business was always something
of a job although the pressure was relieved about this time because
mother was appointed postmaster of the little town and that took care
of her and the others. From that time on there was no pressure on me
for money.
X told me there was a fellowship at the university which I should

apply for but it was for graduate work. This was during my junior year
so I got the idea, with his connivance, that by going to summer school
I could graduate by Christmas and so would be eligible and so I applied
for it in the spring and was granted it on condition I got my degree. I
wasn't too conscientious about studying even then but my grade aver-
age was high. I made Phi Beta Kappa in my junior year and all that.
I wasn't putting myself out.
So I doubled up and took as much as I could and did finish in lime

and got the fellowship. That was enough to get along on. By that time
largely under the tutelage of X I knew the thing to do was to go on
and get a doctor's degree. I decided I wanted to take my Ph.D. here.
I was so bumptious, and sure I could do anything, I didn't apply an)'-
where else and they gave me a fellowship. So I came here and took
my degree in two years, and taught some.
Well, here I was quite fortunate in the studies r took up nnd made

a good showing although I still didn't work very hard. I got out with
a summa cum laude, so I had everything in my way to be a spoiled brat.
I was just cocky.
When I got my doctor's degree, then it was the style that the ones

who were really good would be given a National Research Council
fellowship. I went to Europe and spent two years. Then 1. really
caught up with physics, I really started' to study physics. I began late
for this reason. I had it in high school from a woman teacher, she
was lousy and killed it. I had been interested, went through the
usual wireless stage. I then had to take it as a junior but I liked it
fairly well. With chemistry I'd had to take that first term and I ab-
horred it. I didn't like the lab and also didn't like learning things
that way. For many years all I could remember was that phosphorus
was discovered in urine. 1 had to take two terms and postponed the
second until the last term and then I liked it, I bad had physics in the
meantime and I began to see sense in it. Lab is tbe thing that I t~ink
shooed me off it. I really think it was because I didn't like phys,c~1
work. I'd much rather read and sit down and cook up how the expen-
ment should go. I took a minor in physics in graduate school and

I paid attention, but no lab courses.
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9. Hi father was a telephone
father's paper before she married.

engineer; his mother had worked on her
He went to urban schools.

I can't remember much about grade school except the fact that I
gOt reasonably decent grades right along and that I was fairly inter-
e led in cience and mathematics. I had a friend in 7th or 8th grade
who was the son of a druggist and we got a chemistry set between
UI and played around with it and almost blew up the house. We spent
our spare time memorizing the table of elements.
I never got along in languages. I couldn't see any sense in mem-

ori2ing grammar. In history I read so much I had many more facts
than the rest, whether they were right or not. I think probably the
interelt in science was partly because of father. When he was home,
he liked to do shop work and I used to do some with him. He was
eatber meticulous and in some ways this was discouraging for a
beginner. There was one spell, I guess in high school, when I was
lick: for three months and decided I was going to go into history and
I spent the time in drawing up a historical chart beginning with
the Egyptians.

The first few years in high school I don't remember anything
very special except thar I managed to get fairly decent grades in
mathematics. I took physics and didn't like it. I had' taken chemis-
try before I got there but there was an extra course that sounded
interesting so I took it and it turned out the're were only four stu-
dents in the course and a very interesting reacher. He sort of took
personal charge and let us do pretty much what we wanted except
that he was extremely insistent that we take care and do a good job,
\Ve. worked through all of analytical chemistry there and I got a
feeling for looking for small traces of elements, etc. This convinced
m~ I wanted to be a chemist. A little earlier I had gotten 3 job
WIth th.e phone company which was with a fellow studying to be
a chemisr, I read 51 C' . . h'. cason, real1ve Chemistry, ThIS was t e ro-
mantic thlDg to be. I think that teacher had more individual influence
On me than any oth M h . .

'. er. Y mot er was quite worried about my
suymg Indoors and reading so much and m:r lack of social eontacrs
but more worried ab t hea l I kh ou my ea th, so we bought a place on the a e
s Ore and put up Cottages with father's brother and we went out as
soon as ecboo! was 0 d ll . I
b " ver an Ived m the open all summer so
,UI t up a reasonably good health. We wore overalls and nothing
e ee all the time But [. h

I' . was never lDterested in the scientific or t e
natura Side of the outdoors. Mother was and I absorbed a certain
amount of it.

. College was pretty much taken In' granted.d f " My mother was can-
;I?C~ rom the beginning that all her children were going to college.
Just went to college exp cri . I

ide b· e 109 to be a chemist, I had no very specie
II a out It. Two thing h d . h

college h . a appene In my freshman year. I took t e
c em1stry COurse I h

pus t e lab Course. The lab course threw



me for a complete loss. I think it was taught by a poor teacher who
was careless of the reagents and they weren't pure. '1 got traces of
everything and reported it and I didn't like the way the course was
taught because I was told everything I was supposed 10 do and it
soured me on chemistry. The other thing was I heard Dayton C.
Miller talk and' then I got acquainted with a young man who had
just come there as an astronomer and was teaching mathematic. He
was perhaps the most inspiring teacher I had. He let you go if you
wanted to go. I needed some money so I helped arrange the library
and so I had a chance to look over the mathematics bocks. At the
end of the year I decided the devil with chemistry, I'm going into
physics. At that time the college had a course in physics which was
not popular and the number of students in each year's class which
started in the sophomore year was somewhere between two and (our.
My class had three and this gave us personal attention. My father was
very dubious about it; he wasn't sure that physics was a thing you
could get along with but he didn't push it very hard. He talked to
me about it once and said, "You will have to go on in university work
and won't make any money," and I said I knew that and he! said "If
you realize it that's all right." There was nothing special about the
course except at the end of that year a prize exam was given. At
that time physics was taught practically everywhere without the use
of calculus and still is in many places. We didn't get calculus until our
sophomore year in mathematics and I still can remember the annoy-
ance and the feeling of being cheated out of an extra year or 50 of
activity by not having had it earlier. At any rate the physics course
was given with the calculus but didn't use it. So that about the
middle of the second term I got disgusted and decided I wanted to
learn physics the right way and asked Miller for a text. He smiled
and gave me one and I studied that so when the exam came aloog I
gave it all in calculus and' got the prize. This confirmed me, of
course, and the next two years were extremely pleasant. I divided
my time pretty much between astronomy and physics. There were
just three of us and we'd go to the professor and say we had finished
up this and what shall we do next and he would say, "what do you
want to do?" So we'd tell him and he would give us manuals and get
the old apparatus out and usually it would have to be cleaned and
fixed up, and he would tell us to work it up and we would have a

fine time.
I spent a fair amount of time at an observatory during the sum~er

when I did some assisting, so I had a chance to play on my o,~n WIth

the telescopes and the various astronomical instruments. 1?unng my
junior year the professor was finishing some important expenments and
I did the mathematical analyses of the data for him. At first the
analyses showed that his hypothesis was correct but then I fouod I
had made a mistake and it came out the other way. I found out the

. . Ik·t and it was a struggleerror JUst before he was to give a ta on 1
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over whether 10 admit it or not,
and dll)" for 11 couple of weeks
tranomy for my B.A.
'Vheo I was in high school I had gotten acquainted with some radio

amateurs and eventually we opened a small store which did very well.
J abo did some part-time writing. But neither appealed as a life
work and I W:15 convinced I wanted to go on in academic work.
My teacher felt I should go on to do graduate work. This was kind

of a urprise to the family and a little bit of a worry because my
brothers and sisters were coming along and there wasn't too much
money. But I applied at' three places, and took the second offer. My
main danger the first year was to keep from galloping off in 24 different
directions tar once. I found it extremely interesting and exciting. I
sUlrled work on an experimental problem but then I would get an idea
(or a rbeorerlcat paper and work on that for a while, and then go
back to the other. So it turned out that the second year in addition to
doing 3 number of odd jobs I did a job which was considered to be
good enough for 11 Ph.D. but it was too early so they said I better
itick around (or another year nod gave me the prize fellowship,
One summer I hod a job at the observatory getting the telescope

in shape and I had n very pleasant time of it. Next summer I got a
ummer job at the University of Michigan. I wasn't terribly interested
but that was the first summer that Michigan had starred its summer
COurse in theoretical physics. They got a grant to bring people over
to give epecinl lectures, I was boarding at a special boarding house
the department had gotten ready and Kramers took the room right next
to mine, This was during prohibition. I investigated the liquor situa-
tion .Hound Detroit and this interested Kramers also. This was the
first time J had gotten exposed to quantum mechanics when it was just
beginning to crack. So while we were imbibing various things he
would spout quantum mechanics and I listened to some of his lectures.
So When I got back that fall I had finished my thesis and Condon
hnd just come :Ind he knew quantum mechanics. So we worked
together .

. (lPlure did you get tlu research idea') I think my teacher in
high s~hool gave me a few nudges in that direction. Both the profes-
sor~ W~th Whom I was in close personal contact and saw daily were
active rn research themselves and I just soaked that stuff up. It was
a matter of digging into things. It's never bothered me if someone
else has worked on it t If '. ., \

I 00. something rnrerests me I'm Just as like yas not to stick at it and I h i k .
h . can t t In of anything else. There are nmesr en when I get sick f th h \ . .
b . 0 e Woe thmg and don't want to do anythingut read hlSlory h.
. b or somet 109. But I find it hard to think back to thetime w en the idea of b d
il b\ researc and just spending all the time I haavat 3 e on trying t d

a un erstand anything wasn't just there.

He was born in the West and was brought up in a good-sized city.

but I
doing

confessed and we spent nights
it over. r did a thesis in as-

10.

7
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His father was a pharmacist but died when he was nine. His mother came
of a particularly able family.

I was often troubled by not having enough to read. One of the
memories that I have of my father is that before be died he was con-
cerned about doing what was best for me and he wrote a letter to the
paper saying that he had" a son who was a great reader and he would
like to have advice as to what books to get for him to read. 1 believe
I learned early, but not like John Stuart Mill. I always moved along
very rapidly in school.
I remember I got rather interested in insects first, 1 believe when

I was about 12, and in minerals. I don't remember how it hap-
pened, perhaps I ran across a book and began collecting minerals about
the same age and in each case I did a lot of reading in books from the
public library. My grandfather had made a collection of arrow heads and
agates and miscellaneous rock specimens when he was young and
mother had kept the collection and that interested me. It wasn't much
of a collection but enough to give me an interest. When 1 was inter-
ested in rocks and minerals I got a book on mineralogy from the [ibr a ry
and copied large amounts out of it and made myself a. room in the ba e-
meut and papered the walls with the sheets of paper on which 1 had
copied tables and descriptions of minerals.
I saw my first chemistry experiment at the age of 13. A boy my

age, a few months older, now a professor of psychology, showed me this
experiment. I had seen him a few times in high school, I entered at
12, and as I was walking along one day home from school he said would
I like to stop in. He conducted a few experiments. These interested
me very much and 1 went home and got out an alcohol lamp and took
some miscellaneous household" things and set to it. I found a book from
my father's library on elementary chemistry by Williams. I read that
book, it was a beginning text in chemistry and I used that for my
experimental work.
I don't think mother was very sympathetic but on the other hand

I had a strong will too and I succeeded in doing what I wanted to do.
She objected to some accidents but not too much. I was given some
chemicals by a friend of the family, a druggist, and I ran across a
cache of them in an abandoned smelter. I carried some of the chemicals
home and used them. I did some dangerous experiments, spilled acid
around, but I got along al l right. Then in a couple of years I was
able to study chemistry in high school and' I learned a gr:at deal. from
that. I liked it very much. I decided I would study chemical engineer-
ing which I knew was taught at the state college. It didn't occur to
me that it was possible to be a professional chemist rather than an
engineer and that I could have gone to a better college near by.
After the first two years of college I wasn't able to go bac~ but

they offered me a full time teaching job for a year and then I continued
and took my bachelor's degree in chemical engineering.
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Along about that year notices came around to the effect that fellow-
.hip. (or graduate students in chemistry were being given at a tech-
oiCliI school and the head of the department said perhaps I should
study lor a master', degree. When I was a senior 1 applied at several
plaee. and took the first ODe offered me.

J Wtul never tempted into any other field except related fields of
science. J thought I might be a theoretical physicist, I received a
good scientific training in physics and I might ha ve continued as a
phylicill. My work has been very broad, it can hardly be called
chemistry or physics.
1 had the idea of doing experiments very early and I don't know when

it wu rhar it occurred to me that there were things people didn't
yet know and could find by experiments. I remember when I was 18
ju I before I started teaching, during that summer I had a copy of the
handbook of chemistry and physics that contained information about the
properties of substances and I bad an idea it might be possible to de-
velcp II theory. I thought it should be possible to discover something
JUSt by analyzing the known facts.
There was an extraordinary man as professor of chemical engineering

there III college. He isn't a man of much intellectual ability but he
had II "cry deep conviction about the importance of graduate work and
research. He was responsible for sending perhaps 125 graduates in
chemical engineering on to graduate work and often this involved his
lending money to them. If I had had some good teachers I would
have learned a great deal; as it was I learned something, but a small
amount. But when I came on to graduate work I was full of enthusiasm
for this great body of knowledge. I'm sure' I could have learned mathe-
matic,. in those years. I don't think that my mastery of mathematics is
what It could have been if it had been taught properly during the early
yean: It's only the mathematical aspects that suffer when there is
unsatISfactory training during the early years.

1J. He Was brought up in a small city in the midwest, where he at-
tended elementary and high school. His father was a business man with
a college education. They had a good library.

My father wasn't greatly interested in literature, never in science,
read aa~o:utdoor SOrt of person. My mother in later years began to

I began to take an in'e'es, in h fh mat ematics, I would say, outside 0
t e routine about the 8th grade.

This would be arithmetic. Things;~:~IYbegan, U they usually do, in high school. My interest in sci-
really grew from contact wi-th m t ch . high school. I had

Some excellent ones as f y ea ~rs 10 .
man with hi h' a reshman a course In general science from a

no Ig level of tr-a i b b
gan study' h' InlOg ut he was very inspiring and I e·

109 c enustey on my b f
OWn lab I th i r, I own e are I took the courses. I had my. In~ hada~e' I'mlStry set once but I used to buy supp res



When I was six years old my father retired although later he went
back. We were comfortably off and mother wanted to go back to
Europe so we did and spent two years chiefly in Germany. So my
earliest recollections of school were there. I spoke the language flu-
ently. We stayed for rwo and a half years. 1 think it served to. ac-
centuate my personal withdrawal in the conflict that has always persisted
between myself as an individual and other people. To a large measure
I've overcome it but only by a battle. It's an ordeal for me as far as
public addresses go. It's something I've had to master. I developed
the sort of personality that used to be called introspective. The fact
that I lived with much older parents in a foreign land undoubtedly
helped. (Did you !let along witll the ,hildrenf) Yes, always, except
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from the high school and used to go out and visit the elderly and only
professor of chemistry at the local university. The chemistry teacher
was very good. I think he encouraged me. (Did you start doin!! prob-
lems on your oru..'nf) I think so, and in high school too, 1 had managed
to teach myself. My other main interest at that time was modern
languages. I got French in high school but not German.
I decided on chemistry as a career when 1 was 13 or 14. I was

firmly fixed on that and mathematics. I thought of it as a career in
research. I always took it for granted I would go to college. My
brothers and sisters went, too. (W/lal was your [ather's at/ilud~')
If anything he was discouraging about a scientific career, it was just
the business man's point of view, but he was tolerant when it became
apparent I knew what I wanted to do, Mother's view was similar.
I entered an engiueering school and after two years I went to a

university, The thing was that the undergraduate program is designed
as in many engineering colleges in a very inflexible pattern. I began ('0

decide at that time I would like to learn a little philosophy and a little
more language and I had gone through most of the chemistry and
mathematics and in two years of physics. .
I suppose I really started setting my own research problems when

I 'was doing graduate work. I knew about research early and knew
that was what I wanted to do.
During my graduate work I began to study a lot of physics and be-

came greatly interested in theoretical physics. It was a very exciting
time, quantum mechanics had been developed a few years earlier and
was diffusing to this country and it opened the possibility of clearing
up many problems in chemistry. Nuclear physics has very little bearing
on chemistry itself and I began to study applications of quantum
mechanics to chemical physics.

12. Both his parents carne from western pioneer families, but there were
professional men on both sides. His mother's family was a decidedly artistic
one, and she herself was of extraordinary energy and ambition but had very
poor health.
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for the face of nOI being pushing and tending to be somewhat shy and
t'lf~con cicus and not having as good a time as other children would.
I've bad a predilection for scientific things as far back as I can

remember. I read books and I can remember everyone of those books
a far back a I can think. I had Meccano, and engines, everything.
The erman toy shops were wonderful and I had everything from my
da)'. there. My family encouraged it. I became interested in wireless,
they called it then, before I was 14, and haunted the store. And the
public Jibr3ry, lather was on the board. I read everything.
we returned to the west coast, and I went through grade school in

about four years. I starred late, of course. Out of that we spent it

winter in California for my health. I went to the public high school
for three years.

In high school this developed. There's a curious thing as I look back
on it. I got interested first in electrical things. 1 think I wanted
to be on electrical engineer. It got to be something I just knew
twa. going to be without having examined the other possibilities. I
alwaYI had a literary bent and still have to this day. But it was
primarily electricity although I had lots of tools and did do some car-
pemry. I have no great manual skill. I'm much more interested in the
an3lYlicaJ. I would rend up on things and try to make them but also I
did them by myself. In high school I took chemistry and was utterly
fascinated, I did it extremely well; I had a lab in the attic that was
a living testimony to the need for laws against casual selling of dan-
gerous chemicals and here I spent a large part of my time in the after-
neon by myself. I had physics but there wasn't the excitement I felt
with the. chemistry. I never had any trouble. I took extra physics
and I.e.nJ~yed the last term. Mathematics I did just a normal amount
of. 1: hiS IS characteristic. Whenever I had too much to do I did well.
1 always enj.oyed mathematics and, again a characteristic thing which
perersr to this day, I was much better at algebra than geometry. Trigo-
nometry was easy But I h d I. . .
• . . a no rea difficulty 10 anything. But Eng-lish and hIstory were "b b.

. 01) est su reces. I was poor in Latin.
I had IOtendcd to go to Stanford and possibly to Yale but the

war came on then and I h d I I
a earned to become a radio operator andwent OUt to China on a b I

h oat. was about 17 and my parents wereun nppy about it.
\Vhen I Went into th t . .

he d dIe sate UDlverslty I more or less without thoughta e or electrical eng. .
neces d tneenng. However I took more than was

eas-y an they had two k' d I
universit' d h In S 0 Courses in mathematics as many

res 0, t ose for engine d h . . k
o,oe instead I h era an t ose in liberal arts, and I too

o tree and the sam - h .
I enjoyed I e In c errustry. Those were tbe courses

most. was bored to t· . 11
SOrts of . I ears with the engineering, you did a

Pracnca problems so I djdn' h·· I
interest It h' I n t s me, but It was from lack a

. Wast at kind ofth' h II
had gone on in b' . 109 t at made me come back here. I

C emlstry or math . h.
Where I needed d . . ematlcs W ich I enjoyed ... there wasa Vice. Since I h d I .

a a ways had the id-ea of engineering
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it didn't occur to me to' do anything else. But even to begin with 1 was
more interested in science. I came here and entered electrical engineer-
ing, and was here three years. I lost the first year essentially becau e
the school at that time indulged in the supercilious attitude that if
you didn't have courses there you didn't have them. I took some exams,
and made up the first two years in one year. By the time I was a
senior I was ahead, I paid a very high price for it because I think I
was just beginning to feel natural and enjoy people when I came here
and had to work hard, and the atmosphere wasn't conducive to social
intercourse. As it was, it was lonely, hard work, but uninspired.
When I got through I was disgusted with engineering. That really

influenced my career and just about ruined me. My father sympathized
with me ;nd I had dune well in school so he arranged for me to have a
year abroad. I made a pretense that I was going abroad to study.
That year was the high point in my life. I was away from home on
my own and I got interested in history and philosophy. One of the
important things I read was the life of Pasteur by his son. This con-
cept of what scientific research really was, was important. That did
stimulate me. One of the things that was going on was that there
had been a poverty of any intellectual ideas here. I got to reading
philosophy and talking to people and I got so far as to determine thai
that was what I was going to do. What was really happening was a
sifting out of the material and interests from the business of store-
keeping of materials (which is what a lot of engineering is) over into
theoretical, intellectual and more mathematical ideas. I really worried
about Kant, for instance, and I read all of them, Bergson, etc. What
r was fascinated by was thought as opposed to the concrete.
I came back here to do research work with a professor from whom 1

got nothing, But I did make other associations here. What happened
was I had a lot of time for graduate study, they were very generous,
and I began to take all my work in mathem3tics and physics and
I got completely interested in theoretical physics. My real pro-
fessional interest is in theoretical phyics and applied mathematics. After
I took my M.A. in engineering I had made up my mind to get a Ph.D.
in physics but I wanted to get it abroad' because I'd had too much of
the university and I did like Europe, I was very drawn, I even thought
of staying there. There was so much that appealed to me there. But
I was perfectly clear that I didn't like' the people and I didn't want 10

be an expatriate. So I went to Germany and stayed a year and a half
and worked in mathematical physics.

o

2. Summary

As has been noted, most of this group come from families of professional
men. In all but two instances the desirability of college for the sons was
taken for granted, al though i~ several instances the problem of financin.g

II . I tion it was more that Ita co ege course was a serious one. none excep
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hadn't occurred to the parents to send the son to college but there wasno
objection from them.
All of this group liked school, were interested in certain subjects, usually

mathematics and science more than others, and all did well in school. More
triking is the extent to which they 'were omnivorous readers. I do not
have a comment on this from one, and one other said he wasn't bookish
but went through a stage of extensive reading. He, incidentally, is the
only one who mentions any specific interest in athletics. But all of the
rest read, and rno t of them read almost anything they could get their hands
on. A few of them soon concentrated on science, but a number were inter-
ested in biography and history. Two said that they got the'ir first interest
in science from reading science fiction. How much of this concentration
011 reading is due to the generally poor health of the group is not known
but there may well be a connection.
This matter of health is a very interesting one.

spontaneously by 2, 6, 7, 10, and 11, but they were
These are the reports:

It was not mentioned
all asked about it later.

I. He stated that he had not been very Strong as a child, but neither
had he been sickly; he had just grown too fast.
2. J didn't have any unusual amount of illness I probably had a

good constitution. '

3. Precise information is lacking here but it is a fair inference
from his stor-y that there were some gastrointestinal problems as a child;
he has a number of food difficulties now.
+. This subject had a very difficult time physically, with allergies,

asthma and migrain d' e, an as a young man, an attack of glaucoma.
s. He was. always skinny and frail and says: I was very puny and

had a reputation as a c b b d· k
b

ry a y an a weakling, I wasn't exactly wea ,
ut I managed to be in f .· , a state a more or less unsatisfactory health
until I d been married f .· or some time and was very weak muscularly
until I had children Irho . . guess there is nothing like continuously
I ,nh~an object that keeps getting heavier. I don't tbink there was
anyt mg wrong except not . I Ipa rtrcu a r y good nourishment and the slight-
ness and weakness was a constitutional trait.

6. I. had all the usual childhood illnesses and had pneumonia twice
;swnans In/ant. tbWhile growing up my health 'was quite good except that

a ways e smallest boy in the class.
7. In my case I was q it h I
8 I I UI e ea thy. I don't remember anything else.
· was a ways fair! I f

had a . y arge Or my age and at the age of three I
very serious case of bl d . .

had to stay in b d f 00 POISOOlOg with the result that I
maybe my r f. e I or a y~ar ~vith the threat [ would lose my arm and

I e , was cltmblO
me, and fell off I . g up a table after cookies, typical of

. r made It so I Id' dcou 0 t use my arm for a year an
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I became left-handed, but my parents trained it out of me. My arm
is sti-ll bad, see? Sometimes people notice it but most don't. I think
it had some effect because when I was in the eighth grade and big
for my age and was urged to turn out for football, I did but the doctor
said I had a mitral leak and that kept me out of athletics and I wa
always favoring myself.
9. I was rather sickly. I imagine it was more allergic than any-

thing· else, although it was not recognized at the time, and I was out
sick two or three months each year. One term in high school I was only
there for a month. I had to take make-up exams. I've snapped out
of it since but then I spent a fair amount of time in bed. It was mostly I
troubles connected with the breathing tract. I had tonsils and adenoids
and I still have hay fever to some extent, and 1 had a mastoid and an
appendix. It was always something special; my brothers and sisters
always had measles and things like that but those never bothered me,
or anything like that. This meant that during most of the winter
months I didn't get out and I got to reading fairly early and since I
was in the eighth grade I've been in the habit of reading four books
or more a week.
10. My health was not good. There was a period when I was about

12 when I seemed to be run down and my mother was somewhat
worried about me. But actually there was no time when I had to Stay
in bed. There was perhaps a year or two when my mother felt that
I wasn't doing very well, that I ought to eat more, and a friend of
the family bought me a membership in the YMCA in order to get
me more exercise. I don't remember any specific disabilities myself,
I wouldn't have said I was sickly. I may have been a little slow
to start growing and I was pale, perhaps partly as a result of mal-
nutrition. Mother was sometimes a food faddist. I had rickets as
a baby. My health has really been very good.
11. My health was always good. I never had a really serious

illness except once at the age of 13. This was a glandular infection,
a strep infection of some sort in the neck glands. I suppose I was
seriously ill for a month or six weeks and several months convalescing.
I was out of sechool for a term which I made up in summer school, tbis
was just at the beginning of bigh school.
12. As far as I was concerned I had my mother's bad health,

had a poor start and from old parents. The trouble wall bronchial
asthma but it is better now.

Of this group of ]2 men, only three reported generally good health
and normal development; four more had no serious problems other than
slow growth or general weakness; the other five all had real health prob-
lems. Both the obvious health problems, and the weakness and slowness
in developing must have contributed to the difficulties in social integration
experienced by this group.
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lnreresr? in gadgets, Meccano, chemistry, sets, radio, model planesand
so on is usual among them during their childhoods, although it was not
true of Nos. 2 and 3. both of whom had somewhat specialized home atmos-
pheres, the former being dominated by the aesthetic interests of the mother
and the latter by the religious interests of the father. In a few the inter-
est was not overwhelming, but in many it was a constant preoccupation,
and carried 'well beyond the usual bounds.
In a few instances, these interests appeared before high school rea~

but with most of them the first specific interest in physics or chemistryor
mathematics carne with high school, and usually with a particular course,
vVith the chemists and with four of the physicists this was a coursein
chemistry, but the early interests of five of them were physics (including
much constructive work) and mathematics (often with a preference for
algebra over geometry). Several shifted from one branch to another, often
because of unsatisfactory experiences with college courses or because of the
personal influence of a teacher. The usual decisive point seems to havebeen
soph rnorc or junior year in college. This accords fairly well with studies
of development of vocational interests (see, e.g., Super, 11).
Understanding of the nature of research and the fact that it could

be done by them, seems to have come more gradually with this group than
~vith the biologists. Perhaps the school work, particularly in mathematics,
IS closer to the work eventually to be done. The major problem is the
shift to theory, and this apparently comes largely from working with men
already in the field and observing what is to be done. The discovery
that they could find out things for themselves which was so often a specific
experience among the biologists, and of major importance in their choice
of careers docs not appear in the same dynamic way in this group at all,
A fact?r .running through all of these histories and probably of the

gre~test significance is the single minded concentration on the field, once the
subject got into it Tho 0 f

• 1 • IS mtense and continuous work is probably one0
the most In:portant factors in their present eminence. Some of them went
to extraordlllary lengths t t uhei d 0 0 0 h h ~oa ge t err e ucanon and It IS clear t at t e pt
SUre came from withi Th ' 0 h no

. lI1. ese men are self-starters (with per aps 0
exception) , and needed none of what One of them calls "spoon feeding."

aInterest, 35 used here mh· f dme
on the activity It· ' cans t at the subject spontaneously spent a lot 0 I

• IS not necessarily the same thing measured by interest tests.
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B. THE EXPERIMENTALISTS

1. Biographical

13. This subject was born in the middle west. His father, who had
been a school teacher, died when he was six, and his mother then married
a farmer. He went to a rural grade school.

I just can't remember that anything in grade school was important.
had very poor teachers except for one very good teacher who taught

me how to study, but mostly this was a seven months a year scbocl work.
I think I passed out with a grade of 76 as I remember it. 1 was always
studious; I read books all tbe time of some kind; liked arithmetic.
Then I went on to high school and here I liked mathematics and I
was very fond of Latin. I took a course in physics which I wasn't very
fond pf; I took a course in zoology and botany which 1 was fond of, in
both cases there was lab work and book work. But when I got through
high school I had an ambition to be a high school teacher of Latin, but
I think only in college, which I didn't get to until I was 21, did 1
really get interested in science. I had none of the playing with Erec-
tor or chemical sets and did no carpentering. We always had an awful
poor set of tools around the place.

He had been enabled to go through high school because of life insurance
left by his father, but after that he spent some years teaching, before he
was able to go to college.

I was going to "be a psychologist, and they said at college I had to
be a zoologist first so I took zoology. I had' taught school and picked
up some books on psychology. I don't know how it happened that I gcr
an education. I taught school for a few years, and I saw some of
these books, they were probably terrible, probably DO good at all I
don't remember the names now. Then in order to get anywhere with
zoology I was advised to take chemistry. Of course I've always liked
all the sciences, always was thrilled by them. Once 1 got into science
there never was any question as to what I liked. I preferred it 10
English, languages, mathematics and 'everything. I thought I would
be a zoologist up till close to the end of my course but I had about as
much chemistry as zoology and' the war (1917) wanted a chemist, ~or
a zoologist so I went to a chemical works and worked there during

the war.
When I was thinking of being a zoologist I thought of teaching and

in chemistry I thought of industry. But my industrial experience in

the first war convinced me that I didn't like it.
I found' out about industrial research during the war, I was in the

research laboratory. My great drive for real research came from my
graduate work. After tbe war the personnel of the factory w~s de-
creased. The job wasn't discontinued but I had an opportumty to
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teach in myoid college aa an instructor and from there I got back 10
school by means of 3 fellowship. That was a real research lab, it
\¥a' there I found out what research was really about. I began to
realise there were very important things to be found in science, much
more than the routine testing I had become accustomed to during the
war. Any subject interesting to us in the department was defined as
chemi try. There was no requirement in regard to courses to get a
degree. 1 never learned what my grades were, it was all of no im-
portance. We lhought there were certain subjects we had better lake
course in (because of exams) and then there were exams. I spent the
bulk of my time on research.
(lte was then able to go abroad to srudy.)

certain that I was going on for an academic
anything else, I'm completely satisfied.

By then it was quite
career. I wouldn't do

14. I was born in the midwest on a farm. My fatber was one of the
pioneers in that section of the ccuut ry, and had pioneered farther
welt. My grandfather had expected to be a doctor but this was inter-
fered with by the Civil War. Both parents were interested in reading.
I went to a small country school and then went four miles to high
school.

I don't remember much from grade school. I think I was better
in llrithmetic than in most anything else. I always liked it. It was
an eight month. school, from the middle of September to the first of
May.

It WOI encouragement from my parents that got me into high school.
I was the fint of the family to go through. There isn't much memora-
ble except] made a pretty good record in science and mathematics.
hnd fir t year physics, not much lab but mainly mathematics, and a
very good Course in mathematics with an excellent teacher. I had
~hysiology and psychology but no chemistry or biology. I'm not too good
10 languages My me ., f. . mary ren t very good although I could cram or
a while. I got a medal for scholarship though' I was second in theclass. ' ,

AI a kid 1 did no extra reading. After scbool there were chores
or I was chasing a 0 d " h ithr un WIt the boys. We had our own bl acksrni
and carpentry shop d I" d

• 5, an worked 10 those to make anything I wanteto. I did some tinker! b I
ld ring ut wasn't any better than my brothers. Icou use my hands all . ht b I h "
1 I ng ut ad no very special interest in n.
SOrt a wanted to d

the hi h hi' . go on to college and father said I must an
Ig sc 00 pnnclpal said I h ld

I h d I . s au go and mother thought so, too.a no c ear Idea eXcept I d d
ponibl . . . wante to take some more mathematics, anY go IOta medicine I
but the wa . was very fond of the country doctor there
vanced ma:h

came
,up and that changed the whole thing. I took some ad-

emuncs and rbe d id I "or engineer' . ea n sal should go into marhemancsIng Instead of medicine.
I Went to a small local COllege aftet a few

months at a state agrj·
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cultural school. It was during the war and things were very con-
fused. There was an excellent mathematics teacher in that college.
To a great extent he was responsible for my going 00. My first couple
of years I just got a general background, and had some chemistry
and geology. I got into physics in the third" year. I took a major in
mathematics and chemistry and got a fellowship to a university in
mathematics. I knew only very little about the possibilities. 1 was
just going on with the idea of seeing. I had an uncle who would have
sent me to law school but I didn't want to go.
My fellowship took me to the university and I did a master's thesis

in mathematics, at the same time taking some courses in physics.
Then I wasn't quite sure but what I wanted to go into physics so I got
a job for a year to make up my mind as instructor in mathematics and
physics at a small college. After teaching both 1 got very much inter-
ested in physics and went on for my Ph.D. on a teaching fellowship.
(lV/ure did you get the research idea!) It began to dawn 00 me at

the university. The dean was the professor of mathematics. He did
a lot to impress the research spirit into me. I was very fortunate. I
always had a feeling that physics was pretty close to nature and it
seemed to be a sensible way of getting at it.
I think I just d-rifted into it. I always wanted to do something worth

while in science, I always felt I would like to find out about thing,. I
had a great deal of inquisitiveness about things. Research was sort
of a gradual concept. I think really that came when I was working
on my Ph.D. dissertation, that it' wasn't such a superhuman job to get
out a piece of research.

15. I'm not the first in the family in a scholarly profession. Father
was a professor, too. My interests in school didn't particularly center
in physics for a good many years, but I think I probably had a career
in science or engineering in the back of my mind from an ea rly age.
Ih grade school I had some tools, I liked manual work. I had t'WO

or three fairly close friends with whom I played. The usual amount of
bicycling and I was in the Boy Scouts. As quite a young boy I had a
Meccano set that interested me greatly and spent a lot of time with that
as a youngster and Dad even fixed up a place that I could call my shop
but I didn't put in an inord"inate amount of time there. I wasn't
greatly interested in athletics, except hiking and" later tennis. Part ~f
the activity in the shop was tinkering with radio and other electric
things like silver plating and a certain amount of wood work. (Baft
gamcJ') Not much, I got a bad start on account of my eyes, I was
nearsighted and had to wear glasses at ten so that set me back on ball

games.
In high school the sciences attracted me, particularly the physical

sciences. I had to work fairly hard to get mathematics and my
record in it wasn't really outstanding. There was a small, loose group
of us who were interested in technical subjects and did" these things to-
gether. The element of competition was important.
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It wa always taken for granted J would go to college. At the one
went 10 the first two years are about the same for everyone includ-

ing two years of mathematics. I began in my junior year by taking
mathematical physics as I realized its value but I preferred experimental
work. My inclinations were for physics in preference to chemistry.
When J got to college I was in a state of indecision about future

work nod although I went in for a science course I doubted my ability
to do well enough in astronomy or physics and had difficulty deciding
between science and engineering. In my junior year I changed to
engineering and graduated in that. Science was not popular in my class
and 1 felt it would give me too narrow a background.
After graduating in engineering, however, I decided I probably had

been wrong so I went back to physics to really give it a whirl and"
entered the graduate school at Berkeley and got my degree there, 1
think it was a lack of sustained interest in engineering, feeling per-
haps that though I could get a job I might not find the work engaging.
I was more interested in fundamentals.

His father was an active research worker so his understanding of reo
search came so gradually he didn't notice.

I think I recall two or three occasions when I was in high school when
I auernpred a small research problem on my own. Half in the nature
of playing but I was trying to find out something. I tried to speed
up the action of a photographic plate by applying an electric field to it.
J used to play with electric motors of various kinds, I at one time had
a very small printing press and rigged it up for continuous printing,

.16. Father was a clerk and a farmer and quite unsuccessful Snan-
cially, but except for money our parents were able to give us marc than
any parents ever did anyone. Things were disrupted after the Civil
War and the famil t flo 0y wen rom we I-to-do to refugees. Financially we
were always very on (DO 0 0I secure. id you feel Ii'?) In a CUriOUS way.
I SOrt of accepted til f h 1 0 0e act t at a ot of ruce things that were for other
people were not for Took ! Id. me. 00 It as a man who has lost his leg wou
take It, well that's th t Boo
F h

a . ur we were very secure 10 the family.
'at e r has read wid I d 0 0no 1 cyan IS a modest, humble man but very Wise.
no e oak down on 0 f 0 d 0 0 0I ur nell s as underprivileged. We all had mUSIC
esscns even when We didn't have shoes.
I learned to read II b fneighb' . 1 we e ore I started' to school. There was a

or s grr a couple of yea Id dso f ra 0 e r. We always played together an
:1 ternoons I learned he I . Jl

as she could. The rinci r essons. They found I could read as we
him to hlP cipn l came by aile day and heard it and said send

sc 00 so I went abo t .thought I ' .' U SIX and then I skipped a grade, they
wasn t haVing enough d hsame town ( b to 'a. I went to high school in t e
a out 800 people).

In the gramm:1r school I .
just was the a 1 f Just loved the subject of grammar, that

pp e 0 my eye A' hoI' fit menc I couldn't do. The only way
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ever passed was father worked the problems and I learned them. There
was DO meaning and no intelligence in the subject for me. ] now believe
that had nothing at all to do with my interest or personal harmony with
the subject but with the quality of the teachers. They weren't well
trained themselves and probably couldn't do the arithmetic better than
I so naturally they couldn't teach it. In the seventh grade we bad a
tall, red-headed teacher who taught agriculture. It was very good and
my first contact with anything at all like science and I liked it fine.
It just kept me on the edge of my chair all the time. Capillary action
and photosynthesis and all that. Later in high school the oounry agent
came around and was astonished to find that 1 knew about these things
because I asked him questions. It was the first time I'd had a chance
to ask anyone.
In high school I had a good teacher of algebra and a good teacher

of geometry and general science, and a bad teacher in Latin. No
trigonometry, and in the last year commercial arithmetic. The teacher
of algebra was a wonderful man. Here was something independent of
arithmetic and it was nice and clear and I had a new start, my past
deficiencies were no problem. I liked that fine. Before this last year
when the commercial arithmetic came along 1 had worked many sum-
mers in stores so the arithmetic was nice and easy. I had a course in
physics taught by a man who didn't understand anything about it.
He had come really as a football coach and he taught physics on the
side. Our lab experiments there were quite awful to think about. we
had long arguments about whether a falling tree in the forest would
produce sound. For the experiments there was a cupboard full of appa-
ratus most of the pieces of which no one could identify. There was a
typical "experiment" with a Wheatstone bridge. We connected batteries
and adjusted the plugs. Finally smoke came out. I was stimulated, I
was tantalized by the lack of information perhaps more than I would
have been by a well-taught course.
I had taken it for granted I would, go to college, it was never in

question, the only question was ways and means. As far as 1 know
I had never met a col1ege graduate', the teachers had mostly the
minimum of two years at normal school. There was a young man
older than me with whom I was friendly and he was enthusiastic about
a college he knew of and he convinced me that I should go to that col-
lege. I graduated, I think I was valedictorian and they hand out schol-
arships but there was none from that college. I wrote to them in August
asking about a scholarship and' saying I had decided to go there .. I
blush. But I got a letter back saying I should have sent some credits.
They had somehow gotten hold of them, and they thought I should go
to a good' high school to make up aJl my deficiencies first. Then later
they said I could come. The president had a notion that they would
do better to take the top kid from any school than the top 10 p~r cent
from a big school. They had entered into correspondence wirh the
principal of my school right away. They make no provision for those
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with deficiencies, all take the same course. Everything is run on the
bll5is of a minimum of trouble for tbe faculty. There is a complete
refusal to inconvenience anyone for the benefit of the borderline student
The courses last a year, if you flunk the first half and pass the last you
rake the whole thing over. It's all run for the good student. That's
actually my own philosophy of education.
1 went 10 register for electrical engineering. I didn't know about

science or technology, I just knew there were interesting things I
wanred to know more about. I was not gifted as a child at making
things. I just was attracted to the idea of machines and microscopes,
JUSt a vague romantic wish to know about them. I didn't know enough
to have any reason back of it. There is a more or less set course for
elecrrtca l engineering. 1 took it two years and then I moved out be-
cause many of the people who taught engineering were Yankees and
had a sarcastic way of speaking lind placed great emphasis 00 trivial
tbing 1 considered to be petty foolishness and the people who taught
mathematics and physics were scholars and gentlemen .. It was the
fint time I had any notion of what scholars were. There were four
or five people there who had great influence on me aod thank God,
I wouldn't probably have found them anywhere else. Some of it was
10 subtly done I don't know how it happened. There was a pro-
fessor in mathematics and I wasn't in his freshman mathematics course
but somehow 1 found myself acquainted with him which in itself was
remarkable, and he invited four or five of us week-ends, he was' a
bachelor then, 10 a little camp he had. There aren't many places
where teachers will bother with that .. that was a wonderful help
to me. It was my first acquaintance with a scholarly life. My physics
teacher was nice. During my second, year I met the head of the
de~artment there. As 1 look back on him today now from the stand-
POlOt of a colleague, I still have never met his equal. In all the ad-
vanced courses 1 read like mad, just read all the journals all the time.
I would come to bim with a question from my reading. If it had not
been covered by the h f hcourse c would stop the regular work 0 t e
COurse and teach to m . .y quesuon. I would pass through these odious
sophomore Stages \ -b I'. ' ere you wee d be contemptuous of the people who
studied history and t h " d. no mat emancs, and he just said he had a har
time to decide between th
rhi I e two. That was more effective than any-
109 e se would have be All f "en. 0 this happened to me in my first two

yea r s, Why they e b hver or ered to notice me I don't know. I had
no clorbes I was w hi .
hel d' vas 109 my shirt io the sink. Somehow they Just

pe out. By the end of .
in h . my second year I knew I wanted scholarship

p YSICS or mathematics Th fi
out of . e r st year was quite rough. 1 ran

money by Thanksg! " T Ioff as I d. . ivmg. here was another fellow as bad y
as thoug~n't we hchard of a job and we tossed a coin and he won. I felt

I was t e end H dwanted so .' e went own and came back and, said they
meone With experien (sed " " dwent down and id I ce so a jer-king}. So I got busy an

sal had tw -o years experience, and I meant to go
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places and order things and see how it was done but I got busy and
there wasn't time. My alternate was a Mexican girl, not too communica-
tive, and I walked- in and went to work. I worked from 5 to 12 every
day, except from 11 in the morning to 12 at night on Sunday. Next
afternoon a checker came in and asked for 50 and so and 1 said we were
all out, so he asked for something else. The boss was there, there
were always just two people on, and I knew that was all, so 1 went
out and took off my apron and walked out, and said to the boss as I
went I'm sorry I lied to you, and went on. I felt awful. I was about
a block away when he caught up with me and he said where are you
going, and I said I didn't know anything about it, and he said why did
you say you did and I said I had to have a job, so he said, well come
on back we'll teach you and they did. He was a very unhappy man
and often we'd just say hello and goodbye but he was good to me. 1
had studied so hard I was well ahead, and I decided not to try to study
at night, but to get some sleep and' I depended on learning things in
class. I made good enough grades for scholarships always after that
and could do things that helped with my school work, grading papers,
working in the library and so on. I worked the rest of that year.
For my Ph.D. thesis I was able to use data I gathered during the

summers working for a big company.

17. I'll probably be a contradiction because I've always felt my
getting into physics was a stroke of luck; not much thought con-
tributed to it. My family, I would say, were moderately well-to-de
farming class on both sides. In the early years I grew up as all other
farm boys do, spending part of the time in the fields and going to school
in the early years probably to a seven months school. I don't think
I ever went to a nine months school until I was in high school.
My mother's education would be the equivalent today of about first

year high school, she taught school for two or three years before
marrying. No one in that generation as far :IS I knew went to college.
In fact I think I was the first person on either side that ever went to
college, although many of my cousins have gone since. Dad had about
sixth grade education.
Mv father and mother were rather an exception in the community

whi~h can be pointed out in thi-s way. We lived out in the country
about seven or eight miles from a high school. The country school to
which we went was very close but when I finished seventh grade the
school was having its usual ups and downs and the high school was no
good. So my father and mother <lgreed to send me to this school away
from home and it required boarding me away from home and that was
quite the talk of the area, that they would waste money boarding me.
Mv recreations were the usual ones, physical activity. Whereas most

parents in that neighborhood believed that children when not in school
should work along with the hired help, both fatber and mother adopted
the attitude that they expected me to do that amount of work but
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didn't care when I did it. They would layout 3 certain amount per
day and if ] wanted to get up and work hard and be through with it
(hilt \\"3S up to me. That was always criticized because I was always
enticing the other boys a way when they were supposed to be at work.
I earned the title of being one of the laziest boys. It was only necessary
that J do it and do it well. He (father) did it with the other help as far
31 po sible, too, like piece work. From that [ learned how to make
time on manual things and at the same time to do as well as required.
But we had no 100ls nod I did no carpentering. Up until I went 10
gT.lIdu:ne school I never knew I had aoy ability in that respect at all.
I didn't do a great deal of reading. In those days the books that were
available were novels and I wasn't particularly interested,
(Go;,tg to high sc!Joolf) I think I wanted to go to high school, at

Icut 1 was perfectly willing to go, It came rather suddenly, r don't
think very much was said about it until possibly a few days before 1
went. 1 uepect my mother had more to do with it, she had thought it
Out very well but 1 don't think she said much even to father. His reac-
tion W:IS that as long as you do well, I'll help you go to school. If
you fnil you can come home and work. Although he always thought
(arming too hard for anyone and that anyone who had intelligence
would get' off it. The first year or so was pretty rugged, It was diffi-
cult to find a satisfactory place to stay. We had one little course in
physics in high school, not a lab course and the usual mathematics,
1 think I was probably the top of the class' in that, In mathematics there
wa one boy, we were usually about on a par. He had to be away
3 good deal Or 1 think he would have been the top, In both physics
and mathematics I never had any difficulty
1 think th . incid .ere IS an mCI ece there, it has always been an amusing one

to me. The only time I had any trouble in school was with the physics
teacher. About the idd l f h ..rru e 0 t e year she was showing how the water
level in the boilers, d . d idvas etermmed. She left the gauge open and I sal
all the water would g Th do OUt. e a rgument got hotter and hotter aD
finally t volunteered t h h .o s Ower at which time I got thrown out of class.
There again it was wi at f hi. .

1 at e r a ways said you have to think rbings
out for yourself r rhi k h ' .
• . In t e study I had most trouble with was Latin.
I mInot particularly good at languages. I have to work for it. If I have
to can.

wa,"Vhen I Went to college I thought I would go into medicine. That
s because a young doctor bon rded in Our home about the time I

was 12 <tad I used to d i . .
after I h ld r ve a car for him. I got rather interested 10 It
no one ls t badly burnt child for him once and gave it .ether when

e se t iere could manage him.
I Went on to college I .

idea shifted h ,Just Went to the nearest one. The medicine
rat er gradually T· . h

caused a sh'f 0 . WO things happened, I think, t at
I t. ne wa s that .

rnathemntics . ag arn purely by accident in the first year
course, m the fi

be in the sect" f r-st week of the course I was lucky to
Ion a an exceed! I bng y good teacher, I always liked to e
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in the back of the room if I could. It seemed that during the first
week this professor would start asking questions and begin at the [rem
end, and by the time it came back to me I would have been able to get
the answer, from the book or by working it out. Then he began to do
another trick, if he didn't get the answer on the first three or (our he
would say "How about myoid standby," and call on me so t felt thad
to know it. From that he began to take quite an interest in my work
and before the year was out began talking about didn't 1 waur to work
up the second year for myself during the summer. So r promised I'd
try and he said he'd give me an examination in the fall and then 1 could
go into the third year which he taught. I never have known if I passed
it or he let me by, but I went on with him. He wanted me to specialize
in mathematics and along with that there had happened another inci-
dent. I had become engaged to my wife, and she wasn't keen about
being a doctor's wife and undoubtedly that had an influence on me.
She wanted her husband at home a reasonable amount of the time.
So I gradually drifted into the direction of mathematics. The second
summer I worked up some other courses and in the first yl":ar I had
carried 21 hours so at the end of the third year I had completed all
the requirements and' had completed four years of mathematics. Along
with it I took one course in physics, but I wasn't particularly inter-
ested. I was taking a me thematics-sclence major so I had physics and
one year of chemistry. The last year I found all I lacked for a B.A.
instead of a B.S. which wasn't considered as good a degree, was a year
of Greek so I took that. It was a kind of training that to my mind is
lacking today. I even wound up with the highest grade in the class.
The idea of going to graduate school came from this mathematics

professor. (IV ere Y0lt thinking of tcaching?) I don't think I made a
distinction. When I started I only intended to go through for an
M.A., I didn't see my way clear further. This professor helped me
to get a fellowship, and that plus father plus my wife made it possible
for me to go. I started out intending to spend a year and a half and
get an M.A. and go out teaching in mathematics.
Then again one of these things happened. The first summer I went

there I took two courses in mathematics and for some strange
reason I was assigned a course in physics. They said I should
take a minor in physics and here's a course you might go down and
take. The two courses in mathematics were taught by two
foreigners and they were the two most discouraging courses I've
ever had in my life. The fact that one in particular was taught by a
famous English mathematician and was teaching completely over our
heads. I thought it was my own dumbness. I worked as hard as
I ever worked in my life and accomplished as little. A few days he-
fore the exam I happened to mention it to one of the other students
and he was feeling the same way. So the next class he bad the nerve
to go in before the teacher came in and he went up front and asked

. f·o the same boat so when
and pretty soon he discovered most a us were 1
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the profe scr came in we stopped him and told him this. He asked
around the cia I and they mostly said the same. He had assumed we
had had two yean of mathema tics that we hadn't had and so he gave
'In exam J could have passed in high school. So I was thoroughly
disgusted with mathematics. The only course that was half decent
WAf the physics course but I wasn't prepared for that.
Al the end of the summer I thought I wouldn't go on with graduate

IChooJ and 1 decided to go down town and get a job and if I still felt
the same way I'd JUSt continue working instead of going back next
term, So I gOt a job as a salesman. That was another lucky stroke.
I went down and started putting the same effort into that. 1 began
eJling boys' shirts, and I'd never bought a shirt in my life, mother
always did. a I went to the library and got out three books Oil cloth.
I rend two thn~ night and by the second day I understood a little more.
J thought that you wunred to be helpful in selling and it would be
your job to learn what you were selling and it paid off as far as sales
were concerned. Of course, then it was said I was a sales grabber so
I waa told 10 take my turn. 1 said that was all right and did take
my turn but t still maintained the highest sales, but it was because
by then 1 was selecting out the good quality. I got called down for
thQI, they said there would be a Jot of returns but I asked them to
check it and there were hnrdly any. Then I had a run-in with the
buyer and was transferred upstairs to Sports goods and the same
thing happened there. It was the same old trouble. No one ever
bothered to study their stuff. At the end of the month I saw very
clearly that in an industrial job you didn't get anywhere by knowing
more or doing more than anyone else. By that time I was convinced
that thai side of the world was a pretty sorry one.
By then I hod also decided I didn't want to go on in mathematics.

That one course convinced me that physics was what I wanted. I
had my fellowship trttnsferred and had a long fuss with the dean who
w3nred to assign COurses and I wanted to work up to them. So I
SUrted out from the dOh .

,.. re an wit essentially undergraduate courses.
J Iked It very much b t d I f 0

e ter an cuud I had somehow time on my
hand!! and ver: soon I wanred to try my hand in the lab. I had' never
had any tools 10 my ha d A 0 J Id
h n. gain a ucky break I went down and to
t e ~rofessor and said I'd like to try, and I'd be glad to begin by
opendln

g
boxes or anything else, and he laughed and said as it hap-

pene there were a lot f b k
P 0 axes to Open and so he put me to worr.re umably lying do. •
I h d W·· rmanr In my fingers was an ability I didn't know

a. I1hlO a month I h 'Iscop. k b c a enged him I could make an electro-
War etter than he a d I Of h

let me do it : h n won. I've always wondered I e
I J e never would ad . . b 0

I found tb I roll It ut I wouldn't expect him to.
at a most noyth·· · .Ili

cully in d . GI JDg in expertmemat work I had DO di -
olng. ass blowi do. I

learned 0 I . ng, an so on, Just came to me overnight,main Y Just by dol .
the same way H dli 109 It. Machine work was all pretty much

. an 109 the tools just came naturally as if I had been
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doing it for years. So much so that when I came here and took over
the shop I said I'd never ask them to do anything I couldn't do myself.
At first they sometimes said they couldn't do things, but J always showed
them and since rhen there hasn't been any question.
(Wizen did you get the research idea') In college you were assigned

something to do. In research you do another thing. If I have an idea
on a research problem I often go ahead and do enough to know what
I'm getting before I ever look up the literature. I suppose the fir t
introduction might nave been in C's lectures. The idea I could find
things out for myself came more gradually and apparently rather early.
I became interested in thinking out things that ought to be done. There
were two tolerant people who would listen to me. I would go to one
of them with an idea and he would say yes, tbat would be a good thing
to do and as a matter of fact so-and-so has done it and you will find
it about the middle of a certain volume. I finally said apparently
I can't think of anything to do that hasn't been done.
My choice of field "vas primarily due to a professor. My thesis was

a problem that had been worked on before. I don't remember if I
suggested I would like to work on it or whether he did. By that time
we were working so closely together it would be hard to say. The
first year I thought probably by the end of that year I'd have to go
out and start teaching and I completed the requirements for an M.A.
but by the time I had done that the university gave me an instructor-
ship which paid all my university expenses.

18. He was brought up in a rather small town, where his father had a
sectarian school, although he was not an ordained minister. His father
was also a scout master and a radio ordered for a minstrel show the
troop was putting on was delayed so long in coming that the son and
his chum (now also a famous physicist) "inherited" it, but it rook them
a year to get it working. Then a boy a mile away got some equipment and
they received some local publicity when they carried out tests with an
orphan five miles away in the orphans' home.

We plaved at it for a couple of years before we heard from any
distance. '1 went far enough that I received the daily news dispatches
from Germany during the first war and copied our declaration of war
from Arlington. That and music were in competition for my interes~s.
When I was a freshman in high school we went to the nearest big

town and visited a radio amateur there and he had a vacuum tube and
I worked all the next summer to get money enough to buy my own tube.
Once we got those things began to happen much more effectively.

When he was 19 a group of them set up some surplus tubes and trans-
mitted music from a phonograph. He thinks this is probably the first
broadcast in that state. They worked at it for some time but when it be-
came a public thing he stepped out.
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I tbink it's a fair sraremeuc that for me and I believe for most
radio amateurs, the procedure is not to learn from books what people
know about something but (0 get a small assembly of apparatus and then
ee ee what you can do with it, then you read a book, and find out
(0) how people have explained the things you knew, and (b) how much
more they know about it. You have to know something in advance.
1 look physics in my sophomore yea r in prep school. That I'm

really a wonderful experience, that was excellent. Just like opening
a cookbook when you can't cook. 1 felt much enriched by my experi-
ence in high school physics-that these things could be put into quite a
simple framework. That you could understand all the things that happen
and they were simple.
When father died just as I finished at the academy I did not have

my career chosen. r thought of music, too. I worked for a year in a
dry goods store to keep the home together. That gave me all the stimu-
lus 1 needed to go into scholarship. I studied chemistry behind the
COunter. That gave me a chance to spend my working hours with some-
thing of significance.

J had finished high school in three years, and college also. At
an)' lime I Wall not Sure I could stay in for more than three additional
months. I started with $149 and a widowed mother. I started as a
chemistry major but found it took too much memory work. Also J
jumped into too advanced a course, so I went into engineering, not with
the idea of studying physics but to keep my feet on the ground (so be
could earn a living.) Then I took college physics and liked it still
better but I wanted something of the training of the engineer, so I
to~k my degree in electrical engineering. But I finished that course
~Vlth the full knowledge that I was going into physics. (He had en-
Jo)'ed mathematics and took a lot of it. He is facile in languages but
~ook few. in school.) r dislike memory work and highly complex sub-
J~Cts which lead to no reasonably firm conclusions. I have ratber a
dluespect for ec n' I d·. .

o crmcs. stu led mUSIC theory that has a sans-faction for me But th ..'.
. ese argumentative subjects I haven't liked.

His Ph.D thesis was a di C b id f· Fol. . • IS overy y ace! ent 0 some Importance. -
lowlJ1g that he was offered an NRC f II h h h. . . e ows Jp, but went to t e researcinstitUtion 'where he has bee .

never smce.
(Whcn did I

you earn about research'!) It was no definite time.I suppose it had been .
I ,. d' . pretty much an Ideal even from my early days.rea IZe It In part in c . .
b I cnnecnon 'With the development of the vacuum

(U c. guess the probabT £ 1
as the id h I rty 0 doing it personally came as ear y

I ea t at there are th i d k
through t hi tugs to O. A radio amateur doesn't wor'

eac 109 at all I don't thi k .
nificam ex' . . In any actual teaching was a SIg-

perrenee until I came t Ph D 11which was. 0 my '. The particular cba engemy own, was explor' h h. [
found s £ mg t e t lOgs that were already known.curcee or myself I llc .

. rea...,. tr-ied to get the broad' viewpoint ex-
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pressed in a whole organized subject. (a) To imagine how could any-
one do that the first time which left me baffled'. I still feel baffled.
(b) The way in which they have simplified the progress for us. Be-
cause facts relate so much more to each other.
Rather specifically I like to do something where a small number of

people are doing things like it so I can know all of them and know
what's happening. In nuclear physics today you just could not keep
up with it. So much going on. It's a thing I do for private sarisfac-
tion, not for consequence, I feel out of place. (In public norlce.]

19. His father was a farmer and active in church work. They had a
home in a small town and one on a farm, four miles out.

I presume the early aptitude towards physical science and matbe-
maries came' with my very early interest in counting and telling time.
I was exhibited by my parents (in counting) when I was about one year
old and was "regarded as somewhat of a phenomenon in the neighbor-
hood. I could count and add and tell time before I was three yean old.
I don't remember how r got into this. r was the youngest of seven eo
I had the benefit of my older brothers and sisters. 1 was the baby and
remained the baby so I was watched over by an older brother (10 yean
older) who protected me against some of the scraps kids get into; he
wasn't going to have his baby brother picked on by the gang. I think
he and my mother encouraged these early evidences of interest in count-
ing and telling time. Throughout my early elementary grades ar ith-
metic appealed to me more than other subjects. In roy early childhood
engineering appealed to me, I'd seen surveying work. My elder
brothers took to the farm more than I did and very early I was set
apart as one who wouldn't go on with the farm. r worked on the
farm in the summer and looked on it as an unpleasant experience that

took me away from school.
The first conscious efforts roan recall were associated with civil en-

gineering because that was what I saw. I worked on the farm in
summer until I was a senior in high school and about that period I
got a job as assistant to a surveyor. I was more interested in the
transit and level than I was in moving the chain and the computations
were of more interest than the field work.
I went out to sell books between my sophomore and junior years io

college, I wasn't adapted to that at all, it was a tortuous job. Some
enterprising organizer came around and told us what a wonder.ful
thing it would be. We were expected to sell a book: called Pus/ling
to the Front, in two volumes, a lot of sentiment on making a go.
Quite a number of my classmates also were engaged for that summer
work. My territory was in Eastern Oregon. After two weeks of
Pushing to the Front r got a job with a survey party in Portland and
spent the rest of the summer aa a surveyor. 1 didn't want to go home
and have it seem that r couldn't manage things, but I couldn't stand the

book selling.
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Very early my parents recognized I was not going to be a farmer.
They were not only resigned but they encouraged it from the beginning.
In that respect I was given some privileges my brothers didn't have
IUeb B' DOl having to miss school for farm work except in case of an
emergency. There was a definite effort on the part of my father 10
make it possible for me to go on with my schooling. I was interested
in engineering until I mel X who has influenced me more than an}'other
person. He was then professor of physics and mathematics at the IGCal
university. Engineering as a department didn't exist and my assode-
don at 11 student with him convinced' me as a freshman that I didn't
want engineering. I wanted physics. It was his example more than
an}'ching else, it was the belief that that was the kind of man I wanted
to be. If he had been in engineering I might not have gone on in
physic.. I think this early predisposition to engineering bas manifested
ic elf throughout my life; I've never wamed to be a pure physicist,
I've always been on the borderland. Most of my research has been in
applied pbyaics. While I have some work in pure physics it came as a
neccuary part of an investigation in applied physics, I know that the
early trend toward engineering has persisted throughout my life. (WO!
lhere any t-articutor permn in that first sllrvey party that influenced
you') No.

In my junior year in college I was encouraged to pursue an aca-
demic career by an unusual experience that may be significant. The
vice president in charge of faculty appointments called me in and told
me he had W3tched with interest my career and said they hoped to have
a chair of m.nhematics and they would like me to prepare for that.
I wasn't a mathematical genius, I got A's but I was no Richard Tolman,
I had no feeling at any time that I belonged to the genius class. I
knew I had the a '-, . . . .c pacr y to rrse high but not to world emmeoce In

mathematics or physics, my natural bent was more in between. But
of coune this gave me a lift.

I~high. school I had physics and chemistry no biology. I had mathe-
matics tngonom t d I"' d

• .. e ry, an ana ync geometry. I think geometry appeale
to me mare than algeb I h d II . . . . dr-a. . a a my Upper division mathematics anall my physic fr H H d
hom . e was a one man department there, Ane made me his resea h . .
I rc assrstam. That was another potent Influence.got the research id f h i f
h ea rom . un. I had DO concept of research be oreten. It wasn't a fac Ity f d
I h u 0 great scholars but it was one of gooeae en. I think inte . , . 'f h

. . rest 10 research would have come ear-lier I t eenvironment bad b h
Th' een r ere. But once I met it I had no doubts,ere Was nothing of th '.

e Sort 10 hIgh school or in the town.
H~ then spent two . h " " d""

" d f years m c urch work but combined this WIth stU}mg, an rom there Went t k' ' hih
H al h d 0 wor WIth a big industrial concern, to W icso a gone After tw h he
became interested' . ..0 years he went back to college, were

In contmUlng the study of physics and undertook the
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investigation of a problem in applied physics. When he finished there,
jobs were plentiful and he selected a position at the university where he
has been ever since.

20. As a kid I was very fascinated by mechanical things, as lou of
children are in high school and I took all the science they gave and
at that time I was quite sure I would be a scientist. I had decided
on science or engineering as soon as the question came up. There was
no struggle on my part. I did a lot of reading as a child, too.
Father was a physician and the family hoped 1 would go into that

but it didn't interest me so much. We lived near a technical insti-
tute; they had lectures Friday evening and when I was in high school
I started attending these things, I'd go down every Friday and hear
all these wonderful things and that made me more certain. So I applied
there, passed the exams and got in. The first year is about the same
for everyone so I didn't have to decide but by the end of that year I
was sure I wanted to be in a pure science because I liked it better
and knew I wanted physics, not chemistry and pure science not en-
gineering. So it seems quite simple. It started by being fascinated by
gadgets and having contact, it just seemed natural that that was where
I would go. College was always a matter of course.
This is very difficult because for one thing I have a very poor

memory of past times. I know people who can remember everything
but I can't. I'll just say that as far back as I can remember I've liked
things like mechanics. I used to play around with stuff, I'd go to
junk heaps and pick up stuff and try to fasten things together. I
think I was pretty little. I'm not saying I was a boy mechanical genius,
but somehow I've always had a liking for junk piles and bringing

home all kinds of things.
About the only thing I can remember that I'd made quite early

that worked was a buzzer and can tell you how it was made but
can't tell you how big I was ... it must have been before I was It.
There was an old magnet, it came out of an old electric auto horn and
a lid of a tin can and this was fastened to a stick which was pinned
on a nail. I think I knew how buzzers worked before I made that.
Another thing I did which would be in early high school, I made

various high frequency things, coils and bottles full of water f~r con-
densers. Just for fun. Probably read it in popular Mecha11lcs and
things like that, there are ways of finding out things. There is a
lot of lore going among high school kids you know. I was more or
less solitary at that point. I just did this in my own bedroom,. I had
a pile of junk in the corner. Father had some discarded eleett~c stuff
which I pulled" apart, but there was no concerted effort. to provide me
with stuff to fiddle with. Father wasn't mechanically minded. He had
a lot of electrical stuff but he never understood how it wor-ked. So I
had no help at all in this. I was the only one in the family interested

in this kind of playing around .

•
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In high school 1 had one course called physical science, physics
lind chemistry, a long course. It was a very good course, a very geed
teacher. And a course in biology, which I liked but not 3S much as
phy Ice. It was interesting. We had a lot of taxonomy and since then
I've liked to poke 'Hound the seashore and find these little beasts. I
!ill remember (rom that the orders of insects and different kinds of
things. Now the thing that interests me most in biology is biochemistry,
If for orne reason J couldn't do physics the next science I would
choose is biochemistry, not physical chemistry which is no fUD. 1
like the mxonomy. Irs fun 10 lind an animal and know what order it
belongs to but it isn't important.
(JPhy physics') I just thought rhar pure physics was more inter-

e ling. You work: at the schools of engineering and you find that it's
pretty much handbook stuff. What interested me was the principles,
the eeaearch, the linding out. I've done some electrical designing since
and I know how to use a handbook, too.
("~/ure did J'OU gcl lhe research idea?) I suppose from the lee-

tuees I went to and from my teacher in high school who was a very good
guy and had the true scientific spirit and from bothering research men
:H the college. I was not very advanced socially, I think, at that
point nod thought nothing of going down and bothering these people, I
must have been an awful pest. That was while I was still in high
IIchool, I W3!l just trying to find out what they were doing just trying
to puzzle out what it was for. I'd see some things and I'd ask what
does that mean? How do you do it? I never got thrown out.
I knew research existed before I went to college and I knew I

wanted to do it and the first research I did was when I was a freshman.
I aCluall.y did a problem and published it as a freshman. It probably
helped my decision, to have gotten some published research and I got a
great deal of !!Iltisfaction. I didn't do any more actually published
work: until my graduate work.

Iik:;:e~istry ~s practiced there is close to physics anyhow and 1
. t e ~hyslcal aspects more than the pure chemistry. I started out

havlDg tbis likin f h
h . g or t e manual aspects. So far as I can remember
t e Idea never occu d h .

r re to me t at I would sit down and work things
OUt on paper I Iik, d d
. . e 0 stu y the theory but I never intended to 0
It on my Own r lik h
h d . e to ave some little thing that I can do with my
an 5, part of it is· h . I
I I Just t at but there's also a pretty strong Inter-ecrun Content in mI' .
k h y case. like to understand things I like tonow t e tbeory I lik 1 '
For m Ph D· , I e to ta k, you've probably noticed that.

y .. thesIS I hunted d' m
plica ted problem b a roun and decided on a very co -
theot ti . ,Ut my professor left and I finished up under a

e ICHtO, so I was p . II .
lisbed " . rucrrca Y working on my own. I never pub-

I, It turned out so
with about h . meone else came out just as I got mine done

t e same thlOg T'h .t
But it wn ld h ' - ey were always mad at me about I.
• U ave lDvolved w - - . .
rt ; it was too I f rItlng It up and there was no point to

ong, 0 COurse I h . id. c ose It out of a set of things. The I ea
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came o~iginally from a professor; the design of the apparatus
idea but the problem wasn't. That's the way those things go.

was my

21. I really can't say when I got interested in things mechanical but
it's just about as early as I can remember, about six or so I W3S

interested in pretty much anything electrical, the usual things that
kids are interested in, autos and' so on. My father has a strong me-
chanical bent and I learned quite a bit from him, I guess, without
realiz-ing it. So I was just interested in that sort of thing as early
as I can remember and by the time I was 12 or so there were several
of us in it. We made a radio set. I was sort of leader and] did
most of the designing and construction, the others did the operating.
This was a transmitting and receiving station. 1 was always sure 1
wanted to be something of the engineering sort. I had never heard
the word physicist, of course, and neither had either of my parents.
I had fairly large kinds of sets, Meccano and Erector at a rather

early age. You can get a lot of action for a reasonable amount of
time. (Where did y(Hl get other equipment?) 1 don't know. To begin
with the folks would buy motors for toys and when I got to be old
enough to be a radio amateur I was more organized and then it was
mainly a question of making up my mind what I needed. We had all
kinds of complicated arrangements. For a while we formed a small
company to manufacture transformers. It was sort of a joke. The
power company was putting in a Jot of new transformers, and so we
got any amount of stuff given us (one of the boys had a relative or
something and he handed over a lot of the discontinued equipment to
them), and then we cooked up a deal with another's uncle to dig a
cellar for $20 or $30 worth of wire, and we made some transformers
and sold them. I never worked so hard in my life. We sure found
out things the hard way.
We had considerable instruction from books, but it was practically

all of it from books, and we found out how to do it the wrong way
first always. It just happened there were no radio amateurs around
who knew more than we did so they learned from us.
Father was a traveling salesman and he ran an auto. From the

age of ten or so I was entrusted with keeping the car serviced.
Father never helped me make anything. On the other hand if I

asked him how to do something he always knew and he had tools around
which he got for his own purposes and which I appropriated so it's
hard' to describe. He never gave me any formal instruction but I
learned a lot. Not about electricity, but about mechanical things he

was very, very good. ., '.
I got through high school quite young and my folks dido t think

I ought to go to college quite so SOOD so they sent me for. a. year to
the technical high school there, so I had perhaps better rr ammg than
ordinary in that way. I still think that was a well run course. I
Spent most of my time in the machine shop. I took one or two of the
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ecur C' but it didn't amount to much and I spent most of my time in the
hop.
(Illos CfJIJ~9~ laJun for granted') No, going to college wasn't taken

(or granted. It W8!J mother's idea. Her father was a minister and
he was of a fairly well educated family. Father was all for it, ab-
solutely, but it was mother's idea in the first place. I liked anything
eeienufic or mathema ricn l and was all in favor of more school.
I gOI n scholarship and went to college intending to become ao elec-

trical engineer, that being the nearest thing we knew of to what
I wa imere ted in. Then my money ran out so I went home and con-
tinued in college there. About then I had to take sophomore courses
in ph),.iCl and the professor thought well of me and he said, "why
don't you go into physics?" and I said I'd never heard of it but it
seemed n lot of fun and he thought he could stir me up a job here
(his present institution) and said there wasn't much difference between
the phy ics and the electrical engineering courses and I could change
back if I wanted to, I guess he must have done some considerable
wangling, but he got me a job as assistant when r was a junior and
I came up and thought that was a lot of fun,
Then I, well l was pretty young and I guess not any too noticing

:I,bout scme thing.!!. r didn't realize there was such a thing as research
either at th at time but one fine day I was downstairs and saw someone
wandering down the hall with a soldering Iron, something I recognized.
Ife was a student nnd didn't look like he knew what he was going 10 do
o J .went with him to help and spent most of my junior year working
on hi.!! research and had a high old time working on it but never pub-
lished it, I suppose I should. '

The boy (above) was a graduate student working for his Master's
degree, This was a small place in those days. You see no one told
me how fhings ran I did ' k I

' I n t now about any of the places where peep e
gathered, I'd seen hi f II . 'dt IS e ow around the reaching Jabs but "I
never heard of II id fie I ea 0 research, I'd taken courses and I thought
that teaching was what professors did. The fellow I assisted for was
one of the few that dOd d . . .

• • I not 0 research and I just saw him ID his
teachlOg laboratory,
By the time I get to b " . Ie a senior It got to be recognized that

wa pretty useful in the I b h . R
search F II a so t ey gave me to an International e-

e ow for research ' , 'and Ik d' aSSOCiate, He went to another nniversrry
ta e of takmg me ith h i hiand ft WI rm, and I told the department head tIS,
a er a couple of week I '

college dIs got an offer of an instructorship at my
an so stayed here t cb

about it I ki 0 get a Ph.D. I just hadn't thought mu
, was ind of unco . , t

had h dl nSCIOUS I guess, I was only 20 and JUs
n r y grown up yet I t k h . . d

had a go d - ,00 C emlstry and got along well in it an
o time and I'm Sur I I .t

only I just h d e wou d have been happy as a chemls
a more background d' ., hanically that mad an experience of thinking mec ani-
e me seem to fit . h'

As it happe d I into P YSICS better.
ne wo-rked 0

n Several problems at once, but the one
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I did my thesis on was a joint paper with the head, so he really sug-
gested the problem and I just worked with him. It's a very rare stu-
dent that can tell a good problem when he sees one, can start it off
and carry it through. I certainly couldn't have.
Then I got an NRC fellowship and went to another college for a

couple of years and spent one summer at Michigan. I had a whack at
theoretical physics for a while as a change from being an experi-
menter. I liked it quite well. I did fair-ly well at it but I'm
a better experimenter than theorist so I learned a lot and did some
work that has stuck. It was valuable training, it sort of broadened me
out. I always liked mathematics and there hadn't been much oppor-
tunity to learn it here. At the time I went to school they hadn't any-
one in mathematical physics and I have more training for the experi-
mental end, .so I felt there was a big gap there and I lacked mathematics
so I thought I better learn some mathematical physics. I didn't do any
experimental work at the other college at all.
22. Of course I've always been interested in mechanical things,

that's one of the things that an experimental physicist has to have
competence in. I 'did all the things that boys do who are mechanically
inclined. Erector sets, taking things apart and sometimes puning
them together again. I haven't any memory of when I wasn't inter-
ested in mechanical things. We always had tools around the house,
and I got blocks and construction sets for gifts.
Father was a physician and spent half his time in research and he

had a laboratory. I went over and played in his laboratory on Sundays.
He had lots of experimental animals and all sorts of el ectrical gadgets.
'I didn't pay any attention to the dogs, I liked the electricn l stimulators
and had no interest at all in the biological side. So I think that's
one thing that indicated an early interest. Also I had some chemical
interests, but just mixing up blue and white powders and that Oft
of thing. I can't remember a time when I didn't know how to fix elec-
trical plugs and do things with tools.
I tinkered with radio when I W3S in the sixth grade but not much.
I just didn't have any friends in amateur radio. Most of my friends,
we spent our time playing tennis and having a good time. When T
was a senior in high school, I built a model of a Spanish galleon and
that took a year and a half and I worked a lot on it. The galleon
was out of Popular Scietue. I really have always been sorry that I
didn't get into amateur radio because I had to pick it up the hard way.
The first time I ever heard of a physicist was when I was a scphu-

more in high school. Father was wondering what I should be and
had been reading about individual physicists, the phonograph develo~-
ment was new and he had read about how it was the result of the baSIC
physics of sound reproduction. So he told me about this. .

° hi h h I I id [ was going to beWhen I was a sophomore 10 Ig sc 00 sal.. .
a physicist. (AIJ he knew at that time was the industrial end. of .It.)
I think my father must have had a pretty good idea I was going IOtO'
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something like that because when I was a junior and senior in high
school, he arranged for me to be a shop helper in the clinic so I had
1\.0 summers of marvellous training, learning to use precision tools.
He also apprenticed me to the glass blower at the shop so I had a
prerry good background in that before I got into science, a thing physi-
diU u ed to btl ve to know but don't need to any more. I read popular
science and the biographies of scientists at that time.
I alwayt assumed I'd go to college, and that I'd do graduate work
It'. a profeuional family. Both grandfathers and my uncles haft
graduate degrees, and all my aunts and uncles are college graduates
except one.
In high chool when I was a junior or senior I decided to be e

chemi c, .0 when I Went to college I decided to major in chemistry
and 1 took chemistry for two and a half years, I always bad chemistry
cour ee but 1 got only B's, solid B's in all the courses. When I was a
junior J took physics and could get l1's without trying and found it mucb
more intereuing and I found I was falling behind in chemistry and
realized there Wall no future in that for me if I had to think about
Studying, wberens in physics I liked to study .
. (Do you know what the t!litlgl were about chemistry that YQUdidn't
"."') hemisn-y was sort of like cooking, you spent all your time
mixing up solutions in bottles and making dirty messes all over the
table top, whereas in physics you work with nice clean apparatus and
get ni.cl: clean results. It just fits in with my nature, that's all,
there IS no other way to explain it. Chemistry is a dirty business,
I didn' lik .

I n tie It and the finer points of the theory left me cold, In
phy ic:' ,I dug into the literature, and spent a lot of my time reading
the orlglOnl articles" I . I .

, In C lemlstry Just read the textbooks .
. In my junior year I decided to be a physicist. It was a rombina-
lion of the fact that 1 bv i I . h .. was 0 VIOUS Y not a first rate man In c ermstry
and phySICS became s h f . . h

a muc un so the two things were corning roger er.
As an undergraduate I built some apparatus for one of the profes-

sor and got to know th h d f h ., I. e ea 0 t e department personally, ItS a ways
a good thing for a st d . Idid . u ent to get to know a man of his status,
t a, problem I thought up for myself for an M.A, No one paid much
attention to th e student th
• k s ere, you Roundered around or you did yourwor yourself I think ir .

• . I was the best thing that happened to me, Itwas much better than b . d
elOg spoon fed like a lot of graduate stu enrsare now. I had spenr fa i . d

. h a au amounr of time learning things not requireIn t e courses. 1 neve I d . b
C. I r ea rne the stuff that was In the lectures e-Use was always off d .
Ph D· olllg experiments in the basement. To get a, . you dIdn't have to att d I
ex.m· .,' en courses, you had to pass a long ora

III Ion and that. a
mYself t • was a good thlDg because I had to learn the stuno pass It.
I'm not very good at Ian

malics and m d Ph' guages. I was reasonably good at mathe-
, a e I Beta K b dhad been one 'I appa y the skin of my teeth, if any grn e

POlOt OWer I w ldn' h .athletics and I' au n t ave made it. I got my letter In
\'Vas 10 some d . h dramatlcs, I didn't really study very ar
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the first two years, just had a good time. I played bridge and base-
ball and things like that. I can't remember doing anything serious tbe
first two years.
Geometry in high school was completely effortless. I could look

at the proof. and know it at once. It's been interesting to notice as 1
went further along in college mathematics and classes got smaller, I
dropped behind and as a senior I got my first B. It was very funny,
you could just see this. (That as more and more people who had been
like him at the top of their class began to come in, he didn't maintain
his lead, but dropped down.) Right now I feel I'm not a very good
mathematician, I feel that my mathematics is a weak point. Mathe-
matical minds are very special things. I got good grades in high
school, I was second or third in my class including everything.
I took piano lessons for five years and didn't learn a thing (under

pressure? Yes). And then when I was a graduate student 1 became
interested in playing again. (What!) Almost entirely Chopin. I don't
play well enough for anyone to hear me. I occasionally play four-
band with my wife and when I was a graduate student used to playa
lot until the rest of the people where we lived presented me with a
petition.
I think I've done things in more fields than a lot of physicists have.

One thing that cbaracrerizea my work is that it isn't a narrow field.
I've done what you might call pioneer work in a number of fields
and as soon as it's been developed I've gone off into something else.
That suits my temperament better than cleaning up odds and ends.
I think nne thing worth while knowing in a study like this: I've

consciously spent a lot of time thinking about problems. My father
advised me to when I was young. He said he had often thought that
he would have gotten much farther if he had just stopped working at
problems and sat and thought about them a while, about which ones to
pick and so on. He said, "You ought to consciously spend time sitting
down, just sit down in an easy chair and let your mind wander," so I
do consciously and often sit down and see what comes in mind.
I think my creative thinking probably started when I was in my

first year of graduate school or thereabouts. I used to write down
ideas in a notebook, most weren't any good or had been doo: by some-
one else but at least it shows I was thinking up ideas of experiments and
ways of looking at things.

2. Summary

The general difference in family background between the experimen-
talists and theorists is quite noticeable. There are fewer professional men
among the fathers of the experimentalists, and while in the case of three
of them it was taken for granted that the children would go to college,
for the others it was a matter of special planning, often on the part of the

. .. h 1 social custom of theparents, and sometimes quite contrary to t e usua
group,
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Although these subjects. too. liked school, there is less spontanrolfi
mention of it and only two said that they did a good deal of reading.
It seem probable that the others did do some reading. particularlyofsuch
things as popular science journals but with none was it so important 1
fnctor AS it quire usually was with the group of theorists.
There is rather less early interest in and experience with gadgets,orwith

:\feccano sets, or radio, and so on in this group than in the other. Thil
rnav be because of the number brought up on farms and in small tlJWIli

where such things arc not so common. Only four of them, Nos. 6, 8,9,
and 10 mention a good deal of work of this sort, and with these it 00
been a considerable preoccupation.
1\10 r of them had some early interest in mathematics or science,which

wa u unlly stimulated further by high school courses, but the interestsof
rhi group were much more definitely mechanical and engineeringthan
those: of most of the theorists. Two of them originally plannedto b!
physicians, several originally took work in engineering. This was ineach
instance bCC3USC these were conceived of as the only ways in which to study
science, the po sibilities of careers in research or in physics or chemistryor
mathematics not being understood by them. Again the interest had usually
crystallized by the second or third year of college, although with 5e\'er~
the final choice was not made until graduate school.
, ith most, also, the idea of research came rather gradually, andwithout

any particular incident to clarify it.
~t one of this group made any spontaneous mention of poor healthas

a ~hlld. One was nearsighted which interfered with his playing ball;one
said he had always felt inferior physically but didn't know why. Later
One remembered, when asked about it that at four or five he hadbeen
th hi'au! t to lave had heart trouble and been kept in bed, but there seeW
to h•.ve been no later difficulties; and one had lost most of his firstyear
I~ ~ool because of measles and other childhood diseases. One otherspoke
o b~mg weak, large for his age, and not athletic.
LIke the theor i h . . 0eortsts, t ere IS striking evidence of intense concentraUO

upon the vocation fro I' I more/ I . mare atrve yearly age in these men, and even
o t tern than 10 the th h d wafA . . . a er group had to get an education the ar .
gam It IS striking th t h . I d nothat e pressure comes from within. Since o.

dave ~omparable data on the least successful scientists I cannot say that this
evonon to work is t h llorC . I . no c aractcristic of them also but I think it un I' .
ertam v In the case of th '. h high

intelIect~ I . . e men who are less obviously endowed Wit .
a capacity this co t . 1 oblen1lmust have b '. . ns ant preoccupation with professiona pr

een a highly tmpcrrant factor.
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IV. PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
This group has changed from one institution to another somewhat less

than the biologists but it should be remembered that they are younger
on the whole. The number of institutions at which each man has worked
since. receiving. his doctorate, not including fellowships, brief lectureship I

erc., IS shown In Table 5. If he left one institution and later returned to
it, it is recorded twice.

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS WITH

TABLE 5
WHICH SUBJECT HAS BEEN CONNECTED SINCE
DOCTORATE

No. of institutions No. subjects

A few of the men had quite a bad time during the depression, and several
who were at no time out of a job felt extremely insecure during this period,
because of the fact that departments were being cut down. In general.
however, this was not the case, and the younger men, who got into the
field just before its sudden rapid expansion have no acquaintance with this
situation.
Most of them have been able to carryon research without any serious

difficulties. Of course, before the war, they were frequently not as well
financed as they are now, so that equipment was short, but in general they
were in situations where research was a normal part of the work. This was
not true of one of them, whose academic history for some years was one of
the most intense frustration of his research interests j even he, however, is
now well situated.
So far as I can tell individual research "interests have generally shifted

comparatively little in' this group, except as the field itself has changed.
One of them remarked: "This lack of shift in interests may be correlated
with the manner in which the science has been developing. Perhaps be-
cause it has been developing so rapidly people stayed on the things they
started out with." Most of the men had settled into a general field by
the finish of their doctorate work, and few have left it, but this is not
invariably true. One says: "1\1y research has changed too much for my
Own good. I get bored sticking with one line for very long. I think that
I jump around more than I should but I find that in about five years I get

183
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ide of it. . Whe» the cream is skum I'm not terribly interested," Serer~
other also r marked that once they had started a new line and othershad
moved in they lost interest and wanted to go on to something new, butthis
of course does not always involve a change of field. Only a few of them
hB"C had several main lines of research. One of the theorists became i
theorist after considerable experimental work, and two of them havedone
experimenrnl work but spend most of their time on theory.
All of them were involved in various war projects and with most of

them thi meant considerable interruption of their own work, sometime

for a period of years. Most still have some governmental connections in
the way of consulting jobs, but the majority have gotten rid of as many
of these as they can. Two have completely changed their research interests,
largely 3S a result of their war experiences:
HI had had enough of my ideas classified .... I don't want any moreof

my ideas in the clutches of these arbitrary men who run war projects,"
"I wnnted to do problems which had no conceivable practical importance

but were only dedicated to philosophical interests."
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V. PSYCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
In very general terms, the psychosocial development of most of this group

was slow and in its major outlines often much like that of the majority
of the biologists. And for the most part, they are not now very interested
or at ease in social activities. In tracing the development of patterns of
interpersonal relations, it was sometimes possible to get some direct infonna-
tion about parent-child relationships, and in some cases to make inferences
from the test material.

Very few of them speak of or give any indication of closeness to their
fathers as children, but there are none among the physical scientists who
did not respect their fathers even though they may have rebelled against
them. (One with a stepfather seems to have identified strongly 'with his
own father in some respects and with his mother's family, but clearly had
little regard for his stepfather with whom he was in frequent conflict, al-
though he admitted that no distinction was made between him and his step
sibs.) Of those who seem not to have been close, it nevertheless appears in
three instances that the father took a very real interest in the son.
In six instances, it is clear that there were covert or open rebellions

on the part of the sons, there being occasional sharp conRicts although these
are relatively rare. The more usual pattern is that of concealed rebelliousness,
where it seems to occur at all. One said his father was an independent
thinker, and he himself had been a rebel from the age of ten, perhaps be-
~ause of his father's urging him to think for himself, and disagreed violently
with his father's views. Nevertheless it is clear that he was allowed con-
siderable freedom and apparently his disagreement did not result in disci-
plinary action. Another spoke of his father as being a great inspiration
to him, but that the father made a point of not interfering. As a result
he did not ask his help and advice, and went through a period of what seems
to have been an unsuccessful attempt at getting away from fairly close
identification with his father. In another instance, there was severe, con-
cealed rebelliousness on the part of the subject, who, knowing his parents
dearly wanted him to go to college, concealed his intention of doing 50 unt~l
after he had enrolled, "perhaps because I was still being a man." In this
instance, the test material shows continued suppressed rebelliousness. An-
other received, he felt, some preference in the matter of fellowships becau~
of his father's connections and definitely resented this,-but accepted It.

Another has concealed his present family life from his parents because. of
religious differences. Still another reports having had severe, open conflicts
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with hi father during adolescence, but some understanding was later
chieved.

n the other side of the picture is one of the experimentalists who Illi
especinll)' privileged by both parents from the start, and excused from much
of the work expected of his older sibs. Another spoke of having been qui,
cl to hi father in understanding. Two others speak of great admiration
for their father. apparently receiving from them, if not great warm~
considerable attention and tTU t. One of these who had put it that hr
worshipped his father until his death (when the subject was 15) dead,
identified with him closely in many ways. There is one other who sPO(e
very warmly of the close family life; they 'were very poor but felt othtr
children were underprivileged, because they didn't have the same sortat
parents. everrhele s, the test results do not give any similar picture.
There is Ie s information about the relationship to the mother. Ingen-

eral there eems to have been somewhat more warmth, for most of them,
and more closeness, at least during the early years. A number rathergWf
away. Only one subject spoke in such a manner as to indicate verygreat
warmth and approval. Two, however, said there were considerablec1ashe;,
one remnrking he always disagreed with his mother and always had,although
not too unpleasantly. (This had appeared so clearly in the TAT that he
was asked specifically about ir.) Another said, "Mother is a fuss budget.,o-
J 've been taught wrong by a lot of women." Another said, "Motherand
J use~ to have awful fights Over anything and then she would go around
Shouting about what a model Son I was which made others mad becausethe)'
knew 1 wasn't 81 k h"• . ie was very emotional about things she was a s etc,
In summ.ary, very great closeness or serious disa~reement is not ve?'

~mmon With respect to either parent during childhood and thereIS
little evidence of ~. I • d oi

any present problems here. The general attrtlle
res~ect for the father, even among those who went through a rebelliou~
penod, houJd be emphasized
Like the bi I .' ·1 dlI . 10 OgIStS, most of this group did very little dating unn W

a °dn~111I1college or even graduate school, and speak of having been very shy
an I at ease A few th h hi . I blern'd Ir ! oug r t ISWas largely a result of financia pro -,
an It IS true that SOme f h h h dl ha,'ed h' • 0 t em ad so little money they could ar YOne muc datmg and tl . h eseotf h ' < iat 111 t ese instances the poverty had beenprrom t e start and cerr . 1 I . _ But
rh am y ccu d have been an inhibiting factor.ere are others with th eX'
press inte h e same SOrt of late interest or late freedom to

rest w 0 had - b IIlayhave b no senous financial difficulties. I think t ere
een two or three who did not follow this course. One suddenly
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became interested in girls half way through college, and then had inter-
mittent periods of much dating, alternating with periods of concentrating
on his studies. Only one could say, "I've been going with girls ever since T
was six. I always had one. Of course I had several serious ones in col-
lege. When I got to the university I didn't do any studying for a long
time, I just raised hell, chased around, went down to the dance hall and
investigated what kind of prohibition booze one could get." At least three
of them have serious sexual problems at the present time, on the basis of test
evidence and general observation, but all of them seem, as one of the others
put it, to have learned to adjust. The fact that only one of the group has
been divorced is probably significant here.
The more general social development was also very slow, and with many

of them there is still very little interest in other persons generally. In the
case of many of the theorists, particularly, this was in part associated with
the physical disabilities of various sorts which have already been discussed.
Under these circumstances many of them had considerable isolation as chil-
dren. On the other hand, certain of these difficulties were clearly psy-
chosomatic. Whatever the cause, the incidence of feeling alone, or outside
is very high, but the feeling of apar tness is not always accompanied by
feelings of inferiority, e.g., one remarked, "I soon became clear where what
was known ended and where I would have to take on." Among the theorists,
these situations obtained:
"I have always felt like a minority member."
HI developed the sort of personality that used to be called introspective .

. . . I got along with other children except for the fact of not being pushing
and tending to be somewhat shy and self-conscious and not having as good a
time as other children would ... " (in college). "I slipped back to lonely
isolation.') This was later much relieved.
"My mother was quite worried about my staying indoors and reading so

much and my lack of social contacts, but more worried about my health .... "
"I carried on what seemed like a perpetual flight from two or three over-

grown louts who like to catch us and twist our wrists."
HI was very much an isolated person." . .
Am . I· h f er with such obvIOUS diffi-ong the expen menta ists, t ere are ew

culties, and some of them seem to have gotten along very well generally.

But some had problems:
"I always felt inferior physically but I could run .... 11 IJ

"I was always a couple of years younger, I was never one of t~e ~oup.
"I was always lonesome, the other children didn't like me, I dido t have
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Iriends, 1 was always out 01 the group. Neither the boys nor the girlsliked
me, f don't know why but it was always that way. I can see the remnants
no''' .... "
There wa somewhat more tendency among the experimentalists to hm

one or two friends interested in the same things, and with whom theyshared
quite a lirrle, although general social adaptation might not have beenvery
broad. AI", severa] 01 them spoke 01 relatively brief periods of dillicul~,
due u: unify to particular circumstances, which did not persist. Nevertheles,
it i dear that both groups were slow developing social.ly. It is also clear
that man)' of them are still omewhat non-participant socially althoughmOil
have worked out acceptable techniques.



The present religious attitudes of this group are of considerable interest,
particularly in view of the current campaign of a well-known newspaper
publisher whose Sunday supplement carries quotations from well-known
scientists. (His carefully undescribed sampling procedure is such as to
make it inevitable that all the scientists he quotes are fairly orthodox, or at
least favorably disposed towards the established churches.) Such informa-
tion as I have refers to religious attitudes as manifested in attendance at or
interest in established churches. (Two of the men come from Jewish, the
others from Protestant families.') Of religious sentiments, mention was made
by very few and my impression is that probably only one of the group has
more than a very vague feeling of the sort, and I doubt that his is very
developed. I do not have the information for two of the subjects. 1
usually inquired about present recreational and social interests, and had
church affiliations had any significance they would pretty surely have been
mentioned.
Two of the men had no

no religious interests now.
for them.
The other 18 for whom there is positive information had varying amounts

of religious experience. Of these, 13 are now indifferent. Some who
are personally indifferent, are, however, uncertain of what to do about
the training of their children.

VI. RELIGION

not exist
early religious training to speak of
Apparently such problems just do

and have

I've had no church activities since I have been an adult.
I don't go to church even occasionally.
We were Episcopalian. Like most people in science I abandoned that

many years ago.
I went to church when I was a boy every Sunday and a couple of

times a week. But I think I did enough of that. My kids go if they
want to, it's a very occasional business with the family all the way
around. (Do you have auy strong C01Ivictions'l) No.
My life was too easy. There weren't any crises. Some people seem

to have crises over religion and things but I never did. Mother w~s
and still is a Presbyterian I guess; father was originally a Methodist
but is DOW a Presbyterian. It's not a very churchly family. I went
to Sunday school as a kid. Sometimes children have a great emotional
crisis, I never took it seriously. I drifted away. I suppose I should
go now our kids will grow up. I think it's right they should have
some religion but I haven't done anythi-ng about it.

f id I d ' b I· ve in it in theNo, I never go to church. I'm a r ar on t e re
first place and there doesn't need to be any second place. I was ex-
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pototd co it very mildly and tentatively at an early age and didn't lih
h and my parents never insisted, so-.
I have no church inte resre now. r went to church as a youngster,

r never joined a church, it has no interest for me. I've never seenm}'
I.tha in II church and the only lime I've ever seen my mother in
one WUI when I was married. When I was a child a neighbor lad)'
StOt up er about u and got us started going, and I was a model scholar
and gOt pri~e.. There is one thing that I don't understand in this
auilude of mind. !\J near as I can make cur the religious is the same
arrieude lI!l in lou of pcfiuca l groups, Nazis and so on and lou of
Kitnti ... go in for advanced political groups but don't gel taken in
b>" religion. I cnn sec some purpose for the church, our culture is
based on tbe importance of a moral idea, and the churches have been
the place to PU! thi! on. I don't know what we'll do about the children.
I'd been taken to church regularly and had a very considerable emil-

Iional reaction 10 it, the !inging particularly, but I was never very well
IUd tied. I'm sure rhm was partly the result of the absence of any
auhude on (ather's pan or very much on mother's part in religious
maners. They Went to SUppOTt the minister and to show a little interest
{or hi, eke. It was a Unitarinn church. The aesthetic elements were
1I,rong and thai'! the principal value for me 1 gradually developed
a vuy mechanistic view of life and of people I often thought I
would have been a fine preacher if I had had some faith.
i\ a boy 1 wen! 10 the Baptist church. I sort of quit about the time
l Went (0 college. I think if was rather accidental. My parents were
devout but they don't practice formally, they don't attend church
regulnrl). and ee through the hypocrisy of so many who go. Mother
w:u more disturbed when the kids got religion than when they lost it.
One. of my children was christened because the grandmother insisted
on It ~od the preacher was so nice. I have a lot of reverence fllrsomething .

. Father look care of all Our religious teaching and was quite active
rn the church He II hi h
f 'gave us a a very intense religious training W rcun ortunately haSh't do h h

ne muc good. I threw things overboard. T ere
W3 no conflict Or plannin b . .
'0 II b g a Out It. I had no disturbance over It per-ne Y ut I have kept· f
lit rom my pa rents.
\\'3 exposed t 1"'

mis . h 0 re Iglon constantly. In high school I went througb
ery \"H the revival .

a back I'd' meetings and conviction of sin, There was
S I IIlg at the age of . .

of th· nme to worry about. The religious pr acncese region were orgias( A .
was ess . I IC, Severe emotional crisis at converSionentia to salvation I . b ck
slid severn I ri . was m a worse state than some. I a '

rmes and then the . h f . nI manag d . re was t e necessity for public con eSS10.e to get through w·th . .
lion was I I conSiderable doubt as to what my post-

- was never bes·e d b G d
but I JUSt g d II. I ge y overwhelming doubts about 0

r a ua Y Picked b· III took a c - up t e Idea. My freshman year at co egeOurse In evolution f d
I've always had . 0 morals and in social psychology an

a peculJar tole b . p.rance a out the thmgs you are su
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posed to be frightened of. I had the interesting thought early in the
class that this was that awful higher criticism some visiting minister
would fulminate about. Just the constant preoccupation with a set of
reality that clicked and which just d:idn't have anything to do with
those superstitions seems to have done the job. My more religious
colleagues seem to have water tight compartments. I'd as soon call
myself a materialist but not an atheist. I've not become violently
anti-religicue. I think that kind of religion served a purpose on the
frontier, one had to be a drunken wretch or one had to be one of the
godly. I am pretty completely agnostic as to what is behind the
scene of things. I'm willing to take my chances on its being a funda-
mentalist or Catholic god. If such a being should turn out to be in
charge I think the only self-respecting thing is to be damned but I
suppose I have a vagtle humanisic attitude towards the situation.
I am nominally an Episcopalian but haven't particular convictions.

Except that people who say there is nothing in it have no more evi-
dence than those that say there is. I haven't found religion much com-
fort. In the face of a great loss you just have to take it there is nothing
to do, but religion isn't a comfort. I don't attend church but I sent the
children, partly for social reasons and partly because I felt it was a
part of life that they should experience.
I suppose I'm a very religious man. (But he does not go to church.)

I found the church far too arrogant. The Protestant attitude is to
make poetic statements and then to interpret them as literal statements
of actual fact. r went through a phase of rebellion, but I have reached
a surprising point of complacency and even affection in dealing with
the religious people. I know they are dealing with poetry but they don't
know it. This is recent. I went through a revulsion for 20 years
of my life. In my early twenties. I avoided it for about five years.
I had one earlier experience where I gave up. I decided I must have
committed the unforgivable sin. I was a little disturbed then for tw o
weeks. From 20 to 40 I was pretty much against the church, an
allergic reaction I now feel more comfortable about. Arrogance is the
thing that bothers me most. I have always felt even during the years
of revulsion that my whole life is a worship in my way.

The other five (four of them experimentalists) have maintained some
church connections for various reasons, but as the quotations show, none of
them is personally of very strong convictions.

"Mv family were Baptists and it was just accepted that you would go
. b Lsi rto church. Both my parents were quite tolerant. I was a r e e smce

was 10 or 11 but I've no idea where I got those ideas. Perhaps because
, 1· hildh d 00father was an independent thinker and from my ear lest ciao . '

whatever he said he would say there are many things ),OU learn m
life and there are many things you have to think out for your.self. It
. . h 1h gh I'm sure we dISagreedmight have been it came out In t at way a t au
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viclemly on OUT views." In the second interview, when I asked about
hi other activities, he said, "We are rather active in the Baptist
church here." I asked how this had followed his earlier rebellion,
and he explained, "My feeling is that what I think internally doesn't
matter to anyone else. Some of my closest friends have been ministers
even though they knew we disagree. I have no sympathy at all for
some of the ideas. 1 don't advertise what I think on some things. I
have found a! a practical expedient that the friends I pick up there art
more iruere ling to me than others. jealousies creep out in the uni-
versiry. Outside of the church so many friendships ace based on bow
people CDn use you. This is a fairly exceptional church. It grew out
of several churches who didn't subscribe too literally."
I'm not very much of a church goer. I'm a great believer in church

but don't get around to it. I always went as "a boy. Mother was a
very good church woman. I'm not attached to any church but I go
occasionally. I usually go where my wife wants to go. I had no sort
of religious crisis, if anything science strengthened me on that. It was
10 clear that one doesn't understand things. There is this business
of checking back on nature and finding you were wrong in your ideas.
I've had so many clear cut ideas and set up the apparatus and it came
out a different way, it makes you pretty humble when you think
about it.

I cccasioually go to the Presbyterian church. I go largely because
of my wife although I have attended it most of my life. We like
to have our children go there. I would say I'm not particularly inter-
es~ed in the religious aspects. If I go it's in hopes that the minister
will hove something to say. (I asked him if he is a theist and his
reply ~vas that he did not wish to be pushed about It.)
. 1 drifted from orthodoxy on such matters as evolution. I wouldn't
lake to give the imp es . h h' . tr sron t at t e church Influence was not impcrtan
I don't think there is b . .any su strtute for these things of character.
Our children were confirmed in the church but they do not go. I still
belong It's at' .

. s net regime that they are taught to follow. I've not
severed my connection and they haven't excommunicated me.
I go to chapel once 3 hI'1 . moot. come from a churchgoing
Just get a little lazy b t h h .. I u W en t ere IS a good speaker I go

mte y go more than the average. .

family.
I dtfi·



VII. RECREATION
In respect to activities outside of their work they are a varied group. I

do not have the information for three of them. They range all the way
from one who says, "I have none, my work is my life," and means this
Quite literally (although he spends as much time as he can with his children
whom he adores, and he reads Time), to one who not only reads a good
bit of non-science as well as of other fields of science, but likes camping and
skiing, plays some bridge, goes to occasional concerts and is extremely fond
of parties and social gatherings.c-eo much so that sometimes they are out or
have people in seven nights a week.
There are three others who like parties and have fairly active social lives

and two more whose liking for social living is more limited, but who enjoy
small gatherings, dinners with another couple or two rather than parties.
The others seem to have very little social life. They are like the biologists,
none of whom cared for parties. It is the more interesting because from
the Rorschachs of most of this group who go in for parties I would not have
expected this activity. All but one of this group had been or were then at
a particular university where one or two unusually socially inclined pro-
fessors had started what is almost a tradition of partying among the physicists
which is still maintained.
Only two of them play cards

play because it is the custom with
not care for them.
Five of them are interested in some form of sports,-skiing, camping,

swimming, climbing, tennis, fishing, and sailing were mentioned, but such
activities are curtailed somewhat because of lack of time.
Nine of them say that they read a great deal. The subjects may vary,

but a number mentioned biography and travel, three mentioned detective
stories, two included specifically Astounding Science fiction, a few read
other fiction and a -few read science in other fields. A number of them
said that they read chiefly magazines. Three of them do practically no
reading outside of their professional work, and the rest read a little now
and then but it is not a major activity with them.
I usually asked specifically about music, because one hears so often of

an association between musical talent and mathematical interests. Six had
had music lessons as children two on the clarinet, and others on the piano.
The pianists all play some still, the other two do not. One said he hadn't
learned anything with five years of lessons on the piano when he was a

regularly with
their particular

pleasure; a
groups, but

few others
the rest do
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child. but had resumed playing in graduate school and had then learned
much more. One of the clarinetists said he had played a good dealun~
he was in college but then gave it up because he got a sore throat every time
he played. One other has picked up the piano himself; another nowspeno
most of his spare time studying it. Most of these have also an interestin
Ii tening to music and spend some time with radio or phonograph program
f the other I four are mildly interested and five have a considerable interest

and spend Quite a little time listening to radio programs or have amas.-ed
large record libraries. Interest in music is clearly stronger in this group
than it was in the biologists.
Only two of the men mentioned a particular interest in art.
ne of them had in the past been active politically; one is activenow.

Another has done a good deal of speaking on international problems. None
of the others has ever been very interested, although I gather that most ot
them do vote.
Four of them mentioned a special interest in travel.
A few of them go to the movies occasionally, but often it is to taketheir

children unless there is some very special program. Most of them findmovies
dull.

Few of them are really active in professional organizations.
Two of them mentioned that they occasionally studied another language

for amusement; one has a special interest in dictionaries and encyclopedia
and one does some photography. Two of them do a little gardening.
Tw~ of them said that they spent all of their spare time writing. One

sa~ his only recreation is loafing. Another says: "Actually my greatest
enJo~ent of life comes from being alone. Very frequently at home I prefer
to be .111 a room by myself. It's kind of a dream state. There seemsto be
an er.Joyment in it."

.. S.everal of them mentioned spending time with their families and children.
I'his was less marked than with the biologists but I think it may be be-
cause their children are younger on the whole and problems seem somewhat
less acute.

The~e a.Te no noticeable differences between these theorists and expen·
mentalists 111 their recreational interests.



VIII. THE VERBAL-SPATIAL TEST
This test comprisesthe first two sections of the Verbal-Spatial-Mathemati-

cal Test which was compiled for the biologists by the College Educational
Testing Service. The mathematical section is not difficult enough for this
group and it was shortly dropped. The verbal section comprises 79 items,
the task being the selection of antonyms. Time limit was 15 minutes.
The spatial section comprises 24 items. Each item consists of four views
of solid figures, the problem being to select the two views of the same figure.
The time limit was 20 minutes. Examples of both are given in Figure 1.
Verbal: Decide which two words in each group are most pearly opposite, and un-

derline them.
1. Predictable 2. Precarious 3. Stable 4-. Laborious

Spatial: Each set of four drawings contains two views, and only two views,
of one solid figure, taken from different angles. The other two drawings represent
solid figures which differ in some particular from the one solid of which two views
are shown. You are to identify the two drawings of the same solid figure and
underline them.

A~ ~ ~ 0
FIGURE 1

Several expressed considerable difficulty while taking the test, and great
dislike for the task. This more often happened with the spatial test. A
number completed the task in considerably less than the allotted time; most
of them used the rest of it to check but a few did not. One gave up alto-
gether after 10 minutes.
The test results are given in Table 6. The experimental and theoretical

groups are listed separately. It is evident that the experimentalists had
considerably more difficulty with the verbal test than the theorists did: the
difference between the means is significant at the 5 per cent level. Although
the experimentalists are also lower on the spatial test in terms of number
right, this difference is not significant.

TABLE 6
VERnAL-SPATIAL TEST

Theoretical Physicists Experimental ~hysicists
Sigma Score" Sigma Score

Subject fl S Subject TI S
TPI +.16 -1.63 EP3.· 2.90 2.04-
TP3 +.86 -'-.20 EP4 +.81 +.20
TP4 +1.04 +.82 EP6 -2.08 -1.63
TP5 +.57 +1.22 EP7 -.49 +1.84
TP6 +.92 -.20 EP8 +.28 +.4l
TP7 -.08 -.20 EP9 +.22 _.~I
TP8 +.45 -.20 EPC3 +.25
TP9 -.19 +1.02
TPCl +.63 0
TPC2 +.39 +.82
TPC4 -.31 +.4l
Mean Score 64.2+2,4- 13.8+1.2 Mean Score 4-6.6-+-8.8 11.7±2.4

·Computed on the distribution for all the physic~sts.
"This test is probably representative but not valid.
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Comparisons with the group of biologists previously reported are ~ven
in Table 7.
Means for the two groups on the verbal test are almost the same. On the

spatial, however, the mean lor the physicists is significantly higher (p ~ .02).
TABLE 7

COMPARISON WITH BIOLOCISTS ON VERBAL-SPATIAL TEST
Biologists Physicists

Verbal:
N right, range

mean
28-73

56.6±2.S
S-75

57.3±4.l
Spatial:
N right, range 3-20 3-22

mean 9.4±1.0 13.0±1.2__

In both groups the ranges are extremely wide, and the lower limit un-
expectedly low. Intelligence is unquestionably a factor in the eminence 01
these men, but clearly it is not the only one, nor does an extraordinnih
high level (of the kind of intelligence measured by these tests) seem to bea
sine qua non.

The groups are too small for much discussion of this point, but betause
of its theoretical interest correlations were run between the tests. Forthe
theoretical physicists r is +.091; for the experimentalists, r is +.72 (for
both .55). For the biologists it was +.445. The narrower rangeonthe
verbal test of the theoretical physicists must be noted.
I usually inquired as to how they had done the spatial test, and alm~t

invariably the response indicated an attempt to shift the pictured figures m
imagination and then to compare them with the others. A typicalstate,
~ent was: "My procedure was to actually carry out in my mind,keep-
109 one figure fixed, the operation of rotation and reflexion. I can dothat,
but then the comparison of the two figures is sometimes baffiing. I didn'(
check when I got an approximate figure."
, Another remarked that when he had difficulty with the rotation heso~e-
times had recourse to verbalization. Another said, "In some casesI tne~
to sta.nd on my head. In some cases I was visually following thesethings
(particular bits) j "in some I turned them around in my mind. In several
you could rule one of them out quickly and that was a help."
One of them, however, reported very differently "I just movedmyself

around. Look at this one. I just walked down here and the narrow part
was on my left 1.'1 I . . f' .'(h . len came over here and this is on the le t, so .

I
e de~onstrated on one example. Apparently he had a kinaestheticimagt

o walking around the t .
Is ructu re, which was larger than he).
made SOme inqui . . , ' . f thef h mes as to techmques of handling size m view 0

\ a~th t 'jt ~any of these subjects shift from dealing with ~toms to dealing
dVI ga axles. The data l . 1 b porteel h are not a together satisfactory and wil e re

sew ere. 'l"'hey are ioned I. beasi nifi . . mentlOne here with the comment that it may
g 1 cant point to lnvestigate.



IX. THE THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST
The Thematic Apperception Test, devised by Murray and his associates

(4), is a technique for personality analysis. It consists of a set of pictures,
the task of the subject being to tell a story about each picture, which in-
cludes the events leading up to the picture, what is going on, including
what the characters are thinking and feeling, and what is going to happen
in the future. Only nine of the usual 20 cards in the series were used for
this research. They are Cards 1,2,4,6,7,10,13, 15, and 11, from the
male series of 1943, presented in that' order.
Card 1 shows a boy! seated, looking at a violin on a table in front of him.
Card 2 is a farm scene, with a man plowing in the background, a woman

leaning against a tree, and a young girl carrying books in the foreground.

Card 4 shows a young man and woman, the woman facing the man, with
her hands on his arms and the man looking away from her. There is 3
picture behind them, showing a partially dressed woman.

Card 6 shows an elderly woman looking out of a window, a young man,
hat in hand, looking away from her.

Card 7 is a close-up of an older and younger man, the boy looking away.

Card lOis a close-up of two heads, incomplete, the forehead of one
against the chin of the other, and one hand as though on the other's chest.
They are usually interpreted as a man and woman.
Card 13 shows a girl lying on her back on a narrow cot, her breasts

exposed, a man standing turned away from her with his arm over his facc.

Card, 15 is a stylized picture of a man standing in a graveyard with his
hands together, pointing down in front of him.
Card 11 is a vaguely delineated scene, apparently in a deep canyon,

with some indefinite figures at the edge of a bridge, and a web-footed
long-necked creature emerging from a hole in the canyon wall. None of
the details is very clear.

A. ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOLS

Interpretation of the TilT protocols (the responses to the cards) has
not been codified. Clinically it is particularly of value in giving hints as
to the genesis of any difficulties that may be present, which the R~rschach
does not do. It is also useful for getting at attitudes toward family, etc.,

which may be of significance.
The stories were scored formally, following Wyatt (14) with some
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emendations, and the data· are given in Tables 8 through 12, In all01
the tables, the entries in the columns are the numbers designatingpar-
ticular pictures. Numbers are placed in parentheses when the column
heading applies to part 01 the story but not to all 01 it, Three subjects
declined to give stories to one or two of the cards.
In Table 8, the first aspect considered is the relative amounts of nam-

tion (8) and description (D) which are given in the stories, Tbe"<
is set as narration. Some subjects, however, give a good deal of descrip-
tion, either accompanying a narrative or by itself. The latter, if genera!
throughout, is usually a form of non-compliance, often on a subconsciol1j.
basis. Subjects who have difficulty thinking of a story to a particularcard
will also often resort to description as a way out instead of refusingtht
card. Responses limited to description (D) or dominantly descriptionbut
with some story (DS) are not common except in the protocol of EP ~,
who had great difficulty with both this and the Rorschach tests, It occ'"
most often with the others in response to Card II} which is the vaguestof
the cards.
The first column under perception refers to the amount of noticeofpar-

ticular details in the picture, which is only common with TP 3 and TPC I.
'IPerceptual distortions were so rare in this group that they have notbeen
tabled,

The column headed Deviation refers to unusual stories or (listedin
parentheses) stories with unusual twists to them. It is clear that Card1~
provokes more unusual stories from this group than any other card) andthat
ards 10 and 13 are next. These stories often relate to the aftermath

of aggression. (It was interesting in administering the test to findthat
a ~~ber of thi~ gr~up recognized this picture.')

rme tr~nd IS given in the last section of Table 8. It can be seenthat
ab~ut ~ thud of all the stories are limited to the present, but that nearlra
third Include all d'· , ' /or. imensrong of time. It seems to be a little easIer
this group to pro)'e t .
O c a story 1I1to the future than to infer the past.
utcome lor the tori hi h . T bid

Is Ones w IC have a future is recorded in a .
t often happens as' C d 4 d Inr
I ' 111 ar ,that success for one character means e
Or another and' hi d' ~l' J In t IS case the card will be entered under both hea U1~'.
t IS noteworthy that th . . I on'h .. e II1cldence of endings involving defeat or

c aracter or another is h hi .' ongthe th . mue igher among the experimentalists than am .
eortsrs and that th h . . . theirState 0 e t eorrsrs are considerably more certain 10

merits. ther entries": his m t IS table are self-explanatory.
'In ddt. a ilion, Miss Ben Ar ntfl"

technique. Her analysis ~ on scor ed all of the protocols using her own
as contributed to the general discussion here.
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TABLE 10
TAT SUMMARY: PHYSICISTS

ToneLevel
Melo-

dramatic
Aggres-
sive

Contem-
plative Serene

Make-
Believe

Concrete-
factual

TenseUnhappy Anxious SardonicMorbidCheerfulConditional Indifferent Detached
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1,(6),7,10,13 2,(10),15,11 1,2,15 6,7

::

(6), [3

1,2,~,6,7,lO,13 Jl 15 (10) IS?1J? 6,7,10 13 1
2
,'1-

15 10 15 2,11 1, +, 6, 7, 13
2,.f, 6, 7, 10, 13 I (6) (J3) 13

6 11 10 15 t·,~,6,7 1, 13
(1),13,11 41,2,6,7,10,15

13

(6) 7,10,11 6,15 1,2,4.13
2, -I, 13 1(2).6,7,10,15.. 11

(+)71U,13,11 6,7,10,13 4. II
II

1171, +,6, J 015 2(I5) 11r, (6)
4, 13 76, 10, 1115
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In Table 10, the general level of interpretation and the feeling-tone
of the story are recorded. There are no great differences in level between
the experimentalists and theorists-both tend somewhat more to stick to
the concrete-factual, but also give a fairly high incidence of stories (recorded
as endopsychic) in which the thoughts and feelings of the characters are
of major importance. The somewhat larger number of conditional stories
among the experimentalists reflects their greater uncertainty about out-
come. Feeling-tone of the stories is quite varied. Comparison is somewhat
easier if the groups are combined, as is done in Table 11.

TABLE 11
TONE OF TilT STORiES

Theorists
Experimentalists

Indifferent Unhappy Melo·
Detached Cheerful Tense Morbid dramatic

Contemplative Serene Anxious Aggressive Sardonic

11 14 28 5 ·,2

7 22 19 4 2

Table 12 summarizes the choice of languages and diction, the style of
the story under the heading Quality, and the nature of the personal rela-
tions and the presses in the stories. Clearly a generally literate style is
the most common. There are very few instances in which the subject
has resort to cliches, but an excessively critical attitude is somewhat more
common. There is some evasiveness, that is, the subject apparently made
a determined effort to produce a non-committal reponse.
Personal relations are most often formal for both groups, that is, they fall

into recognized social structures, husband and wife, father and son, etc.
It is notable, however, that emotional relations are relatively commoner in
the stories of the theorists. These appear particularly in response to Card.s
4 and 13 for both groups and to Card 15 for the theorists. In both Cards 4
and 13, the protagonists are a man and a woman; Card 15 is the graveyard
scene, and the relationship is to the person buried there.
The sources of pressures exerted upon the central figures in the stories

are classed as friendly, unfriendly, impersonal and internal, where these can
be determined. Highest incidence is in the impersonal group with friendly
a close second. But friendly presses are relatively more important in the
protocols of the experimentalists and impersonal ones in those of the theorists.
It is noticeable too that certain cards are particularly differentiating. Card 10
(a couple emb'raci,:g) is interpreted with friendly presses significantly more
frequently by the experimentalists and a similar trend is noticeable in Card +.
To the theorist, Card 10 most often represents a couple under pressure of
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a death or other misfortune. For the other group it is a scene of reconciliation
or pleasure.
This sort of formal analysis does not give much information by itself

to the non-expert, and is particularly lacking in content analysis. In general,
this group give Quite satisfactory stories, which are rich and meaningful.
The attitude they manifest with regard to family relations is rather an

unusual one. Its chief aspect is of independence of parents, usually without
conflict over it. In a few instances there is some indication of feelings of
succorance and warmth in the family relationship but these are rather rare.
The duty of the parent toward the child is rather taken for granted, and
quite broadly conceived, but it is also taken for granted that the child should
go off on his own.
A similar independence of other personal relations is generally noticeable.

But here, particularly with respect to sexual relations, there is a strong
tendency to evade an emotional situation, to give it distance in some way.
These are relations in which for the most part they seem not to be at ease.
There is more apparent conventional morality among them than there is
independence of thought in this area. There is almost complete absence of
any feeling of need for or the naturalness of warmth and closeness to other
persons.
A number of them give evidence of a considerable passivity, which often

overlies an unexpressed rebelliousness, and over which there may be con-
flict, although obvious conflict is not very common. On the other hand,
some free aggression is present. But there is an interesting factor here. In
most of the stories where aggression is clearly apparent, it is relegated to a
fairly distant past, and as a rule the aggressor suffers severely for it. At
the same time, there is a sort of acceptance of aggression as an admissible
form of behavior.

B .. RESPONSES TO CARD 10

It is impossible, because of limitations of space, to reproduce a~l of the
protocols here.'! In order to give some idea of the nature of the differences
between these groups and for a comparison with the biologists (6) the
responses to Card 10 are given below: (?) indicates a question by the
experimenter.

TP 1- I should think this was happening in France, and as to what it
. lhilir 0 reunion Wellis I'd say comfort in sorrow would be a POSSI I 1 y. r .' '

not knowing what it is I don't know what will happen but thi s seems

'Copies will be made available to other workers on request.
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to be- the lhing that iii happening here is the end and so there is no need
of IIn)lhing el e to happen. The satisfactory culmination of an episode
in 10 f.1'" It it can be sarlsfacrory.
TP 3: ObI my God. All I can think of is mush. There was oncean

ard t who yearned 10 be a great architect and to build churches and
other monuments which would be a true decoration to the Mediterranean
cidli'1acion in which he lived. As he studied more and more he be-
came interested in the details of the great edifices which he had planned
to erect end finally discovered that these meant more to him than the
cold archirecturnl drawing! in which he had been originally most inter-
cited. Ife ended up by designing statues of saints who were of a par-
ticul:lr nature which stood in the corners of the churches built to his
plan by someone else and gr adually became covered with dust which
Will 10 the be t inrerests of the people who came there. As for himself
he eealieed that this was the inexorable working of the second law
of the thermodynamics which stated Murphy's law "If anything can
go wrong it will." 1 always liked Murphy's law, I was told that

by an architect. (Are the figures in the picture the sainte P} These were
saintl in :I niche, at fiut I thought they were two men then possiblythe
man who did it, but they are the saints.
1"P 4: Well, thi!! could very well be the reunion of two people who

hove a great deal of affection for each other. I should say a young
man and his mother probably or some older woman. There is a sug-
~es.tion that they a re both very content to be back together and whatever
It II dll11 has separated them it isn't evident whether that's over or
not. or that they may be separated again, but at least there is no indi-
catron of any .pi·t l' .r i ua separation or any failure to be perfectly con-
tent at the time with the reunion. (?) Man on the left.
TP 5' T'h i , d fi ' ,. IS IS e nieely mother and son I guess although it's a little

hard. I gue 5 't' I
I !! motner and sao. The boy has just come back from

a lengthy trip the m th id ithI 0 er eVI ently wasn't sure that he would eit er
come back or would h '
b greet . er as exuberantly as he seems to be doing
eC3U e she has 3 sligh' ' hi, h expression of triumph or pleasure or somet illg
10 er face The b . d fi '
b k I h" oy IS e nitely a weak character he's glad to getnee, t 10k he's going ,
th h d ! to say that he's going to stay a while. Even
e an IS rather weak' f .had h ,10 act practically a child's hand The woman's
a ard life. (?) He hasn't hid h .

TP 7: What sort of a '. e pe er . .
being I d RUSSian IS that? Well this wife presumably IS

conso e by her husba d f II" 'I 11my etc . 0 a oWlOg some tragedy in the fami y, arres are pretty sou ' fSon iDlO th . 1', a ren t they? Perhaps the drafting 0 ae service.
TP 8: The difficulty is I .

of gushy st . on y because there are just an infinite vanery
ones and I'm t . d '

bore mYself ,'\:'th L rYlng to pick out something that I on t
'1. et's se W 11 ,of topic here w h . e. e , to pick out a standard sor
e ave a soldle' fyears absence a d h' f' I' returnlllg from war after three or our

. n IS nlthful 'f I' 'tin lIy suggests th h WI e c asps him foodly and thiS essen-
e opeful life' h "I' fIn t e future and the posslbl It}' 0
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going on together although the possibility of irreparable damage as
far as they can see at the moment it hasn't been done and they can look
forward. Only they are four years older, for the happiness they have
planned on. Of course they don't know how much mental damage may
have been done to him but at the moment they feel they can go on as
they have planned. Is writing scenarios as easy as this?
TP 9: There is a certain sad cast to this picture. A couple, say

their child is very sick. The man has come home to find his wife fran-
tic and worried and the child very ill and he is comforting her the
best he can under the circumstances and as many things happen it passes
away and everything recovers.
TPC 1: You can do almost anything with this. Let's make this a

man and his wife. They are not newly married but they are relatively
young and they have no children. Let's see where we'll put them? I
think I better make this a parting rather than a reunion. Let us make
them Russian. He is an engineer 'who has been brought up in the Soviet
tradition being young at the time of the revolution, in fact both of them
have. And through his ability and industry he has become the factory
manager. We'll make it in the Urals. However he possesses an inde-
pendent mind and has been unable to accept certain changes in policy
which came during the years. He has at times been indiscreet in ex-
pressing his divergent opinions and has been betrayed by his subordinates
one of whom wishes to displace him. This has resulted in a de-
nunciation and he is on his way to a labor camp and this is the pa rt-
ing. This was very one sided because I have left the wife out but I
think I have said enough. I could have him going off to war.
.TPC 2: Well that is a rather small hand. These noses suggest you see

they aren't Japanese I would say but central European, perhaps possibly
Polish and yet the woman's hair it's hard to be sure about her age, it
gives the impression of being blond rather than black. It's very diffi-
cult for me to ascribe a geographical location to this scene. The 'woman's
hand is small and dainty and not what I would expect from what
I see of her face. She isn't a pianist, I think more a working girl.
There isn't grief indicated in the man's face but rather pleasure and
tenderness. I don't think that there is a parting occurring here. There
isn't a feeling of joy expressed on the woman's face so I don't think
there is a reunion either with some ... with a loved person. I would
think that this indicated that this showed husband and wife after an
accident or illness to one of their children or perhaps to their child.
The man is clearly young, about 30, and the woman may be probably
is somewhat younger still. This illness is such as to have made them
sad and the husband is consoling his wife about it. It seems clear to
me that he is sad! too, but also full of affection and I don't think his
expression is such as to indicate that they are parting. That eye-

brow doesn't look like Poland.
TPC 4: This is kitchig. (?) Kitchig is to sentimentality as sac-

charine is to sugar. I don't know, I mean this is a woman and a
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man approX"imafcly tbe same age I suppose, perhaps husband and wife
and it look. like it's ... it doesn't look like it's a story, it looks like the
arti t was trying to tell a story and- doing it poorly. Maybe she's
telling him they are just going to have a baby or else she's bidding
him geed-bye for years, it would lit either way. (?) It would. no the
lory (or which this sort of picture is appropriate must have a sad
ending. She at least dies in childbirth and he gets killed in the war.
EP 2: Thi. again is one of the things which is foreign to my mental

proceue. and I find it very difficult to make any sort of story. This
doe.ott teem to be a starting point for fiction, it's an abstraction. lt
hu to be a tAle of woe. (?) Probably one that a father senses for a
Iallen woman, probably his daughter here his wife even, in which there
i, forgivtnetl and understanding and infinite remorse that would be
the general tbing. The girl? Yes. Remorse but can't reverse things.
That would have to be the motive in tbe fiction.
EP 3: Thi. look, like a soldier's farewell although, wait a minute,

that', an older man. I can't make up my mind whether it's a farewell,
it doelD't look like the clear cut features of youth, it looks like an
older person. I can give you one either way )'OU can either have a
.oldier', farewell or a consolation. (Which do you prefer?) I think
looking al Ihe actual ages of the faces it's a husband consoling his
wife that some eudnese has come into the lives, this is the photogra-ph
of the consolmion. I take it that that is the case because her expres-
.ion and rbe way her hand is placed and all indicates that she- is not. ,
l~ ~n ClOUS of what she is doing, as well as the rather firm deter-
rrunauon of hi, face indicates that his is an hour of strength rather
than weakness. I suppose alt, you can say is that those hours are the
hours rbar build homes.
EP 4· Well t1.. . .

• ,liS IS qurte a conventional scene I would say. A pur
of • lovers I can't II h h· .. ' ay w at t e relarion between them IS, whether mar-
ried or not : co ld b ld d' u e, cou not be. I think they possibly have ha a
quarrel and are J·ust· th . .,'

In e act of making up but It's nothing seriOUS.
I can't make much more than that.
EP 1: I suppose . h .

h the! you mig t say that this young couple were danclDg
ur err txprusions I k . h

• 00 too sertoua for that. He looks as though e
were telhng the girl th t h J hI k a e aves her and wants to marry her and s e
00 s as though she bad b boci d. h ceo opmg he would say that and WOD ers
Just w at sort of reaction h hat h h' . . sr e s ould have. She's obviously very happy

w at essaYing since be' I Hpast t .• s e s a ways wanted him to say that. er
raining tells her she h Id' Id hea little bi s ou n t be too enthusiastic but shcu

It COy, which is ve h d .. gfeeling ab h ry a r for her ID view of her strcn
out t e matter I' '11say it. . m Sure she ,viii, it's just how she WI

EP 8: Well, there gosh, I d .
t~rea. Oh. I can't tell if oo:t ~et any feeling out of these plC-
hiS daughter_in_1 I h someone IS In love with someone or if it's

a\v. ave no 'd
EP 9: "rell h· I ea who's young or old.

, t IS must be a father and daughter, small hands suggest
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a young person here. And they are happy, I guess she's really just telling
him good-night. In the immediate future- she will have to, well after
all this daughter isn't so very young, so she has probably reached the
age of responsibility and will go to bed without fuss. Which is a very
good thing.
EPC 3: This is hard to interpret, I suppose mother and daughter,

or father and daughter, I can't make out, surely this is a daughter over
here. Well, or is it husband and wife? I rather think husband and
wife probably. It represents a very happy and congenial union. He's
just returned from a trip I should judge and they are glad to see each
other. Or else he's just left, one of the two. It doesn't quite look that
way. I think he's coming home,

C, COMPARTSON WITH BIOLOGISTS

On the whole this group gave rather longer stories than the biologists
did. Too, the biologists gave more description, and less straight narration
than the physicists did, and many fewer stories with full time sequence. The
biologists more often gave incidents in which no future was possible, and
the physicists more often interpreted the future as a defeat or with unre-
solved tensions, and were more certain in offering these outcomes than the
biologists were. In addition the physicists, while also much given to
interpretation at the concrete-factual level, were less so than were the biolo-
gists and more inclined to show interest in the thoughts and feelings of
the protagonists. There are also some over-all differences in the "tone"
(If the stories, as Table 13 shows.

TABLE 13
TONE OF TilT STORlES:

COMPARISON OF PHYSICISTS AND BIOLOGISTS

Physicists
Biologists

Indifferent Unhappy Melo-
Detached Cheerful Tense Morbid dramatic

Contemplative Serene Anxious Aggressive Sardonic

[8 36 89 14 9
[2 15 110 9 25

These differences in tone combined with those noted earlier would
suggest that the physicists have found it easier to accept the fa~t of diffi-
culties in life and less inclined to gloss them over or to put distarrce be-
tween themselves and the problem. Nevertheless, they are a group in which
anxiety is easily "mobilized as the Rorschach shows, and as may be indicated
also by their greater acceptance of situations of unresolved tension. Any
further generalizations in this extremely intricate situation are unwarranted
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on these data, particularly since not every member in each groupfollmn
the line characteristic of the group as a whole.
Both groups arc dominantly literate in expression. They showno par-

ticular diR'erences in types of personal relations, but do show slightdoft!.
en in regard to type of presses, with the physicists using somewhat felrn
unfriendly and internal ones. and leaving more unanalyzable ones. TIm
nrc n few differences on particular cards, for example for the physicistspress
in aTd) 0 are more often friendly, for the biologists more often impersonal
Again on Ca.rd to, the biologists give the greatest number of deviationsin
the story, but for the physicists it is Card 15 that evokes the mostde\la-
tion (and sometimes the freest aggression).
In content, the biologists, like the physicists, show considerablelackof

need for interpersonal relations, and somewhat more facility in avoiding
them, a well as somewhat more incidence of guilt feelings. In thefield01
interpersonal relations there is one very striking difference-the biolo~!(j
appear much more concerned about their children. To some extentth~
i an age factor, their children are older, more of them are adolescent)and
more problems are apparent. This relationship which is one in whichth~
biologists feel at ease, and which has particular value for them, hasper·
haps a larger independent element in it than any other close one,at leai,t
f~r t~e parent. Even here, however, the general independence of thephW
ctsts I stronger .
. Ag~ress.io~ is much freer in expression among the physicists,withthe
blologl ts It IS more likely to be a form of stubbornness.



1. Location

These entries refer to the portion of the blot chosen for each concept, W
indicating that the whole blot was used, Dd, an unusual portion of the
blot, and S the white space. The entry ~ 100 indicates that whole responses

X. THE RORSCHACH
Results of the Rorschach Method of Personality Diagnosis are available

for 19 of the subjects. This test employs a set of 10 standardized cards,
each bearing an ink blot. The subject's task is to tell what the ink blot,
or any part of it, looks like to him, or reminds him of. Responses were
recorded verbatim. The cards are run through a second time, in order to make
certain of just how and where each response was seen, and what features
of the blot were significant for the concept. The tests were scored according
to Klopfer's system (3) and again by the use of the Munroe Inspection Tech-
nique (5). This technique makes the results easier to handle as a group
and makes allowance for variation in total number of responses.

A. ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOLS

The test data are presented in Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17.
Discussion will be limited chiefly to the Inspection Technique, from Table

17. Throughout the table minus entries indicate a relative deficiency and
plus entries a relative excess of the item, the number of each indicating
degree. Excessively poor or vague forms are noted by B or V~ either with
respect to whole or original responses in particular or to all responses in
general. Checks indicate refusal of a card or cards or the presence of shad-
ing or color shock. Other entries are explained in the discussion of the par-
ticular item.
The number of responses (R) varies from 10 to 81, with a mean of

33.7. The theoretical and experimental groups are quite different in this
respect, mean for the former being 40.9 and the latter 23.8, a significant
difference. Number of responses may be taken to indicate something about
the energy ayailable to the subject for more or less intellectual effort.
The next line, T/R refers to the amount of time required per response,

minus entries indicating that it is less than 30" and plus entries that it is
more than 60". Reaction time (see Table 15), that is, the time elapsed
between presentation of a card and the first response, averages 11.9" for
the, theorists and 17.0" for the experimentalists. The differences are not
great, but it would seem that the theorists are a little quicker, and perhaps
a little freer to react in this situation than the experimentalists.

209
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were given to nearly every card. Succession (Sue) refers to the ordu
in which these were used in the responses to each card. If responses an
lir l to the whole blot, then to large and small usual details, to unllsu~

derails and ro the whitt space in that order the succession is regular.An
enrrj of I indicates considerable relaxation of this order, and of 1I tOOi
r pon followed no order at all in this respect.
The relative frequency with which different portions of the blot are med
i a iared with the usual manner of approach to problems. For examp!r,
according to usual Rorschach theory, the subject who gives a prepcnderae

of \ re pon es is likely to view problems in a large setting, not to Imthel
• bout details hut to be more concerned with abstracting and generalizm~
and the Converse is true. The quality of the W responses is very important
here, however, vague sweeping Ws being much less significant of highordel
work: than '''s in which the separate parts are carefully related toW
whole. A high incidence of use of unusual aspects of the blots is evident)
and thi seems an important factor in the success of these men-abilityto
look at things a little differently than other people do, to see whatothw
mi. ery often, in this group, the Drs are unusual combinationsofmud
small details. White space responses have usually been taken to indicate
OPpositional tendencies. Even more than the Drs they indicate waysofre-
garding problems which are very different from the usual ones.
It is pos ible, from the intricate balance of these factors to deducewith

SOme accuracy the manner in which each man goes about his professiond
work~ ~uch as his relative interest and competence in broad or more restricted
theonzlOg, and what his more special sort of contribution has been.
. One of the striking things is that the theoretical group does not tendpa:-
ticularly to high W. It is true that very few of them -do much10
the way of abstracting on a really broad scale. One of them, for eXall1pl~
remarked "1 haven' d" " d eon

J aven t create any baSIC theory and you Will fin no on
~,h~campus who has." TP 8 who had an unu~uallY low number ofWI said,
Yes my type 01 d di ", . un erstan tng is not the over-all comprehensive sort.
The precise meani 1 h W ." I" 1rfrorong 0 t e response needs clarifying. t IS a

accurate to suppose that high W% by itself can be taken as an indica.t~f
of a tendency to ab t h h .' It IS

• 0 • s ract t aug t and preference for generalizanonv
of some slgmflca . hi . nat
Ii . d nee In t IS respect, but the necessary qualifications are
rrrute to those deducible from the sorts of W given. It appears alsoto. be
true that Some type f b o. . . hi h IS adOff so a stracr thinking (if not of generalizing, W Ie

C'eretr~nlt p:oc~ss) do not seem to be reflected in W responses of any sor:;
am Y It IS 01 id bl h t "f0.. cans I era e importance for Rorschach theory t aactrvrry 15 not What th 0 I " "

eoretlca phYSICists characteristically do.
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EP 7, who had an extraordinary number of white space responses, most
'Of them original ones, said, "I don't like to make small improvements. If
I can't do something quite different I'd rather not work at all. ... People
are always saying, 'How do you think up these things?' I have that ability
to think up unusual things in odd fields." This is amply confirmed by his
colleagues.
Other aspects, such as freedom in shifting concepts, or their stickiness, and

the presence or absence of general attitudes of criticalness are also quite
clearly shown in the Rorschach.
There is considerable difference between the theoretical and experimental

group in succession, although this is not statistically significant with these
small groups. To some extent this difference is just a function of the
difference in total number of responses-where few responses or few types
of response are given it is not possible to judge succession. everthcless it
is noteworthy that the theorists are much less rigid, and show not only
greater variety in their responses but also less orderliness.

2. Content

(See also Table 16.) The entries in this section refer to the content of
the responses, humans, animals, plants, and so on. P refers to the number
of Popular responses, that is, responses most commonly given. Subjects
who have very few of these are likely to be unable to see things as other
people do. Only three of this group have fewer than the desirable minimum
of these but none of them lacks such responses altogether.
Entries under 0 refer to unusually large numbers (over 35 per cent) of

original responses, which are defined as responses given by fewer than one
person in a hundred. Only one subject, TP 5, has an unusually high num-
ber of these, and only one, EP 3, gave original responses with particularly
poor form.
Five of the theorists had an excessive number of anatomy and sex responses

(At), but none of the experimentalists. I think this may reflect a real
difference although it is not statistically significant. It will be remembered
that many of the theorists have been ill a good deal; several seem presently
somewhat concerned over physical problems; and there is probably a higher
incidence of sexual problems in this group. In one case at least, this seems
to be a definitely physical problem.
Range is very wide in two instances-that is, the content of the respon~es

is distributed through a very large number of categories. In two other in-

stances categories are very limited (minus entry). In both of these the
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number f animal responses was very high. The entry t was given only
to theori ,but to five of these. This means that the same response was
given to at least three cards, and indicates some concept domination.Th!
particular concept varies-c-for T P 3 it was maps, of harbors, lakes,etc.;
for TP 6, it was central canals; for TPC I and TPC 2 it was pelves;for
TPC +, it was bats. The specific content has only individual significance)
but the (act that there are persistent concepts for so many in the group
might mean a general tendency for concept domination, which is not patho-
logical, but which means in this setting that the men are relativelylittle
constrained by external reality. This does not seem inappropriate to a
theereri al physicist.
The responses were also scored for technical content. There are relati\'cly

few of these-the only one that occurs with any frequency is the response,
governor, to Detail 12 in Card X (the wishbone), always seen in motion.

3. Form

Responses determined solely by the form of the blot} or blot area,and
not at all by shading or color or apparent movement are scored as F re-
sponses. J I igh numbers of responses of this type indicate greater reliance
on intellectual control-if extremely excessive (as they are not in anyof
l~igroup), they tend to show a very pedantic, limited sort of approachto
life. Another factor of importance is the clarity of the forms perceived,
and the care with which the details of the blot are worked into the concept,
A few 01 these b i .. I f. su jeers are not particularly concerned with or cntlca 0
fonn, as IS shown by the B and V entries. The double entry, VB indicatei
that 30 to +0 per cent of the responses are either poor or vague (sucha~
cloud formations) 111 nature.

4. Shading
The first't . hi . .
• I em lJl t IS group IS "shading shock," a not very precse tern-

It IS supposed to be q ·t· -, 'ven
UI e uncommon In normal groups The entry rs gl

when the reacrio t h' . d'ff nt. not e more dlflcrentially shaded cards is notably I ere
"' .any respec~ from the reaction to other cards. This is manifested chicH)'
In Increased time before enr. d a response, change in manner of response or cant I

Or In ecrease of lor I I B ' h'chb . . m eve. eck says, HIt signalizes that anxiety W I J
ecause Its roots he dee . h . . 'dual
h b PInt e very early experiences of the indivi J
as Ccome a central cha I . linghi . I racter orce diffusing his energies and parayzun In a most all of life' . , ' 'tv
to even ts bear i senses . . . It signifies a low threshold senstnv'':

eanng potency of danger ... it bespeaks a chronic readinessto



be upset" (2). It is shown clearly by over half of this group, and in ad-
dition to those noted, five more showed some indications of it but not quite
sufficient to warrant a check. There seems to be no difference between the
theorists and experimentalists in this respect.
There is no discernible relation in this group between early traumatic

experiences and presence of this characteristic. It seems to be common in
groups of high achievement, and it is probable that it is related to the
presence of enough drive to carry the person to the top. In groups such as
this, with few exceptions, vocational activity has been intense and concen-
trated over many years and tremendously strong drive is necessary to main-
tain this. It is important that recovery from the shock is fairly good in most
of the group.
The entries for FK, F c refer to the presence or absence of responses con-

ditioned primarily by the form, secondarily by the shading. Absence of FK
responses, in which the shading is interpreted as light or vista does not
indicate any particular hazard j absence of Fe responses, in which the shading
has textural qualities, is more serious and a number of this group are lacking
in them. These responses seem to indicate capacity for sensitive appreciation
of others which is important in mediating interpersonal reactions, particularly
where the type of adjustment indicated by Fe responses is not well developed.
The few entries for c indicate too many responses in which the main

determinant is texture, with form secondary or lacking. These are indicators
(If excessive sensitivity, anxiety and poor control. C' responses are those
determined by the blackness or grayness of the blot areas j they are rare in
this group.
Entries for K, and k are unusually high. These are considered to be

open indicators of anxiety which is very prevalent, and unstructured. They
are of considerable importance in this group. The theorists and experi-
mentalists show some difference here as can be seen from Table 14: the
theorists tend more to k and the experimentalists to K. The k responses
arc a sort of toned-down intellectualized form of K responses, and indicate,
somewhat more efficient controls. This may be due to greater awareness
of problems, which would seem to be indicated by the fact that FK responses
OCcuramong many of the theorists and among none of the experimentalists.
Presence of FK always indicates awareness of problems and that the subject
is to a considerable extent able to cope with his anxieties.
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5. M ovemem

Thi group of responses refers to concepts into which movement is PI(/-
jeered. These may be human movement (M), animal movement (FII),
or inanimate movement (m). Movement responses as a whole are considered
indicative of the richness and intensity of the inner life of the subject) as
well a irs level of maturity (ratio 01 M to FM), and the subject'sell<
with his in tincrual drives (relatively few m).

A large number of human movement responses have usually beentakeD
as indicative of creative ability, but this apparently is not necessarily the
case, It would seem that the primary meaning of good M responsesis that
the ubjecr has developed an adequate concept of human personalityand
its functions and has been 'able to accept this concept as applied to himself,
In addition, production of M responses requires not only good naturalen-
dowment, but also the ability to delay response in order to achieveanin-
tegrarion of the elements. It requires a rich and active ideation, but I think
rhi may be present without being manifested in M responses. As canbe
seen, this group tends to underproduction of these responses. The r entries
indicate that, although there are a sufficient number of such responses,the
action of the figures is very restricted-a modified form of limitation. Fj.\iI
responses are not consistently high, or lacking, and rn responses, although
commoner in the group than usual, are not of great significance in thewhole
group. Their greater frequency among the theorists ties in with the greater
awareness of conflict in these men.
The last r . ' h' I th t. . ow 10 t IS set, or sum of movemen t responses indicates a

It IS generally adequate, neither too many nor too few.

6. Color

~lor ~hock is analogouS to shading shock, but very much commonerr
and 10 mild forms ot 0 d", h f some. . n 10 rcatrve of senous disturbance, but rat er 0
un~ase In emotionally toned Situations. It is about as frequent in this group
as 10 most professional groups which have been reported.
The Fe responses are tho ' hi hi' . 'b t color' lose 10 W IC orm IS a mam determinant, U

IS a SO Important. The n b d irv f o-
, 1 d 0 Urn er an adequacy of these indicate capacity or emtiona a aptatlon pa ti I I ' CF

(
f r ICU ar y SOCial adaptivity. They should outnumberresponses responses in whi hI' I t

of fo . I IC co or IS the dominant element, but somee e01en
rm IS a so present) whi h '" 0 I n-

siveness d 1 f IC are mdlcattve of egocentric emonona respo
Rorsch:c~n ar~e numbers of which show considerable affective reactivity.

remar ed : "The greater the preponderance of Fe over CF the
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more stable the affect and the greater the adaptability and capacity for forma-
tion of rapport. The closer CF comes to FC the greater the moodiness, insta-
bility and egocentricity" (10). In 11 of this group (about the same in the
theorists and experimentalists), CF are more numerous than Fe. In this group
there seems to be present a tendency to impulsiveness, to emotional responsive-
ness when logical considerations are not effective and for poor tolerance of
delay in reaching satisfactions and a tendency to disregard the emotional
needs of others. All of these make for difficulties in socialization, and for
some self-centeredness.
The total number of color responses tends to be high, and to be larger

than the number of movement responses. This suggests greater tendency
to responsiveness to environmental than to internal stimulation.

B. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The data given above do not give a clear picture of the quite varied in-
dividuals that compose this group of subjects. These men, although they
have much in common, range' in personality from the rather blunt and
determinedly practical to the sensuous aesthete. Some attempt at fuller
summary, from the qualitative as well as quantitative aspects of the pro-
tocols will be given here.
The theorists, on the Rorschach, seem to break down into two well-

separated groups. The' larger number (six) are characterized by large
numbers of responses, generally loose or confused succession, low per cent
of whole responses, very high per cent of responses seen in unusu~ are.as,
and wide use of determinants and content categories. They give rich
protocols, with much evidence of high intelligence and a consider~ble amount
of emotional and intellectual energy. This energy, however, IS not very
well disciplined, for the most part, although it is generall~ readil~ available.
They are likely to go at things in a somewhat hit or miss fashion, rather
than in a highly ordered, logical one. With this much en.er~ available,
however, this is not serious) and in fact it is very possible that It IS an element

7. Inspection Technique Score

This score is a rough indication of the general clinical adjustment of the
individual, the higher scores indicating greater degrees of maladjustment.
Averages are 11.1 for the theorists and 11.3 for the experimentalists, 11.2
for the total group. The two groups of physicists seem to be equally well
adjusted, on this very course measure, but the nature of the adjustment is
somewhat different.
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in their creative thinking. On the other hand, not the method of attack
on problem, but the concept once developed, may be a little sticky, either
h rd to drop. or recurring from time to time with little appropriatenea
The form. I a peers of reality do not concern them very much. Almost all
of them how much concern for space and space-filling things-three dimea-
ional perceptions come easily to them. The fact that psychologicallythi;
i an indication of anxiety is mitigated in this group by their fair ability to
control irs expr ion. The bilateral symmetry generally means to themrn
in..i renee of biological responses-for a number of them these are un-
pleasant. J n a few "biology" is specifically equated to "sex," but it is not
clear if this is true of all of them. They are rather likely to give technical
responses, not in large numbers, but of other than the "governor" t}'pet
and of a sort unique in my experience. For example, to Card I (apparently
meant as \ ) lilt uggests to me a repeating figure in that there is enough
ymmerry between tile two pairs of white spots to indicate there might be
n ymmetrical translation that might produce an infinitely long figurebut
] see the upper pair is not identical so I would have to abandon this. , ., leI
the repetition of a unit with a symmetrical operation," There is usually
evidence of conflicts, which are not as a rule too repressed or too hadl)'
handled. They seem, for the most part, to be rather mature socially.Those
Who, have apparently not developed good socially adaptive techniqueshal:e
~n iderable sensitivity which probably serves moderately well whereIt
Isn't m~re irritability than sensitivity. In most of this group, too, aggressil'e
tendenCies are plain but are usually adequately controlled, even thoug~
they may be the SOurce of Some anxiety.
The Other four present a strikingly different picture. Their protoet1!s

are u ually very Ii ir d Th h' ermr e . ey ave very high per cent of whole responsand u . II
.se pracucn y no unusual areas. As a rule the whole responsesarc

Sweeping and farm is ft T ickl and, . . a en poor. hey come to conclusions QUI Y
quue uncntIcally With h II . f d ter-

• • • I t e srna er number of responses, variety 0 e
mlllants IS naturally m h -I . Ill'

I '. uc curtai ed, and so is content. There are praenca
no c ear lIldlCations of A', " nts
b h . Con ret or anxiety as they appear in detennlOa"
ut t e Picture as a whol '. h ' ted
hi If b' e IS III eac instance one of a man who has protec
P~:sety , YII 'fvIthdhrawal. This way of handling problems probably worb

ve Or t em but th Iik I tobe irn . 'ey are, as a group rather irritable, iseypatient and jump a d h ' I It
should b y, n t ey are rather insensitive to other peope.e stressed that th ' . g'
fullness ese restrIcted protocols while not without meamn

are nevertheless b ' ' 'f helt
subjects 'Th y no means satisfactory representations a t

. at men of such t di 'r" uiveex Taor man y hIgh achIevement can c'
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protocols which are so flat raises another note of cau tion with regard to the
Rorschach. Absence in the protocol of any indications of capacity for high
achievement does not mean necessarily lack of the capacity. It will be in-
teresting, when other groups of scientists have been added, to make a special
study of those who give this sort of protocol.
The experimental physicists do not divide so neatly into subgroups, and

there is quite a little variation in most factors. With two exceptions, how-
ever, they seem to have developed few adequate social techniques, and in
general although they are far from lacking in aggressiveness, they tend to
handle it by getting out of the situation as far as possible or by resorting to
a superficial passivity. One or two of them, however, may have explosive
outbursts.

C. COMPARISON WITH THE BIOLOGISTS

Comparative quantitative data are given in Tables ]8 and 19. The
differences are very striking. The individual physicists generally used more
determinants than did the biologists-this in part is due to the greater
number of responses offered by the physicists but only in part. The major
differences are in the use by the physicists of k and K responses, which were
extremely rare -among the biologists, the differences in the amount and
balance of color responses and in the domination of form. These are con-
sistent with the general summary that the biologists, who manifested con-
siderable basic anxiety as shown by the incidence of shading shock (high in
both groups, but somewhat higher in the biologists) have this anxiety pretty
well structured for the most part. Their general control is better; they
are less interested in other people and the social environment but they have
developed better techniques for coping with it than the physicists have.
The physicists, on the other hand, are severely burdened with a considerable

TABLE 18
COMPARISON OF RORSCHACHS OF PHYSICISTS AND BIOLOGISTS

x' p

N > 1 for main Fk, kF, k, K or KF
N > 1 for main m
N > 2 for m including additions Is as ~
N > 1 for de, dd or di-
N > 1 for object as content
N > 1 for Fc
FC> CF +C
1:C not over 20
IC> M

5.41
3.47
4.34-
5.41
4-.61
6.57
9.53
13.8
4.71

.02 .01

.1 -.05

.05 - .02

.02-.01

.02- .05

.01- .02
<.01
<.01
.05- .02

Check list entries:
K, Ii:
CF -l-, no entry,

4.33
10.80

.05 - .02
< .01
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TABLE 19
COl'PUlSON OF RORSCHACHS OF PHYSICISTS AND BIOLOGISTS

Physicist, Biologists P nf
Mean Mean difference

Number of re pon tS
In'lkccion Technique core
W'fo
F'fo
F"' + 'fo"
F"' + 'fo'
t,;, non·F-domintned responses"
A'fo
umber of M
um of C
umber of Technics 1 responses

33.7
11.2
39.8
40.9
85.6
75.3
17.4
39.6
2.9
4.3
I.J

22.1
8.9
....>.5
43.1
83.8
80.3
7.0
42.6
2.6
1.9
3.1

.02~.OS

.02-.01
).01
).01
) .01
) .01
(.01
).01
).01
(.01
.02-.01

-FJ + % refers to form level of F responses only.
lira + 90 refen to form level of a II responses. 'I
"This i. the per cent of responses in which form does not enter or enters secondany.

amount of free anxiety, mobilized with the greatest readiness (this was
striking not only in the greater difficulty of making arrangements with the
physici ts but also in the interviews) j their affects are relatively strong an~
their social techniques are often not very good. The contrast between.the
two groups is very like that between obsessive-compulsives and anxlet}'-
hysterics among the neurorics.s .
There are also Some differences in content of the responses. The bio!ogJjll

gave more technical responses than did the physicists. The blots lend the~-
selves so readily to interpretation as animals or animal structures that II
i not surprising that the biologists do give more responses which are classe.~
3 technical, although such responses only receive the designation technicalJI

.r, . .r, . . . tbe
SpeCI IC sctentr c knowledge IS involved. The physicists gave more respol1se~
content of which was objects of various sorts such as pliers (not techmcal)
or governor of a gasoline engine (technical) although even their total of th~
is not very high (9 per cent of all responses}, One of them explainedIt
very well-"'iVhy didn't he make some with four-fold symmetry? Th.e~
would be a lot more possibilities in it. This two-fold symmetry gives an ul1taJr
advantage to animal likenesses. If you were after mechanical or abstract
things this doesn't do."

The physicists are also a generally more aggressive group, althOugh thi:
may be masked under: a superficial passivity in some instances. As a rule!
however it is more d .. . h b·oloa1sts)
• I.. open an stronger 10 this group than In tel e-
m whom It IS chara I • . II

c ensnca y expressed more as stubbornness.
aI do not warn to be . d . nerally

obsessive-compulsi mlSu." erstood as having implied that biologiSts are ge 1
It is to the differe"nece nburottcs ahDd physicists anxiety-hysterics, which is not IrU

etween t esc groups that the analogy is drawn.



XI. COMPARISON WITH RORSCHACH STUDIES
OF OTHER PHYSICISTS

In addition to the individual studies so far reponed, the faculties in physics
and physical chemistry in six institutions were asked to take a Group Ror-
schach. In making the comparison it must be remembered that there are
some differences between the individual and group administration of the
Rorschach and that the nature of these has not been clearly established
experimentally. This point is more fully discussed in the monograph on the
biologists. It would seem, however, from such evidence as is available, that
these are less than would be expected by anyone who has not seen many group
protocols. These have as much variety of response as the individual pro-
tocols do, and in my experience are very nearly as useful clinically. It is
not direct evidence, but certainly merits consideration, that the differences
shown on the Rorschachs individually administered to biologists and physi-
cists are precisely the differences which appear on the group administration.
Considerable difficulties were encountered in securing subjects for this,

but eventually 65 subjects took part. These records have been analyzed in
detail and are reported elsewhere (7). The subjects included (there is only
one woman) are of all university ranks. A few of them are extremely
well known but were not considered for the individual studies because of
age or foreign birth.
These subjects were requested to record a preference for teaching or

research, and the field of research. Those who did not specify a research
field, or who reported a decided preference for teaching are not included
in the sub-group selected for comparison with these individual records. This
subgroup. reported below, includes 11 men doing theoretical research and
37 doing experimental research. Comparative data are given in Table 20.
That the groups studied individually are older than the others is a natural

result of the process of selection. The difference is statistically significant
for the total groups. No mean comparisons between individual and group
Rorschachs for the theoretical, experimental, or total groups are significant.
although differences between the means in some instances are present.
A table of Check List entries for the groups has not been included; there

are no significant differences between individual and group Rorschachs for
the theorists, the experimentalists, or the total groups.
The major finding here is that the physicists teaching in universities, in

general, do not differ on the Rorschach from their most eminent colleagues.
There is in these data no clue as to what brought the men studied indi-
vidually to a higher level of professional success than many of the others.

223
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TABLE 20
eo..1PAJUSON OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP RORSCHACHS

'Theorerica l Experimental All All
Group Ind iv. Group Indiv. Group Individul

N 11 11 37 8 '8 19

Ag. Range 2+-65 31·53 28-56 38·56 2+-61 31-56
Mean 39.3 44.0 36.8 45.7 37.1 ".6
S.D. 11.9 6.0 7.7 7.0 8.9 6.6

It Range 15-48 14--81 13-68 10·44 11-63 Ill-81
lean 32.3 40.9 34-.0 23.8 33.8 J3.1
.0. 9.0 23.6 14.8 10.3 117 20.9

IT Range 6·17 7·15 2·25 6·19 2-25 6·19
Mean J 1.3 11.1 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.1
S.D. 3.1 2.6 5.0 4.0 4.7 1.1

\V9I> Range 7·67 6·65 8·68 11-70 7·68 6·10
Mean 35.6 35.3 37.0 46.1 16.7 4H
S.D. 18.6 20.9 18.0 17.0 18.2 20.1

F<;l> Range 14·63 J 8·60 4·72 1HO 4-72 1+-80
tea» 40.4- 41.1 35.8 41.1 36.9 41.2
S.D. 14.6 12.4- 17.8 19.5 17.2 lU



XII. DISCUSSION

This study is part of an attempt to find out whether there are factors in
life history, in level of intelligence, or in personality structure which are
relevant to vocational choice or success. The data would indicate that there
are certain factors which, because of their higher incidence in this group
than in others, probably do have such relevance, although a directly causal
relation cannot be demonstrated. Only one, sustained devotion to work, is
present in all of this group and in all of the group of biologists previously
reported. For such sustained interest, it is required, psychologically, that
the activity somehow be satisfying to strong basic drives. They must be
strong to account for the depth of the absorption j they must be basic to
account for their constancy. It is of course evident that most vocational
activities beyond a mechanical level, may satisfy the autonomous drives, at
least In our cultural setting. What is unique here is the extent to which the
vocation is called upon for these. satisfactions. It is very probable that the
creative nature of much of the work of these men carries also homonony-
mous satisfactions and that this furthers the extent to which their lives are
dominated by their work.
The reasons for the development of such a channel of satisfactions to the

near exclusion of others seem to vary. Some special situations appear to
recur in these life histories. It does not follow that they are causal, but it
seems improbable that they are not relevant. Dependence on intellectualized
forms of satisfactions may develop when other channels arc not continuously
clear, and this one is available, either in the family setting or elsewhere.
With the biologists a recurring situation was loss of a parent at an early
age; this did not appear in this group. Among the theoretical physicists
a common situation was early severe illness; or generally "poor constitution"
which obviously would function to increase social isolation and in certain
settings, increase recourse to intellectual satisfactions. Illness was not com-
monly a factor among the experimentalists, and· although there were various
isolating factors among them, and although the incidence of feelings of
apartness is high, the elements contributing to this are more varied.
That physical science took the lead over other forms of scientific activities

in these men is only in part, I think, due to obvious environmental situations.
It was usually the case that the only science courses available in high school
were physics or chemistry, but this was also true of the biologists. I suspe~t
that subtle differences in modes of thinking may have already developed 10

these two broad groups, so that for some form was important and for others
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nOf, and that thi played a part, but the origin of these differences isstill
unknown. (Data on this point are given elsewhere, 9.)
Intellectual functions, so far as these have been tested, and so far a!

th tests art a measure of them, do differ somewhat in the groupssoiar
tudied, but most striking is the very wide range in all of them. Phy,icisll,
however, are generally better at a space test, although the differences aIr
not great.

ifferences in personality structure are more marked, but are in line wilD
the others reported. The general indifference to close personal relations ~
triJcing in both groups of scientists, with the physicists being remarbbly
free of any guilt in this respect. It is very probable that identification with
the {ather was relatively easier in this group than in the biologistsandrh~
too, may be related to a choice of a profession which has a more definitdy
"masculine" tone than has biology.
It is as yet too early to develop any general theories on thesedata,but

tl noted above, SOme hints are beginning to emerge. When other grOUP!
have been studied it should be possible to construct a number of hypothe~1
which can be tested on larger samples.
It is not too early, however, to point out some of the pedagogicalimplica-

tions of the data. These derive chiefly from the life histories. It is dear
that early opportunity to become acquainted with the field and workin it
i a great help but is by no means an essential to final success, andthat
the boy who is entering college may well not know what he is interestedill,
or his final interests (as expressed in his behavior) may change completely.
Several things are of major importance in any attempt to increasethe

number of students interested in research in a physical science. Perbapl
the first and most important is high school teaching. Here it is not just
the f~ct of having a Course in physical science available, but the mannerof
t~achtn~ th~ Course, and this applies equally well to college teaching.The
VItal point IS to g' h d . f hiro-rve t e stu ent the opportunity to find things out or
self. ~t ~akes no difference if the fact is well known or not at this level,
what IS Import t' h h . bv. an IS t at t e student not learn it by rate but learn It .
dISCOvery. Admittedl thO , '/li I-but. . y IS may often be pedagogically very di cut
It IS pan of the way res h . . .' d " isa
f . earc SCientists become research SCIentists,an I
actor Susceptible to I T hei "

b . contro . he students who can't work on t err 0\
may e 10 the majorir I h h . 1 h t theth b· 1 y, a t aug I doubt it but it is essentta t a
o ers e gwen a chance t I h ' . A good
many b I . 0 earn t at they can work on their own.

oys earn this through d . . t niey.Even at . d'ff ga geteering, but not all have this epporu
a quite I erent Ie I hi I Are-ve t IS general principle seems to app y.
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port on "Productivity, Supervision and Employee Morale" (12) states
that: "The findings suggested that persons are more effectively motivated
when they are given some degree of freedom in the way in which they do
their work." Certainly top-level research scientists have an extraordinarily
large degree of such freedom, but it was certainly not given all of them at
first. They took it.
The personal influence of a teacher or someone else may be of great im-

portance also, although I think it secondary. And it should be noted that
the final effect on the student may not be so different whether a teacher
leaves his students alone to work on their own because he doesn't want to
be bothered or whether he stimulates them to work on their own because
he is personally interested in them. (I refer only to the effect on vocational
development.)
Once, however, a boy learns the satisfactions of research, good pedagogy

may be a help, but bad pedagogy, unless it is completely stultifying probably
won't be much of a hindrance. Given the drive and even the faintest
chance at it, the devoted student will carryon, on his own. I strongly sus-
pect that some of the new programs of assistance are defeating their own
ends by giving too much assistance.





XIII. SUMMARY
This monograph reports a study of the personalities of physical scientists.

The major portion is devoted to individual study of 22 men selected, by a
group of their peers, for their eminence in research. This is supplemented
by a brief Rorschach study of 48 other research physical scientists now on
faculties at large universities.
The men studied individually include nine theoretical physicists, nine

experimental physicists, three physical chemists primarily engaged in theo-
retical research, and one physical chemist primarily engaged in experimental
research. As presented here the major division retained for the study is
that of theoretical or experimental work. In a few instances the subjects
have worked in both fields.
The number of physicists who would qualify for this study is not large.

Of the 30 physicists who were selected, 22 were willing to be interviewed,
but the data from one of these are very curtailed. Although the absolute
sample size is small, it is a relatively very large sample of a very small uni-
verse.
The age range of the subjects studied individually is 31 to 56, with an

average of 45. All but one were American born j that one came here at a
very early age. They have all received the major part of their training in
this country and have done their major work here. All of the men are
married j only one has been divorced. This is socially a very stable group.
Data on family backgrounds show that the group as a whole is very

unlike the population at large and that there are marked differences between
the theorists and the experimentalists. The major difference here is in the
occupations of the fathers of the subjects: 84 per cent of the fathers of the
theorists were professional men, and 50 per cent of the fathers of the
experimentalists. Four of the experimentalists, and none of the theorists
were the sons of farmers. Among the theorists, also, most of the mothers
carne from families which included a number of professional men, and
this was not true to the same extent of the experimentalists. It follows, too,
that the educational level of the parents of both groups, and in particular
of the theorists is considerably above that of the population at large. Further-
more, so far as I could determine, none of the sibs of any of this group are
unskilled or skilled workmen. It is clear, then, that a family background
of learning is generally present.
It seems probably of considerable importance that, among the theorists,

but not among the experimentalists, there are a number who reported early
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very poor health, frequently of a repeatedly disabling sort, or gen".\
poor con titution, often necessitating long interruptions in schooling.
For all but nyc of the theorists, a college course was taken for granted;

this wa true of only three of the experimentalists. This is not to saythil
the parents of the others did not spontaneously wish their sonsto go llJ

college or did not plan for it-a number of them did-but it wasa matter
which required debate and special planning, and this was not necessarily
entirely financi:tl. There is a great difference between the two groupsin ~
amount of early liking for and interest in school and particularly in readin~
It i characteristic of the theorists that they were early and omnivorous
readers, and while some of the experimentalists also were, it is unusuaL
They hawed little more than the average interest in gadgetry, on thewhole,
alrhough here the range is very wide.

he school course for the theorists was somewhat more acceleratedthan
thnr for the experimentalists. In parr, of course, this reflects an &onomi[
difference, since more of the experimentalists had to work their waytbrou~,
\.yith rno t in both groups, there was no crystallization of scientificinterem
before high school, and here it was likely to come with a particular rours,
very often a Course in chemistry, which was more generally availablethen,
The U u31 point of decision to enter physics as a career was about thejunior
year of college, although with several it was later than this. There seem!
in general to have been no sudden understanding of the nature of researc.l1
and the possibility of a research career. On the contrary this developea
som.ewhat gr~dually. Entrance into theory as a field was necessarilydelaY~tl
until SOme Situation arose-such as working with a teacher interestedIn
th~ry rather than in experimentation_in which the possibility of sucha
chOice became clear j it was not known as a vocational possibility beforethe
college level usuall b f b ', y not e ore t e later years In college.
For the. most part the' hi iea af ' " h vebfen

If istor res a ter recervmg their doctorates a
of steady devele ' h h i "~prnenr, Wit relatively few changes in researc inter I

~ce:pt as th~ field itself has changed. All of them of course, were involved
In War prOjects With hi ' , Id workd ... some t IS meant continuing with their a
un [ er new CirCUmstances, with others, a considerable shift in the work itsdl.

n yery general term hei , f II d th'
h. s, t err psychosocial development a owe

Course w ich appears t b h hi tryTh . . 0 e t e pattern with educated men in t IS coun '
at is, IOtellectualizatio f· I d at

an e I h' n 0 Interests usually was sufficiently cleveope
ar y age t at it seems t h '" - f . I in·

terests pa t' I I 0 ave Inhibited free development 0 SOCIa
, r icu ar y of 1 that

marriages are II sexua ones, with the result, among othersl ,

genera y late' thi , 'a!' est In
10 IS group. Furthermore, SOCI inter ,
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general, is not the rule in the group. Most of them don't particularly like
to be with people socially, outside of the family, although there is a small
group who are much given to parties. It is very probable that early illness
contributed to the comparative isolation of some, but with others it seems
to have been a matter of preference for books. Among the experimentalists
this is not so true. But the spontaneous expressions of feelings of isolation
in childhood and continuing to the present time are numerous and striking.
In some measure I think this is due to a probably greater awareness of the
self which, it would seem, must inevitably promote consciousness of isolation.
As regards parental relations, neither great closeness nor great distance is
common, but it is noteworthy that genuine and continuing respect for the
father is characteristic.
Only a very few of this group are church goers : perhaps not more than

two of them are emotionally involved in an established church in any way.
In their general intellectual and social development they are quite like

the group of biologists previously reported. The incidence of illness was
not noted to any significant extent among the biologists but it was found
that 40 per cent of them suffered the loss of a parent before the age of ten.
This was not true of the physicists. Incidence of professional fathers among
the biologists was 45 per cent, about that among the experimentalists in
this group. Resemblances throughout between the experimental physicists
and the biologists are close.
The Verbal-Spatial test is the same that was used for the biologists. The

mathematical subtest had to be discarded for this group as it was not difficult
enough for most of them. On the verbal test, the theorists average 64.2
correct and the experimentalists 46.6, a difference not quite at the 5 per cent
level of significance. On the spatial test the averages are 13.8 and 11.7
respectively. This difference is not significant. The experimentalists tended
to have a higher sigma score on the spatial test and the theorists on the
verbal test, but this was not consistent. For the biologists, the verbal average
is 56.6 and the spatial is 9.4. The physicists as a group are significantly
higher on the spatial test. In both biologists and physicists the ranges are
extremely wide and the lower limit unexpectedly low. Clearly intelligence,
as shown in these tests while a factor in the eminence of these men, is by
no means the decisive one, and this particularly applies to verbal intelligence.
In the results of the Thematic Apperception Test, some differences appear

with regard to particular details, but on the whole the protocols for the
two groups of physicists are very like. The stories do .not differ in len~h
or in degree of narration and description. But the theorists are more certain
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in their rarements of outcome, and give many fewer stories involving defeat
of the protagonist or stories with conditional endings than the experimen-
tali do. Both tend to stick to stories that are dominantly concrete-factual,
but to a considerably greater extent than did the biologists; they alsoron·
ider the thought and feelings of the subjects. The theorists also_
considerably freer in their construction of personal relations, and lessisss.
tent rhar pr es be friendly.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the protocols in general is, forboth

group, the feeling of independence of parents that is so strongly present,
and in nddirion, the lack of feelings of guilt over this. This is accompanied
by a imila r independence of personal relations generally, althoughwith
me, pnrticul:uly sexual situations, there is present a definite attemptto

get distance, hence this independence is achieved with some difficulty,and
there is more conventional morality among them than there is independence
of thought in this area. There is a general acceptance of aggressionas a
permi ible element in behavior, although not a great deal of obviousag-
gre ion is present, and where it is, it is generally relegated to the past.
They gave longer stories than the biologists, with more narration andI~!

description, lind with more stories of full time sequence (i.e., including
past and future as well as present). They also gave many more sterie
involving unresolved tension or defeat than the biologists did, and were
more interested in the feelings of the characters. The biologists, like the
ph) ici ts, showed considerable independence of need for personal relations,
except for the fact that they were remarkably concerned over their childrenj
a feature which did not appear at all in the stories of the physicists,and
I~ay be in part associated with age differences in the children. The expres'
sl~n ~f aggression was much freer among the physicists than amongthe
blologlsts as was the ac t f' . havicep ance 0 aggressive elements In be avior.
In general the Rorschach protocols were rich and most of thesemen

use many determinants ad· h re af < n many Content categories although t ere a
e~~ restricted ones among them. The major findings for both are the
eVI ences of great and often not too well controlled intellectual and emotional
energy, the very high thepercentage of responses seen in unusual areas,
very general use of sorn f f h . . . at

. e orrn 0 s ad 109 response involving three-dimensiOnperCeption, and the I I
unusua extent to which they use inanimate movems"

responses. There is also a hi h ! . . id re
f h Ig inCidence of shading shock and a low mel eno timan movement res T . 1 . to
two quite h ponses. he theorists seem to be classifiabe ill

omogeneous group • b h h h jero-~:-___ s, ut t e experimentalists are rat er e
'The work of these two groups

should be analyzed for common factors. As a surr,
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geneous by comparison. In general the theorists show somewhat greater
awareness of personal problems} and a more controlled handling of anxiety.
The theorists also show some inability to get away from concepts, once de-
-vised. Socially, both theorists and experimentalists are usually somewhat
poorly adjusted. This is in some instances due to considerable impulsiveness
and egocentricity and in others to general apathy with regrd to social
relations.
The physicists gave many more responses than the biologists did, and differ

markedly from them in some other respects, although both groups share
the only slightly higher than average Wro, the much greater than average
use of rare details, and the restriction in use of human movement responses.
They diffe·rprimarily in the relative emphasis on form and shading responses.
The biologists in general are more concerned with form} more careful about
it and more likely to embody it as a main determinant; they show very
little concho with shading in three-dimensional terms. The latter is common
to the physicists who also use much more inanimate movement than the
biologists do. In conventional Rorschach terms, one would infer that the
biologists, while having considerable basic anxiety have this anxiety pretty
well structured and rely heavily and effectively upon intellectual control
of behavior, and that the physicists have a strikingly large amount of free
anxiety, readily mobilized, and have considerably more emotional responsive-
ness than the biologists do. Perhaps, however} the vocationally relevant
point is a simpler one. Biologists are deeply concerned with form, to an
extent that permeates their whole personality development; physicists have
relatively little concern with form as such, but they arc much concerned
with space, and with inanimate motion} and this} too, is deeply ingrained
in them. These aspects are so much a part 0'£ the personalities of the two
groups that I doubt very much that they can be the result of vocational
interests, although it cannot be said on these data that this is impossible .. It
would, however, seem much more likely that the possession of such personality
structures as these men have would be important factors in their choice of
vocations.
It would seem that various factors contribute to choice of and eminence

in physical science as a vocation, but there is only one thing which seems
to characterize the total group and that is absorption in their work, over

I might note that the smaller group of theorists is more like the ~xperjmentalis~!1
generally, and that it includes the two theorists who have done co~sl~elab~e wledge
mental work. Further analysis would require a considerable tee mea nowie ge
of physics.
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long rears, and frequently co the exclusion of everything else, Thiswas
also true of the biologisrs. This one thing alone is probably not of irill/
ufficient [0 account for the success enjoyed by these men but it appan
to be a sine quo non. It needs to be accompanied by a certain amountoj
intelligence, and by sufficient emotional and social adjustment that it is jlO)-

ible to maintain a position in which the work can be done. I think,loo.
rhat me early success or encouragement is a potent factor in maintaining
this work level, as it often must be maintained, in the face of continued
incomplete closure.
The p ychological dynamics are probably somewhat different in diffm'l

in ranees. What must be common is a channeling of emotional energyinto
intellectualized forms of satisfaction, and a considerable amount of eoer[j'
to be channeled. What may vary is the source of the energy, but thatin
mosr instances it derives from basic insecurities is clear. It seemspossiblt
that the unusual amount of free anxiety, which seems characteristicofthis
group, is related to the extent to which symbolization is part of theirvoo.·
tional activity.
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